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For when they speak great swelling words
of vanity, they allure through the lusts of
the flesh, through much wantonness,
those that were clean escaped from them
who live in error. 2 Pet 2v18.
These are murmurers, complainers,
walking after their own lusts; and their
mouth speaketh great swelling words,
having men's persons in admiration
because of advantage. Jude 1v16.
This issue exposes these people.
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The JDA Team is Growing!

TfT! News – now been in circulation for 19 years
What am I doing IN my life and what am I doing WITH my life?
These are questions I ask myself on a regular basis. Am I doing what I should be
doing; am I in the will of God? In January I hit the ‘big 50’. That’s 50 years of life
the Lord has given me. What have I done with them in serving Him? Sure, I’ve
done a lot for myself, and friends and family, but what have I actually done for
Him? I’m always challenged by my own questions, therefore, what else can I do
for the Lord Jesus Christ, seeing He gave everything to save me? I want to live for
Him every day, putting Him at the forefront of my life, relationships, ministry,
business etc. I want the Lord to guide my every decision; teach me how to think
and pray; show me where I’m to go and who to meet. I need the Lord in every
part of my life. Being in the situation and position I’m in, I get a lot of criticism,
and if I let all that get to me, I’d become a nervous wreck, so instead, I stand behind
a barrier of straight-talking (some say ‘rude’), no nonsense, on many occasions
‘sarcastic’ communication, to ward off future attacks… it works. If you want to
‘fight’ me, as many seem to do for whatever reason, then ‘fight’. After one or two
emails, most have had enough. Hardliners play a couple more rounds, but in the end, they too run to the hills. I haven’t got
the time neither the interest to ‘play games’, if you have something to say, ‘say it’, but be prepared for a counter ‘attack’
seeing as YOU started it. Honestly, hand on heart, you would not believe the lunatic-fringe Christians I have to deal with. I
could write volumes with stories of Christian NUTS I have to crack on a regular basis. I don’t enjoy it, and I don’t want it,
but it all comes part-&-parcel with the territory I seem to occupy (Luke 19v13). It’s as if everyone has an angle with me,
they have their own agenda, and when I don’t perform to their way of thinking or acting, they ‘crack’ and another NUT is
broken. Moving on… I must answer to God in the end, I shall stand before Him and give account of my life (Rom 14v12,
John 5v22, Acts 17v31, Rom 2v16) to Jesus Christ. So that means, I’m trying to do what I can for Him, no matter if that
displeases all others, as it’s Him NOT ‘you’, I shall answer to. 2020 has been a very challenging year for all of us I’m sure.
Many have lost their jobs, houses etc. and many people have really struggled. There was a time at the start when I thought
we would go under as a company, which would have meant the ministry couldn’t continue, we’d lose our house etc. and
the team would split up. God had other plans and moved some of you to step in and help, which ‘blew my tiny mind’. I
certainly lacked faith in the beginning, and God, yet again, proved Himself to me. Donna and Dee were brilliant throughout
the whole of this, and some of you were such a blessing you wouldn’t believe. God moved one guy to send us £500 to buy
tracts with, which we did (over 7,000 of them)… two days later he wrote me a letter stating he wanted to come off our
mailing list!? Christians baffle me at times, but God used this guy to help keep the ministry going. He does things like that
throughout my life, I guess so I don’t lean on anybody BUT HIM…! I could tell you story after story how God has provided
for us all the way through, and still I lack faith when I hit ‘testing times.’ I’m a slow learner, but I’m trying. In the UK there
aren’t that many Bible Believers, but we do have a few scattered around, and I appreciate all those who are trying to get
the Gospel out, while standing on THE BOOK (KJV). Time for Truth! is certainly known throughout the UK among many
denominations, and most Christians don’t want anything to do with us for many reasons, but those who do stand with us
have been a huge blessing I can tell you. So, will we see the Rapture very soon? I hope so. Until then, I’ll keep doing what
I believe the Lord Jesus Christ has called me to, seeking His will, and trying to please Him in everything I do. I thank the Lord
for bringing us all through another year and I look to Him to lead me in every decision I have to make. Thank you to everyone
who bestows love, friendship and support to all of us here at TfT!
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From Ruckman’s ‘Israel – a deadly piece of dirt’.
There are two kingdoms dealt with in the Scriptures… the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of Heaven – they are never the
same although they are similar in some aspects. At times, they are present together. The Kingdom of Heaven is a literal,
earthly, visible dominion. From Gen 1 – to Mat 28, the Kingdom of Heaven is an earthly, literal, visible, political theocracy
which has an earthly, literal, physical King in charge of ‘real estate’.
The Kingdom of God is defined in Rom 14v17 as an invisible, spiritual theocracy with One who is a ‘Spirit’ (John 4v24) running
it. For a Christian who has been ‘born again’ by the Holy Spirit, this kingdom would be found within the Body of Christ (Eph
1+2, Col 1).
Both Kingdoms were present when a spiritual being (Satan) was given an earthly, literal, physical dominion over which to
rule (Luke 4v5+6, Isa 14v12-15, 2 Cor 4v4). Both Kingdoms were present again when Adam received them as a spiritual ‘son
of God’ (Luke 3v38), made in God’s image (Gen 1v27), but made out of ‘dirt.’ (Gen 2v7).
Both kingdoms are present when the Son of Man (literal, visible, material human being) shows up, for He is not just a ‘child
born’ (Isa 9v6) but a ‘Son given’ (Isa 9v6). This ‘son’ has to be the Son of God (God is a Spirit), for He is called ‘The everlasting
Father’ (Isa 9v6); to be this He would automatically become the King over the Kingdom of God as well as the Kingdom of
Heaven. Note also… He was CALLED the ‘everlasting Father’, it doesn’t say He WAS the ‘everlasting Father’ as some Christian
heretics make out.
From Gen 3 – Mat 1, there is NO Kingdom of God on this earth; from Acts 1 to Rev 20, there is NO Kingdom of Heaven on
this earth. In the Millennium (Rev 20), both kingdoms are present again. In this age you enter the one you cannot ‘see’, but
you will ‘see it’ when it ‘comes’ (Acts 1v3, Luke 19v11, John 3v3+5).
What a wonderful story…
From a lady called Emma... - 'Found your pen on the old Roman Road in Brecon Beacons - 'Cheers''
Me - 'Hit me with that again?'
Emma - 'A pen with your name and number on it HA HA. I don't know who you are but it made me chuckle'
Me - 'Hello, whoever you are and thanks for letting me know!!! Look up ‘www.timefortruth.co.uk' to find out more about
me!!! How's your walk? I bet it's beautiful up there today! I love Brecon. I'm based in Kidderminster. Hope the pen still
works!!!'
Emma - 'WOW! I was meant to find that pen! I read a passage in the Bible last night. Haven't picked it up in a
while. How bizarre! I live in Merthyr Tydfil. Yes the pen still works!'
Me - 'Emma... that's amazing!'
Emma - 'It's a sign don't you think?'
Me - 'I think the Lord is reaching out to you. Send me your address and I'll send you some of my literature... and your own
pen!!! I'll post it out to you today. Things like this I find incredible to be honest. Everything for a reason. The pens are
given out as a promotional gift from our company. I'm so pleased you made contact... life is exciting!'
Emma - 'It is indeed. I felt drawn to message you and that was my calling definitely. Any literature would be gratefully
received. My address is... Thank you so much.'
Me - 'I'll post you some literature this evening. You've really blessed me by making contact Emma - thanks so much. Enjoy
the rest of your walk in God's incredible creation!'
Emma - 'I believe I've been blessed too, thank you.'
So, there you have it... isn't that wild man! I love it how the Lord brings people across each others path.
May the Lord save her if she isn't saved already. I've sent her a Bible, tracts, Gospel Coin and CSBN.
Thought you'd like to hear that story... The Lord is amazing!
Since then, Emma has text me a few times saying she is loving her Bible and listening to our sermons, thank you Lord.

2020… perhaps our most fruit producing year ever! (John 15v1-5)
I am so thankful to the Trinity, the Godhead… Father, Son and Holy Spirit (ONE
God THREE separate ‘Persons’) for blessing us so much this year in the ministry.
When this whole COVID-19 kicked off, I didn’t know what would happen to us,
especially JDA. I am very grateful to everyone who helped and blessed us through
the initial stages, and those of you who still do. This year we have shipped out
more tracts than ever, more Bibles and books than ever before, it’s been amazing.
We have over 40 Gospel Carts out there on the streets ‘working’, over 12,000
Gospel coins, another 7,000 calendars, thousands of sermons etc. it’s been
incredible. I work within a great team, and those of you who are also part of this
larger team, THANK YOU! Three Christians have bought Gospel Carts and donated them FREE OF CHARGE to those who
can’t afford them which is very kind indeed. One went to New York and another to Normandy in France to a guy who
ministers among deaf people. It’s incredible where all these Gospel Carts land up isn’t it? Let’s just keep sowing the seed
of the word of God everywhere we can, doing all we can in these final moments before the Rapture.
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About time…!
Since finding out about the version issue when I was in my late teens, I have talked,
emailed and corresponded with thousands of Christians regarding the perfection of the
King James Bible aka the Authorized Version Bible. Like many of you I have given out
leaflets, books, DVD’s, CD’s and sent links to many people who want to know more
about the version issue. I always wanted a leaflet that was punchy and packed with
Scripture to be able to use but could never find one. Recently I got so fed up with not
having one, I decided to write my own and get it printed. It’s 16 pages and will challenge
anyone who is using a modern day perverted ‘bible’ e.g. NKJV, ESV, NIV, NASB, RSV,
GNB, Darby’s version, HCSB, NEB, ‘Living’ or ‘Message’ versions, TNIV, NWT or any of
the other 150+ versions available today. Those of you who have read it already have
been very encouraging and thought along similar lines to myself. I have tried to make it
as cheap as possible so it can be used for mass distribution. Pass a few on to every
Christian you know and drop one into every church you pass. Let’s continue to take a
stand that God has promised to preserve His words (Ps 12v6+7) in these last of the last
days, and all of them can be found in the King James Bible. Hundreds have already been
ordered, thank you Lord.
Does anyone know this Bible Correcting Idiot?
This very immature & very shallow ‘Christian’ recently
emailed me and lied by saying he ‘appreciated my
website’… ain’t that a flip!? He must think I came
down with yesterday’s rain! He then went on to say
that Ruckman and all Calvinists aren’t saved…!!! I kid
you not. This self-appointed, self-confessed, selfdeluded fool, also said the King James Bible has errors
Idiot!
all the way through it and that his NASV, the ‘bible’ he
said he used, also has errors all the way through it.
Now he has only one subscriber on his YouTube channel, and is doing
nothing with his life except attacking other Christians and saying that
they are NOT saved. I don’t know who has influenced or taught this very naughty boy, but he is so far ‘off base’ that he
obviously can’t get a ministry started. He sent me a few of his erroneous studies which are very sterile and puerile and
would make Joel Osteen look like John Gill regarding ‘deep’ doctrine. I asked him a series of questions, but he refused to
answer them… YOU know, I KNOW, HE knows and GOD knows why…! One was related to his statement of faith where he
says the ‘original manuscripts’ were inerrant. I asked him how he knew this as he had never seen them, as they don’t exist?
He declined to answer. I asked him if he had a copy of the ‘preserved word’ of God… he declined to answer! I asked him
‘WHERE’ could I get a copy of the PERFECT word of God… he declined to answer! He said NOTHING, ZILCH, DIDDLY-SQUAT,
ZIPPO… he mumbled something about the King James Bible was Roman Catholic… don’t laugh as this so-called selfconfessed ‘pastor’ is serious! What is it with modern day Bible perverting ‘Christians’ these days, who do they think they
are? So if you know him, avoid him like the plague. If you don’t know him… praise God, as he is a nobody TRYING to be
somebody. To say that Ruckman wasn’t saved is to confirm that this moron has mental illness and should be ‘sectioned’.
To think, that he is allowed out of his home, on his own, to roam the streets is a frightening thought isn’t it? Somebody
needs to drop the net on this fake before he gets two subscribes to his YouTube channel. I do get em don’t I? Oh, and by
the way… I asked this numbskull whether the Holy Spirit had revealed one single ‘error’ in the King James Bible… he declined
to comment! I rest my case. I think he’s a closet Catholic due to James 5v16 in his Satanic counterfeit ‘bible’, look at it…
NASB Jam 5v16 Therefore, confess your sins to one another, and pray for one another so that you may be healed. The
effective prayer of a righteous man can accomplish much. He confesses his sins to MEN… what a great Catholic he is!
This newsletter…
1 Kings 22v7+8 And Jehoshaphat said, Is there not here a prophet of the LORD besides, that we might enquire of him?
And the king of Israel said unto Jehoshaphat, There is yet one man, Micaiah the son of Imlah, by whom we may enquire
of the LORD: but I hate him; for he doth not prophesy good concerning me, but evil. And Jehoshaphat said, Let not the
king say so. TfT! NEWS issue 90 (this newsletter), contains a lot of negative ‘stuff’ (occurs in 13 verses), and many of you
won’t like what I have written, But…. BUT… many of you DON’T have to deal with the kind of people I do…! Remember that
and cut me some slack. This world is now in it’s final stages before the Lord Jesus Christ returns, it could happen anytime
now, and yet there are so many Christians who are still living in ‘La La Land’ who haven’t a clue as to what is really going on.
It is this kind of Christian who causes so much trouble. If you’re not expecting the Lord, you’re in for the shock of your life.
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Little niggles can really get to us at times, can’t they?
What kind of service are you getting from your suppliers, landlords, supermarkets etc. You used to be able to talk to people
on the phone straight away, but now you have to talk to computers and hold for hours to just get through… something is
not right. Everything has become very stressful today. The older generation struggle a lot with the ‘new world’ and to be
honest, so do I. I don’t like all this ‘tech stuff’… shopping online, emails, paying for services online etc. I hate all of it. We
recently had a guy over to sort out the gas fire for dad and asked him whether he could also check another gas fire and the
cooker for safety, but he said he couldn’t ‘It wasn’t on his sheet!!!’ Rubbish uncaring service has become the normal today.
Some of the worst rip-off non-caring places are car dealerships and garages. All they want is your money that’s all. Buy a
car and they’ll talk all the blarney you can stand and schmooze you till Christmas JUST TO GET THAT SALE! One they’ve got
you, they don’t give ‘two-hoots’ about you. Something goes wrong and suddenly you find out it’s not covered under
warranty… what a surprise! Buy a laptop or fridge freezer and the only thing you can guarantee is that they’ll STOP working
OUT of the guarantee!!! Little things can cause us great stress and it’s all part & parcel of everyday living TODAY! The good
old days have long gone… welcome to the most uncaring society ever… and guess what… it’s a society that has kicked out
THE BIBLE… that’s the real problem as to why no one cares… what do you expect? I can’t wait to go home to be with the
Lord… life will be just perfect.
The Hand of the Lord…
It occurs just three times in Scripture…
Luke 1v66 And all who heard these things, pondering them in their hearts, said, What will this child hereafter be? And
the hand of the Lord was with him.
Acts 11v21 And the hand of the Lord was with them, and a great number believed, and turned to the Lord.
Acts 13v11 And, behold, now the hand of the Lord is upon you, and you shall be blind, and not see the sun for a time.
And, immediately, a mist and darkness fell upon him; and going about, he sought some to lead him by the hand.
So, is the hand of the Lord upon YOU? Are you IN His will? Do you KNOW that you are doing what He wants you to do?
Living for the Lord is what life is all about, yet so many Christians miss it. Sure, they think, they believe themselves to be
doing the will of God (take Fake-Pfenny as a classic example), yet they are not even on the radar when it comes to pleasing
the Lord and serving Him. Self-delusion is a terrible thing!

How could Job, the oldest book in the world, have known this scientific fact?
Job 26v7 He stretcheth out the north over the empty place, and hangeth the earth upon nothing.

MHMG launched November 2020
Well here is the logo to our new retail website. Through this we hope
to generate some income to help finance more TfT! projects. We have
set the company up with six ‘owners’ all with equal share. Lord willing,
if it does take off, those who are in fulltime secular employment would
be able to either work less, or if God really blesses this venture, give up
their work and focus solely on MHMG, JDA and TfT! altogether.
It’s in the Lord’s hands and all we are doing is ‘praying and trying’.

Why do I talk the way I do and expose certain people like I do? Here’s why…
People like Bryan Denlinger, JT, Pfenny, Eli, Hunter, plus ‘the others’, cause many problems among Christians. Because
these guys aren’t real Bible teachers, and none of them can preach either (1 Tim 3v6, Heb 5v12-14), all they do is pretend,
fake-it and spout-off, mainly criticising everyone and everything. None of them have a REAL ministry, not one of them.
Denlinger pretends to, but anyone with an ounce of common sense can see right through this fraud and see that he is
producing nothing. Making videos on a ‘secular’ platform is as Scriptural as church ‘buildings’. You see, Denlinger, like all
the rest, are narcissistic losers who get weak people to follow them. You and I know, that not one single Bible Believing,
soul-winning Christian would EVER follow people like Denlinger and his crowd, instead, we find them laughable, we can’t
take them serious, they’re a joke, but a sad joke, because they actually believe in themselves, without realising what idiots
they really are. YouTube is packed to the gunnels with losers who have isolated themselves from everyone, who don’t know
how to live in the real world, but pretend to be living as God wants them to. They are all self-deluded narcissistic egomaniacs
who think they are right and everyone else is wrong. They are the worst ambassadors for the Lord that you’ll ever find.
They are the epitome of a wasted life. They are little Pharisees judging the world from their tiny bedrooms. They are very
effeminate, quirky, oddballs, who are so weird in their ‘teachings’ (Jesus is the Father etc.) that only other goofballs will ever
follow them. You and I know, that if you have subscribed to Denlinger and his ilk, then you are very strange and odd yourself,
you ‘don’t fit’, you cannot fellowship with normal Christians so you think that by attacking them, is the answer. You’re a
NUT, and you’re wasting your life on these losers. If I were you, I’d UNSUBSCRIBE right now and leave this cult of flakes.
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What is the meaning of life?
Re-written and re-designed. This is a very punchy tract that brings you ‘face to face’
with the deepest question man has ever asked… ‘What is the meaning of life?’ This
Gospel booklet, which is very high quality, is only 5p each, which is an incredible
price. If you know anyone who is struggling in life, pondering the deep things of life
etc. then this is a booklet for them. We have just taken stock of 10,000. They are
to be used for mass distribution, so let’s sow them everywhere. Every Christian on
earth should be a tract distributor. You should leave tracts everywhere you go. You
never know who or when someone will pick one up and the Lord will save that soul
and change their life. We have had thousands of letters and emails throughout the
years of people responding to tracts. All we do is keep sowing the seed of the word
of God and pray that God will give an increase… Luke 8v11 Now the parable is this:
The seed is the word of God. 1 Cor 3v5-9 Who then is Paul, and who is Apollos,
but ministers by whom ye believed, even as the Lord gave to every man? I have
planted, Apollos watered; but God gave the increase. So then neither is he that
planteth any thing, neither he that watereth; but God that giveth the increase.
Now he that planteth and he that watereth are one: and every man shall receive
his own reward according to his own labour. For we are labourers together with
God: ye are God's husbandry, ye are God's building.
Time for Truth! NEWS…
This newsletter is predominately produced to keep everyone who is interested in the work we do, up to date. It also has a
‘cutting edge’ to it because of all the fake modern day ‘positive slop’ I have to deal with. There needs to be something as
negative as this out there to combat all the ridiculous nonsense you see in and out of the church. Let’s face it, most Christians
really haven’t got a clue have they, as to what is going on in the world today. Christianity in 2020 is more like a social club
for those who want to gossip and be entertained, rather than study the Holy Scriptures together. ‘God’ has become some
sort of ‘chum’ or ‘buddy’ to most, and they only talk to Him when they need Him. Long gone are the days of trying to live a
pure, holy, sanctified life, now anything goes as God doesn’t really mind. How did we get here? How come Christianity is
in such a mess today and so far away from where it should be? Christians have become very lazy and will live on YouTube
for their sustenance instead of in the word. They’ll follow teachers and preachers that appeal to them and suddenly they
become self-delusional clones of the ones they follow. What a mess we’re all in. So what’s the answer, do you know?
Local Example - Here is a typical trendy Christian so-called pastor and what his website says about him…
(All Nations Church Wolverhampton) - Steve Uppal - Alongside his wife, Esther, Steve has been the senior leader of the multicultural and multi-campus All Nations Church since 2001. Steve is also recognised as the Apostolic leader of the growing All
Nations Movement which gathers churches and leaders together with the vision of turning nations back to God through
prayer, church planting, repurposing existing churches and equipping leaders. As an anointed and engaging speaker, Steve’s
passion is for the church to fulfil her glorious destiny and for every believer to become strong in their inner being, engage
with God’s purpose and find their place in His plans.
Now THAT is typical modern-day Pentecostal Christianity. How close is this whole ‘system/organisation’ to New Testament
teaching of the Holy Bible? 5% if you’re lucky. I heard this guy talk about revival for today, I mean ‘he’s OUT THERE man’
living in a world where his sky is a different colour to mine. This is just one example, I could have chosen any out of the
thousands there are in England alone. This kind of Christianity is predominately a waste of time sadly, and one that is futile
in the big picture. Their modern ‘bibles’, their ‘worldly music’, their trendy social gatherings are merely social and
entertaining. Nobody wants God or the King James Bible anymore! That’s true to a degree, so what do we do? Look at the
life of Jeremiah as an example. How many people did he win over with his preaching? How many people got saved through
his ministry? Did he stop? What was God’s will for him? What about Jonah? What about all those in the New Testament?
Paul, Peter, James and John? How did they live? Where did they worship? How were they received? Was their Christianity
like that of All Nations Church? Can you honestly say that the Pentecostals are running parallel to the Scriptures? But it’s
not just them, take the Reformed and Calvinistic DEAD church, or the so-called ‘Brethren-Gospel-Halls’, are they doing any
better? The average congregation today is less than 20 people in most denominations. If you’re trendy, and have worldly
music with a café that serves cappuccinos… hey, you’ll get more people in, but that doesn’t mean you’re spiritual, and it
certainly doesn’t mean you’re adhering to the Holy Scriptures. Bible teaching in depth, does it happen in your church? What
are you learning? When were you last challenged about your sin, the way you live for the Lord? How old are you? How
much of your life so far have you given in serving the Lord? What fruit have you produced? What are your aims and goals
in life? Where does the Lord fit in? Are you where you should be? Can you stand before the Lord and say “I lived as YOU
wanted me to live Lord.” All I try to do with these newsletters is challenge you to think about your own relationship with
the Lord Jesus Christ and how you can get closer to Him. Life is about living for God in everything.
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New House… we had to move… ‘again’
Well, yet again ‘the landlord’ wanted to sell up, I guess due to the economic crisis, so we were forced to find another house.
Donna, Dee and Liz went on the scout as normal, and came up with some nearly suitable houses, but after viewing, they
weren’t exactly what we needed. Enter the ‘Van der Lindey’…!!! This young man, aka Matt-the-Nip, sent us details of a
house way out of our reach, BUT… was perfect for what we needed. The Lord secured the deal within four HOURS and we
picked up the keys two weeks later. Incredible indeed. Liz found our last house and Matt this one… I do hope it’s the last
move before the Rapture.

The DDC has now moved indoors and is a dream come true. Already we have packed it out and increased capacity. Picking
and packing is now a lot easier and a lot warmer too. Nearly every day I’m in there picking and packing orders which I love
doing. This year has been the most productive ever regarding the distribution of Christian literature, thank you Lord. We
send out between one packet and 15 boxes of literature a day.

Stephen Hawking (deceased) and Richard Dawkins (self-deluded old man) know as much about where we come from
and where we’re going, as Adolf Hitler did about love, compassion, mercy and forgiveness. Yet millions follow these
NUTS… anyone BUT God the Creator…! Heb 9v27 And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the
judgment: Can you imagine standing before God unsaved?
So has this year been a good year spiritually for you?
We’ve all experienced and seen the most bizarre and surreal things ever in our lives,
nothing has ever come close. It’s been like living in a Sci-Fi or fantasy film hasn’t it. Who
would ever have predicted life would turn out like this? So how has all of this affected our
walk with the Lord? Has it brought us closer or are we further apart? Do you actually ‘feel’
and believe that you are living in the final hours before the Rapture? Even when walking
or driving life ‘feels’ different, a little unexplainable in some ways does it not, or is it just
me? I’m hoping and praying that the Lord will return very soon. The current situation has
certainly been a wake-up call for many Christians regarding the salvation of their loved
ones. Many Christians have tried a lot harder this year to reach their lost relatives with the Gospel which is excellent. If we
see Christmas, let’s all reach out to every family member we can by putting a Gospel tract in every card and letter.
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Encouraging email…
Dear John, I just wanted to tell you that the John & Romans is our absolute new favourite. We love the cover as it makes
everyone look inside (rather than just "John and Romans") so that's a genius idea, and we love that it isn't just the text but
also has how to get saved as clear as day in the inside front page immediately someone looks inside (instead of just at the
end where people might miss it) and we love that it has really good clear large print, because I don't have to put my glasses
on to read it with or to anyone! And we love that it is bigger than just a tract which really makes people think they are getting
something great for free, and we love that it is such great value! All these things have made them so easy to give out, they
are PERFECT and our new absolute best, they are exactly what works. The kids and I gave out 80 (our last two boxes!) in
Hemel Hempstead high street today and we came home so happy and grateful to Jesus. We got the usual rejections but the
interest in them was the best we had seen tracting with other tracts in years, so please keep them going! (By the way, in
case you are worried it's a mistake, I have made two orders of 80 J & R's, it makes the postage half the price!) Thanks John! (I
thought you might like to know, one Christian lady called Leila who we met today, she was from the Philippines, and her
husband died in a huge tsunami over there about 8 years ago, they lost their home and everything, and she is starting up an
orphanage for other children who lost parents for the same reason and other reasons. She was so interested in what we
were doing and asked if she could take 7 for her friends etc, so that was a nice story just to tell you!)
Isn’t that wonderful news… all these books being distributed everywhere. Keep praying that the Lord will save souls through
this work. When was the last time you saturated your area with Gospel tracts etc.?
Another happy Christian…
I'm really impressed with the John & Romans booklets as well. I'll be ordering more next time. They are a great size and have
a quality feel to them. Really nice at a great price! I'm looking forward to getting my Gospel Cart! I'm stocked up and ready
to go as soon as it gets here. Thank you for the quality and the variety of tracts you make available. Plus all of the other great
resources at such affordable prices. I really appreciate your ministry. …she goes on to say… My Gospel Cart arrived today.
It's amazing. Exceeded my expectations. I've got it up and ready to go. Many many thanks!

Revelation 13 an interesting chapter… follow me through looking up every reference.
Much of this info is taken from Ruckman’s commentary on Revelation (highly recommended)
Before we start, read the whole of Rev 13 and then the whole of Dan 7 and note the similarities.
The beast is primarily a king, but it can also represent a ‘kingdom’. In Dan 7v3-7 the four beasts are 1) lion, 2) bear, 3)
leopard, 4)??? (v7+8).
In Rev 13v1+2 we have a lion, bear, leopard and number 4 is a ‘dragon’.
The beast in Dan 7 has 10 horns, so has the beast in Rev 13v1.
They are identical. Note in Dan 7v2+3 & Rev 13v1 the beast comes up out of the sea.
The 4th beast of Daniel’s vision (Dan 7v7) is the beast of Rev 13v1+2. He is a ‘nondescript’ (lacking distinctive features) beast
and is not named in Dan 7v7+8.
Read Dan 7v17 cf. Dan 7v3 – ‘earth’ vs ‘sea’ – therefore the reference to the ‘sea’ is to a body of water ‘on the earth’, and
not a multitude of people as the waters in Rev 17v1+15.
The word in Daniel is ‘sea’, and the word in Revelation is ‘waters’.
Read Dan 7v17+23 – note ‘kings’ first, then ‘kingdoms’.
This is the 4th kingdom, therefore the four beasts in this passage begin with Persia and not Babylon, if you’re going to match
them with Daniel’s image.
Notice the ‘context’ of Dan 7v22 – This is as you find a Post-Tribulation Rapture of saints in the Tribulation, and as the
passage in Rev14v12.
In Dan 7v25 note the ‘Antichrist’ and ‘the end’ in v26+28, exactly as you find it in Mat 24v13 cf. Heb 3v14.
So, in Dan 7 we have a ‘king’ and a ‘kingdom’; in Rev 13v1+2 ‘the beast’ is a ‘man’ and a ‘king’, & he is the main subject of
Rev 13.
The words ‘the beast’ occur in 25 verses (5x5 – 5 being the number of death) of Revelation. That’s how prominent and
significant he is in the Tribulation.
Read Rev 13v1 – And I (John) stood upon the sand of the sea (Mediterranean), and saw a beast rise up out of the sea (this
beast is like a sea monster – Job 41 read it), having seven heads and ten horns (he’s connected with Satan cf. Rev 12v3), and
upon his heads the name of blasphemy (NOT crowns as in Rev 12v3).
Now notice some slight differences… the beast in Rev 13v1 has ‘…upon his horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the name
of blasphemy’; and the beast in Rev 12v3 has ‘…seven crowns upon his heads and no crowns on the ten horns’.
In Rev 12v3, ‘the beast’ is a ‘red dragon’, in Rev 13v1+2 it is a ‘leopard’ with the ‘feet of a bear’ and ‘the mouth of a lion’.
In Rev 12v3 it has ‘seven heads’ with ‘seven crowns’; in Rev 13v1 it is ‘seven heads’ with ‘ten crowns’.
In Rev 12v3 it has ‘ten horns’ that are crownless. In Rev 13v1 each horn has a crown.
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So, there has been a change! This ‘great red dragon’ has come down to earth (he’s no longer in ‘heaven’) and he comes up
out of the sea in the Mediterranean area. He comes up representing a ten-king kingdom instead of a seven-king kingdom.
The beast of Rev 13v1+2 is not identical with the beast of Rev 12, but they are connected. The beast in Rev 12 is Satan, and
the one in Rev 13 is the Antichrist, who gets his power from Satan.
Read Rev 13v2… ‘the dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great authority’. The dragon has a seat – Rev 2v13.
In the Tribulation, Satan will sit in the ‘holy of holies’ on the mercy seat in the Temple, but he has a ‘seat’ now… Rome.
This beast who comes ‘up out of the sea’ is a man (Rev 13v18) cf. Rev 11v7. The beast is represented as a ‘leopard’ who has
the ‘feet of a bear’ and the ‘mouth of a lion’. He is a man and is connected with ten kings when he appears; and this tenking kingdom that he reigns over will appear in the Mediterranean area.
The beast is connected with the ‘dragon’, and has his power, because when he comes up this time, he IS the Devil incarnate.
When Judas appeared the first time, Satan merely ‘entered into him’ to perform a work, but Judas was ‘a devil’, not a normal
human being. He becomes ‘the Devil’ in the Tribulation. He was not ‘the Devil’, but he ‘will’ be ‘the Devil’ in the Tribulation.
Satan will incarnate (embodied in human form) himself in this man Judas, and he will become an ‘unholy trinity’, just like
the Lord Jesus Christ was the incarnation of the Holy Trinity (Col 2v9).
Read Rev 16v13 – the ‘unholy trinity’ – 1) Dragon – Satan the ‘father’, 2) Beast – Satan the ‘son’, 3) False prophet – Satan
the unclean ‘spirit’.
So, this man is a Satanic ‘trinity’, incarnated in the flesh to represent the Lord Jesus Christ. In the OT you’ll find all three
members of the ‘unholy trinity’ pictured in type in one verse – Num 22v41 – notice all beginning with the letter ‘B’. There
isn’t a book in the Bible beginning with the letter ‘B’, yet 12 books begin with the letter ‘J’.
‘B’ – Babylon, Benjamin, Balak, Belial, Beelzebub, (‘BRYAN’, BABY-Jake etc.)
‘J’ – Judah, Jerusalem, Jehovah, Jesus, (‘JOHN’ etc.)
Num 22v41 – Balak – the false king, a type of Antichrist, took Balaam the false prophet (a type of the false prophet in Rev
13) to the places of Baal – the dragon, Satan, a type of the false god.
Rev 13v2 – Here we have the three beasts of Dan 7, given in reverse order. The beast which I saw was like unto a ‘leopard’
– the beast is not a ‘dragon’, ‘bear’ or ‘lion’, but a leopard’, …but with ‘seven’ heads (Rev 13v1), and ‘ten’ horns (Rev 13v1).
He has a mouth like a lion and feet like a bear, which a leopard does not have. Every other part is that of a leopard. All in
all, this beast is a monster – three beasts in one. Notice a leopard has spots. Now note – John 1v29, Exo 12, Isa 53 – Jesus
is seen in type as the Passover Lamb - 1 Pet 1v19, Heb 9v14 cf. Exod 12v2-5, Song of Sol 4v7.
When God wants to reveal the Antichrist (the Devil’s ‘christ’, the Devil’s ‘anointed’, the Devil’s ‘saviour’), the beast that is
chosen, has spots all over him. Can the Ethiopian (Ham, Nimrod) change his skin, or the leopard his spots? (Jer 13v23).
Notice too he’s ‘integrated’… a leopard is yellow-brown with a white stomach and black spots (Asian, European and African),
representing all races. This ‘man’ will represent all the races… a half-breed-Roman-Catholic-Syrian-Hamitic-Jew that will
rule the Gentile church. He is a perfect composite, one world, united, inter-related, integrated, interracial, completely
representative, total ABOMINATION who will have a universal appeal – note Dan 11v37 (sodomite) cf. 2 Thes 2v4.
The word ‘spot’ (occurs in 24 vs), ‘spots’ (in 5 vs), and they always indicate something bad not good – Eph 5v27, Jude 12 etc.
These unsaved people are spots… Jude 23… ‘And others save with fear, pulling them (people who have leprosy from taking
the Mark of the Beast) out of the fire’…
Those who take the Mark of the Beast will receive ‘spots’ of leprosy connected with ‘the leopard’ (the beast), the Antichrist.
Look at Lev 13v13+38+39 (3x13) – here leprosy is called a ‘brightspot’. This ‘spot’ is a plague that falls on a man and eats
into his clothes and his house, as well as his body. Can the Ethiopian change his skin (from Ham), or the leopard his spots?
Jer 13v23. A leopard is an African animal, and its spots are black like the Ethiopian’s skin.
In 1600-1800, if they were going to kill a pirate, they gave
him the ‘black spot’. When you ‘mess someone up’ you
put them behind the ‘8 ball’ (black ball). To vote against
allowing someone to be a member of an organisation or
group, you ‘blackball’ them.
The leopard is marked with a black ‘spot’.
2 Pet 2v13, Deut 32v5 – Jesus was WITHOUT spot!
The beast is a leopard, lion and bear, yet the
main part is a leopard. Now all three of these animals have a peculiar habit,
they all stretch up as high as they can and reach on a tree and ‘claw it’.
Trees in the Bible are likened to people – Ps 92v12-14, 37v35, Mark 8v23+24.
So, bears, lions and leopards ‘mark’ trees… they leave their ‘mark’ on them, isn’t
that interesting? We find the ‘Mark of the Beast’ in Rev 13v16 and the number
666 in Rev 13v18 (6+6+6).
Regarding the Antichrist, read pages 41-44 in the Christian Soldier’s Battle
Notes, and also pages 116-118 regarding the number 13.
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Those who receive the ‘Mark of the Beast’, receive a plague or a ‘pox’, a disease. They also go to Hell and burn forever –
Rev 14v9-11. The ‘Mark of the Beast’ then is some sort of black spot.
So, the beast in Rev 13 is a leopard with black spots. All leopards have black spots unless they are solid black, and in that
case, they would be panthers… beware of the ‘black cat’. Notice, Catholics (CAT-holic) in their ‘black robes’… interesting!
There is something strange about the letter ‘X’ and words ending in ‘X’. Styx – the Latin word for black, or underworld. Felix
– cat. Read page 606 in The Ministry Years volume 2 for some very interesting info. This letter ‘X’ is associated with the
Antichrist. Those who receive his mark write ‘X’, and are cursed with a ‘pox’. The rider on the white horse in Rev 6, the
bowman, makes the sign of the ‘crux’, and he comes without arrows i.e. peaceably, the Latin word ‘pax’. Here in Rev 13, he
speaks with the voice of God (‘vox’).
The rider on the white horse is a king (‘rex’), who is a counterfeit (‘hoax’), and his number is six (‘hex’) - Rev 13v18.
‘X’ marks the spot. The ‘X’ factor. If you can’t write your name you sign with an ‘X’.
Judas Iscariot (the future resurrected Antichrist) betrays the lord Jesus Christ with a kiss (‘XXX’). So, the ‘X’, the cat (beast),
and the colour black, are all connected. A ‘paradox’ is a mystery, and the Antichrist is called ‘the mystery of iniquity’ (2 Thes
2v7). He takes over the world peaceably (‘pax’); he’s a king (‘rex’); he pretends to have the voice (‘vox’) of God and will ‘tax’
the whole world and ‘vex’ the people while beheading them with an ‘ax’ (ax is the variant spelling of axe) – Rev 20v4; and
then they get buried in a ‘box’.
Those who worship the Devil will receive a ‘pox’, from a cat (‘Felix’ – and the leopard is part of the cat family, a beast… the
Antichrist… they are all connected).
Another cat is a ‘lynx’ and a half-man-half-cat (‘lion’) is a ‘sphinx’. Herod was called a ‘fox’… those words ending in ‘X’…!!!
The word ‘black’ in the Bible is oftentimes associated with ‘night’ or ‘death’. The colour ‘black’ doesn’t stand for truth,
honesty or purity does it? You get married in white NOT black.
It’s interesting to note that the word ‘white’ occurs in 66 verses and ‘black’ in 18 (6+6+6) verses.
Black robes are worn by ‘Cat-holic’ priests. An ‘alcoholic’ is one given wholly over to alcohol. A ‘Cat-holic’ is one given over
to the ‘cat’, the ‘beast’, ‘holy-mother-church’ (Rev 17). Priests and nuns dress in black. The word and colour black has a lot
of negatives surrounding it – Rev 6v5+6+12, Job 3v5, Isa 50v3, Jude 13 etc.
Satan has a religion, a ‘christ’ and a church. He’s the greatest counterfeiter there is, and the greatest liar – John 8v44.
Read Rev 13v2. Now back to Dan 7v3-7, we find all three of these beasts mentioned but in reverse order… lion, bear,
leopard, and a beast. In Rev 13 it is a leopard, bear, lion and a beast. In Dan 7v17 you are told that the beasts represent
‘kings’ instead of ‘kingdoms’. It’s true that the 4 th beast is called a ‘kingdom’ in Dan 7v23, but they are said to be ‘kings’ in
v17.
Read Dan 7v1-3+17+18 – notice that the beasts are terminated by the Second Coming of Christ. Notice that when the 4 th
beast is mentioned (v23), the Second Coming follows immediately. In v24+25 the fourth kingdom is the one mentioned in
Rev 13. Read Dan 7v24 again. In v25 the one that comes up later is the Antichrist.
Ruckman goes on to say… ‘The uniform interpretation of the passage is that the four beasts of Dan 7 match the four
kingdoms of Dan 2. Notice how these two dreams (Dan 2 and 7) are made to match by all the fundamental expositors… we
shall see shortly that they don’t match.’
Daniel’s vision of this great image is found in Dan 2, and it’s about ‘kingdoms’ which follow the King of Babylon. The ‘head
of gold’ represents Nebuchadnezzar, the King of Babylon (v37+38). The next kingdom (v39) is the Kingdom of Media-Persia,
followed by the Kingdom of Greece. The next Kingdom (v40) is the Roman Empire, followed by the Antichrist’s ten-toed,
ten-confederated Kingdom (v42-44).
Again, it is interesting regarding numbers and Biblical numerics. Note the ten-toed Kingdom. The number 10 is the Gentile
number. Noah, being the 10th from Adam, is the father of the Gentiles, having his Gentile nations separated in Gen 10. It’s
also interesting to note that the Second Coming is connected with the number 10 in Daniel.
In Dan 2v41+42… then in v44+45 we have Jesus and the Second Coming.
In Dan 7v17 we have a 10 horned beast, then in v18… Jesus and the Second Coming.
In Dan 7v24+25 we have a ten horned kingdom, then in vs 26+27 you have Jesus and the Second Coming.
Because of the similarities, some Bible teachers like Scofield have matched the kingdoms, which has led to error.
Scofield says that the ‘lion’ (Dan 7v4) is the King of Babylon in Dan 2v37. Then he says the ‘bear’ (Dan7v5) is Media-Persia
(Dan 2v39). Then he has the leopard (Dan 7v6) as Greece (Dan 2v39). Scofield has the fourth beast (Dan 7v7) as Rome (Dan
2v40), and the little horn that comes up in Dan 7v8+20+25 matching the toes in Dan 2v41+42.
Ruckman goes on to say… ‘Even though it looks good and logical, there is one thing that throws the whole system of
interpretation out of the window… Read Dan 7v1+3+17 – In the first year of Belshazzar (who came after Nebuchadnezzar)…
read the verses again… Then the FIRST one, the lion, has to come AFTER Belshazzar is through… and Belshazzar is the LAST
king of Babylon. Therefore, the lion of Dan 7v4 cannot match the head on Daniel’s image’.
The four beasts that come up in Dan 7 are said to be the four kingdoms or kings that come up AFTER Babylon is all through.
When Daniel has the dream, it is in ‘the first year of Belshazzar, King of Babylon’, but Belshazzar is murdered in Dan 5v29+30,
and the Media-Persians take over the kingdom.
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Therefore, the lion of Dan 7v4 has to match Media-Persia; the bear of Dan 7v5 has to match Greece; the leopard of Dan 7v6
has to match Rome; and the fourth beast of Dan 7v7 has to match Antichrist’s kingdom… and here comes the Antichrist in
Dan 7v8. Compare Dan 7v1 with 7v17 and notice that those four beasts cannot come up until AFTER Belshazzar, the King
of Babylon, who is the last king that Babylon has.
Read Dan 7v2 and note ‘by night’. Now read Dan 7v13 and note ‘night visions’. What follows Dan 7v14 is the Millennium.
The dispensation which is called ‘night-time’ is NOT the dispensation from Nebuchadnezzar to the first coming of Christ, it
is the dispensation from Pentecost to the Second Advent… it’s the Church Age. 1 Thes 5v1-7 and note ‘in the night’ and
‘darkness’ and ‘of the night’. Rom 13v12 ‘the night’… notice that this dispensation is called ‘night’ that is far spent. Read
John 9v5, 12v35+36. When Jesus Christ was on earth, He said… “I am the light of the world” (John 8v12, 9v5). When He
died… Luke 23v44. He also said… “Ye are the light of the world” – Mat 5v14. Read also Mat 13v43, Mal 4v2.
This dispensation, the Church Age, is ‘night time’ – we are shining light in all this darkness – Isa 21v11+12.
Jesus Christ is called the ‘bright and morning star’ (Rev 22v16).
As Christians in this ‘night-time’, and all this darkness, we are told to… 2 Pet 1v19.
We are told to WATCH – Mark 13v35-37. Ruckman goes on to say… ‘So, when Daniel says ‘I saw in my vision by night (Dan
7v2), he might be referring to a dispensation ‘beyond the first coming’. If he is, then Dan 7, with these Gentile kingdoms in
it, gives the course of the gap that is between Dan 2 and the Book of Revelation. By that I mean that the empires of this
world are given as follows…’
1) Nebuchadnezzar – King of Babylon
2) Darius – King of Media-Persia
3) Alexander the Great – Greece
4) Caesar – Rome
5) Great Britain – Dan 7v4
6) Russia – Dan 7v5
7) United States – Dan 7v6
8) Mystery Babylon – The Roman Catholic Church with Satan at the head of it, the Devil incarnate.
9) Rev 17v11 And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the seven (number 4), and goeth
into perdition.
In Rev 13, there are ten kings, not just seven. The seven heads on the dragon were…
1) Nimrod – King of Babel
2) Pharaoh – King of Egypt
3) Sennacherib – King of Assyria
4) Nebuchadnezzar – King of Babylon
5) Cyrus – King of Persia
6) Alexander – King of Greece
7) Caesar – King of Rome
In Rev 12 we see these empires entered into a mystery form, a religious form – the Holy Roman Empire. Out of this comes
the other three kingdoms to make ten horns and ten kings. They are…
1) Great Britain – lion
2) Russia – bear
3) United States – leopard – an integrated melting pot of all nations
Going back to the Devil in Rev 12, he only has ‘seven heads’ with ‘seven kings’, and he is the 8th.
Yet, as the 8th king in Rev 17, he rules with 10 kings who have 10 crowns. Read Rev 17v12.
The 1st beast in Dan 7 is a lion. According to Daniel’s image (Dan 2), he doesn’t match the head, he matches instead the
shoulders and arms – Media-Persia.
As Media-Persia, he is a type of England (Ezra 1v1+2).
Since the Jews were commanded by the king of Media-Persia to go back to Palestine and re-inhabit it the first time under
Persian reign, so they were ordered by the Balfour Declaration (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balfour_Declaration), under
England in 1918, to go back and re-inhabit it the second time. Persia is a type of England the lion.
The 2nd beast in Dan 7, the bear, will match the ‘belly and loins’ on the image in Dan 2. This beast would represent Greece.
Greece, a bear, is a type of Russia. Since Greece was Greek-Orthodox, so was Russia until the revolution in 1918. Russia
comes from Greece, and Russia’s alphabet and language comes from Greece. The 3rd beast in Dan 7, a leopard, will match
the legs made out of iron on the image in Dan 2. This beast would represent Rome. This Roman beast (leopard) would be
a type of the USA.
The 4th beast in Dan 7, would represent the Antichrist’s ten-king kingdom. Notice the ten horns at the end of Dan 7v7. The
Antichrist would come from this group, and take it over and run the earth with the ten kings under him, exactly as you find
him in Rev 13v2+3.
Read Dan 7v24+25… note a time, and times, and the dividing of time cf. Rev 12v14 – this was the length of time Israel was
fed in the wilderness ‘from the face of the serpent’ (3½ years).
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Read Dan 7v26-28 (note ‘the end’ cf. Mat 24, Heb 3+6).
So the lion represents England, the bear Russia, and the leopard represents the USA – Read Rev 13v2. The final world
kingdom is like the United States, it’s spotted, and it’s integrated. It’s mixed, an Asiatic-African-European mongrel (mixed
descent) melting pot with the white man on the bottom, as the leopard has a white belly.
It is Asiatic all over, spotted with African blood, and his feet were as the feet of a bear (it moves like the army of Russia). It
is like the USA, but it operates like Communist Russia… and his mouth as the mouth of a lion (Rev 13v5+6). He is an English
speaking beast, therefore the universal language at the Second Coming of Christ will be English.
The last form of the ten-federated kingdom under the Antichrist is going to take over the whole world (Dan 7v21, Rev 11v7,
Dan 11v31-34, Rev 13v7+8).
The man of Rev 13v18 is a ‘beast’, he’s like ‘unto a leopard’. He takes over the world with a ten-federated kingdom under
the Roman Catholic Church; he takes it over under a Roman legal system like the old Latin system; he takes it over with a
social system like the USA, which operates politically like communism and it has English as the universal language.
He takes over the earth for 3½ years with ten other kings, and they make war against Jesus Christ – they persecute Israel
and cut off the Jews heads while offering these human sacrifices to the Devil in the Temple.
Satan will come down to earth as a man, & sit in the Temple pretending to be God – 2 Thes 2v4.
Rev 13v3 – One of the heads of the beast is cut off and wounded. It is either Nimrod (King of Babel), Pharaoh (King of Egypt),
Sennacherib (King of Assyria), Nebuchadnezzar (King of Babylon), Cyrus (King of Persia), Alexander (King of Greece), or
Caesar (King of Rome). One of these heads is ‘wounded to death’ and the ‘deadly wound was healed’. One of these nations
that was cut off is going to revive and take over.
Rev 13v4 – How easily will they fall for lies and worship the beast. How do you get people to follow you, obey you, and
ultimately worship you? Lies and deception!
How will he rule? Deception then force. But not everyone will comply and follow him – Rom 11v4, 1 Kings 19v18.
Rev 13v5-11 – This man is a false prophet. As Judas is resurrected as the Antichrist, this man is a resurrected false prophet,
he’s a wolf in sheep’s clothing (John 10v1-4, Deut 18v21+22).
Rev 13v12-14 – The Devil has power to do miracles (Rev 16v13+14). This Antichrist is an idolater who uses images. So as
an imitation of Jesus Christ (a false messiah and prophet), he’s called the ‘idol shepherd’ (Zech 11v17). Notice the context
(Zech 11v13) it’s Judas Iscariot.
Rev 13v15 – The permissive will of God allows the Devil to ‘give life unto the image of the beast’.
Rev 13v16+17 – So this man sets up a system where you can only ‘buy and sell’ if you have ‘the mark’. We had a precursor
(a person or thing that comes before another of the same kind; a forerunner) with the mask.
Rev 13v18 – 666. His name is Judas Iscariot. His mark is some sort of black spot; his sign is a kiss. His religion is Roman
Catholic. His nationality is a Hamitic-Syrian-Jew. 666 also occurs in Ezra 2v13 – Adonikam means ‘lord of rebellion’; also
666 is found in 2 Chron 9v13.
The man in Rev 13 is a Satanic ‘trinity’. As Satan ‘the father’, he is Lucifer (the ‘anointed cherub’ who covered the throne),
who is fallen and will become incarnate in a ‘pope’ at Rome.
When the dragon comes down to this earth, this man has been the ‘pope’ for 3½ years. Upon his incarnation at Rome, he
becomes the Devil incarnate, and the spirit of Judas Iscariot comes up from the bottomless pit and enters into this man. His
soul, as such (in the man) is Satan; his spirit, as such is Judas Iscariot; his body is the body of a Roman Catholic ‘holy father’,
a black-robed Baal worshipper. The Roman Catholics have always been against Bible Believers – John 16v1-3, Rev 17v6, in
fact ALL of Rev 17, Rev 2v20+22, 18v3 etc.
‘Having seven heads and ten horns’ (Rev 12v3, 13v1, 17v3) – It couldn’t be ‘pagan’ Rome because ‘pagan’ Rome didn’t have
‘ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; but received power as kings one hour with the beast.’ Read Rev
17v13+14. Notice the Lamb shall overcome them, NOT the church or Christians – He is Lord of lords and King of kings – Rev
19v16, 11v15.
The context in Rev 17 is between ‘ten horns’ which are ‘ten kings’ who fight against ‘the Lamb’, the King of kings, who comes
back at the Second Advent and takes the earthly, literal, visible, physical kingdoms from these kings. The ‘ten kings’ (v12)
are with the beast (v13), and ‘these shall make war with the Lamb’.
In Rev 17 we have a city (v18), built on seven mountains (v9); the city is associated with ‘purple and scarlet’ (v4), and the
city’s symbol is that of a ‘golden cup’ (v4). This city is a political power (v18) and is responsible for the killing of millions of
‘martyrs’ and ‘saints’ down through the ages (v6). This city loves ‘gold’ first (Rev 18v12) and souls ‘last’ (Rev 18v13). This
city is ‘drunken’ (Rev 18v3), commercial (Rev 18v15), rich (Rev 18v12), proud (Rev18v7), mystical (Rev 17v5) and damned
by God (Rev 18v18). Read Rev 17v5, 18v24, 18v5+8 – This city is Rome.
Rev 18v4 And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people (‘my people’ and ‘thy people’ are
NOT Christians, they are Jews in the Tribulation), that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.
Rome is riding on a beast and it is not a leopard, which is yellow-brown, black and white, but it’s a ‘scarlet’ coloured beast
– RED! This means that the woman rides on Satan – she is connected with the ten-horned, ten-crowned kings of Dan 2 (Rev
17v12). This woman is cursed by God, & she is responsible for the death of the Lord Jesus Christ (Rev 18v24).
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Trying to find truth in a world full of deception…
And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: Rev
12v9. Is it possible to deceive the WHOLE world? It is in the Tribulation… But… is it possible today? Think of how the
teaching of evolution ripped through our world, and is now taught as ‘fact’ in schools to children nonetheless. Now I believe
the world has been duped by another lie, COVID-19. I’m not going into it again now, as I have sent out so many updates,
articles, videos and emails on the subject, that you’d be very foolish to get sucked in by all the lies we are being told, but all
I want to state is this, where do you go to find out the truth? The tabloids and the media are brainwashing us with their
subliminal agendas. TV is ‘programming’ and desensitising us and most people walk around like trained robots who can’t
think for themselves. It’s as if we’re in a film isn’t it, trying to stay away from all the nonsense, fighting our way through all
the hype and lies we see daily. Deception is everywhere… as predicted in the Bible…
Mat 24v4 And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man deceive you.
Mat 24v11 And many false prophets shall rise, and shall deceive many.
Mat 24v24 For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that,
if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect.
Rom 16v17+18 Now I beseech you, brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine
which ye have learned; and avoid them. For they that are such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and
by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple.
Eph 4v14 That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by
the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive;
Eph 5v6 Let no man deceive you with vain words: for because of these things cometh the wrath of God upon the children
of disobedience.
2 Thes 2v3 Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away first, and
that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition;
Deception is everywhere! We are being conned and lied to on such a scale that when things are so bizarre and unbelievable,
people believe them. I’ve never known such censorship as I’m seeing today. YouTube is a place where if you stand up
against ‘the norm’, or go against the ‘run of the mill’, or stand against the Government, the establishment, the education
system, the medical profession… OFF you go, you’re banned! So much for ‘free speech’. Stand in any town or city & tell
people that ‘sodomy is unnatural’ & see how long you will stay FREE before someone drops a net on you & hauls you to jail.
We are living in unprecedented times, so bad, that only the Rapture will solve all our problems. The world is beyond saving,
and England, it’s shot through, it’s dying, it’s a place when you are watched, tracked and controlled like you wouldn’t believe.
It’s Nazi Germany without the camps or brutality… yet. I love life, but I hate what has happened to this world, to my country,
and I feel it is irreversible which is tragic and very sad. What can we do? What can I do? The only hope is the Gospel, so I
keep getting the Gospel out as much as I can. The word of God is the only ‘thing’ you can trust in, so I keep getting the word
of God out everywhere I can. Both the Gospel and the King James Bible are under such immense attack these days, that the
handful of Bible believers left in this country are under such a barrage of attack, it’s hard to move through enemy lines
without getting shot at or stopped. Even the church is in such chaos and delusion these days. The majority of Christians
really haven’t a clue and would queue up for any kind of vaccine, not only thanking those who are responsible for it, but
holding them up as heroes… it’s THAT bad! I thank God for every day He protects, leads and guides us through all this mess.
I’m holding out, I’m fighting to the end, not moving at times, just ‘holding’ my position, taking very little ground, waiting for
my Captain (Heb 2v10) to come and rescue me. I’ve lost some good ‘men’ along the way, I’ve had my fair share of casualties,
but I’m doing all I can to protect those around me the best I can. I’m standing, although I feel like falling at times, I feel like
quitting at times, as many have done, but something in me keeps me going thank the Lord. From all angles I get attacked,
including family, friends, colleagues, the brethren, Christians, pastors, as well as outright enemies. You would not believe
the stuff I have to deal with on a weekly, sometimes daily basis, it’s so draining at times. I feel shattered and frustrated on
occasions, it’s as if I have to sleep with one eye open as I don’t know when or where the next battle is coming from. I have
a few friends who are on my side and send me supplies & ammunition, just enough each time, for each skirmish, somehow,
the Lord always gets His supplies through to the front line, it’s quite incredible and amazing to be honest. I’ll keep going, I’ll
keep fighting, no matter who leaves me, I’ll do all I can to stand… Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the
power of his might. Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we
wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this
world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be
able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth,
and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; Above
all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked. And take the helmet
of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God: Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the
Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance and supplication for all saints; And for me, that utterance may be
given unto me, that I may open my mouth boldly, to make known the mystery of the gospel, For which I am an
ambassador in bonds: that therein I may speak boldly, as I ought to speak. Eph 6v10-20. If you’re standing with me, thanks.
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More Gospel Carts getting out there on the streets… and more Gospel Carts arriving soon.
It is so encouraging seeing Gospel Carts hit the streets. We’ve shipped out 40 now, and we’ve just ordered another 20.
Please pass on our details to anyone you know who is interested in evangelism and could benefit from one of these carts.

Here are a few of the signs from Christians who have ordered the Gospel Cart so far, I haven’t got pictures from everyone!

If you have any photos of the Gospel Cart ‘In Action’ please send them to us and we’ll include them in the next issue and
on the website etc.
Note this is something that Dumb-Dinger, Baby-Jake, Fake-Pfenny, Maxy and Lexy-boy DON’T DO! They do NOT try to
reach lost sinners with the Gospel. They are egotistical hypocrites and frauds, the lot of them. All they want is fame and
money, and none of them are getting these either… they are complete failures due to pride and self-delusion. They produce
rotten fruit if any. They are a waste of time and you should stay away from people like this who teach heresy. Beware!
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Oh dear… Keyboard ‘Warriors’ Maxy, Eddy and Lexy have had a lover’s tiff!
Over what? Slavery! Can you
believe that these shallow
nutbars have fallen out over
‘slavery’…! All three of these
dodo’s are absolute NUTS…
Maxy, Lexy and Eddy are as
helpful to the Body of Christ
as sugar is to petrol. Not one of them has ever led a soul to Christ
and wouldn’t know how to if the opportunity arose. They are as
spiritually DEAD as you can get. Just look at em! Nauseating!
Jesus is NOT the Father and the Father is NOT Jesus.
These ‘Jesus is the Father CULTISTS’ always moan about us Bible Believers using NON-scriptural language e.g. Trinity and
Rapture... BUT… BUT… BUT… they can’t show us Trinitarians (aka the Godhead) one single verse of Scripture where Jesus
says I AM THE FATHER…! Ain’t that something!? See the hypocrisy of these losers, these little snowflakes? They say if your
church meets in a building your worshipping Satan…! BUT… BUT… BUT… aren’t their houses where they supposedly meet
together (although NONE of them actually DO meet together because there isn’t enough of them TO meet together)
buildings? Aren’t houses buildings? You see how pathetic and immature these little cultists are? They are the epitome of
hypocrisy. A house is a building…!? It doesn’t matter where you meet to worship God. Some Christians worshipped God
in Auschwitz concentration camp, they couldn’t worship ‘at home’. People like DUMB-Dinger and Baby-Jake would say they
are NOT saved because of that. Be very careful who you follow. These two nutbars will ONLY ever lead you astray.

Hunter LOVES Hyper-Diaper Pfenny… I wonder why?! You guessed it…!
Hunter is sooooooo predictable! If he hadn’t
married a Filipino woman, he wouldn’t even
be bothered with ‘racism’… note that! Pfenny
has given Hunter a caning on a number of
occasions over doctrine, but just like Pilate
(Pfenny) and Herod (Hunter) were made
friends over mocking Christ, now Hunter and this heretic Pfenny have become friends over ‘racism’ (Luke 23v1-12)… And
the same day Pilate and Herod were made friends together: for before they were at enmity between themselves. Birds
of a feather. If Hunter had remarried a white girl, he wouldn’t have given two-hoots for Pfenny. Hunter is an absolute
hypocrite, a loser without a ministry. Hunter and Pfenny are now ‘boyfriends’ as they pour their syrupy-slop all over each
other… it turns your guts doesn’t it?! We predicted this right from the start, that Hunter will run to ANYONE to justify his
‘doctrine’. If anyone is a ‘nut job’… it’s Hunter! Remember how he said he doesn’t slander others… Hunter is a LIAR and
certainly one who cannot be trusted. He is neither a preacher, teacher, nor a ‘good’ ambassador for Jesus Christ, he’s a
pipsqueak who shoots his mouth off at the wrong times, rather than trying to reach lost souls with the Gospel, he’s just
another keyboard ‘warrior’ scared to live for Jesus Christ reaching lost sinners for Him.
New booklet ‘What’s coming next?’
We’ve now shipped out thousands of these booklets
all over the UK praise the Lord, and already we have
updated it for the second print run as you can see.
99% of Christians who are using it, love it. We’ve
only had one real negative review from a Christian.
I’m very thankful to the Lord for using this booklet
so widely. Soon we’ll be ordering another 10 or
20,000. One guy bought 500 and posted 250
through letterboxes and then re-ordered another
500… WOW! This is such an important booklet for
all of us to be distributing NOW, everywhere,
combating all the ridiculous nonsense that we are
witnessing. If you can’t distribute them, why not
help finance someone else? We’re doing all we can
to get the Gospel out to sinners, everything is AT
COST!
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Another very encouraging email to receive…
I received your package today that was very generous of you. Your message is strong and exactly what my city needs right
now as a lot of people are turning away from God and listening far too much to the tv and the news at the moment and we
all know that earthly entities are not where we take our guidance from. I especially loved the Jesus Christ is God booklet you
sent. I thought it was Christmas when I received the parcel, I am very grateful and will direct interested people onto your
webpage as much as I can. Keep going and God Bless. John 3v16. This guy is getting tracts out in Northern Ireland.

The Rapture is close, a lot closer than most Christians think it is…

I must confess, I am shocked at how few Christians really believe that
the Lord could come back immediately, most think we have years
ahead of us. I find that hard to believe, and only Christians who don’t
read and study their Bibles could believe such nonsense. The Lord IS
coming soon, VERY soon, and will ‘catch’ the majority of Christians
‘off guard’ and unawares, so make sure you’re not one of them. I’m
very excited about the Lord’s return, I can’t wait to see Him and be
with Him forever. This world is getting less and less attractive for me.
I’ve never really felt at home here, although I do enjoy life immensely.
The tremendous pressures and stress that people find themselves
under, much self-inflicted, causes so many problems. Governments
are so anti-Christian and what chance have children got learning what
they do in schools these days? How bad can it get? Very young children are being taught that they can choose as to whether
they want to be a boy or girl, I mean, talk about perverted and warped, how bad can it really get? Surely we are scraping
the barrel now. I live opposite a high school, my old one, and I can’t imagine what evolutionary, humanistic, atheistic
‘doctrines of devils’ (1 Tim 4v1) they are learning there. So what hope is there for these youngsters? How do we reach
them for the Lord. If you stand outside a school giving out tracts you’ll get arrested for trying to ‘proselytize’ them. You
don’t believe me? Try it! England is becoming a very godless nation with every month that passes, it’s very worrying. As
Christians, we are the last line standing, therefore we have a tremendous responsibility to sow the seed of the word of God
everywhere we can, that’s why tract distribution is so important, even if you are only pushing them through doors.
How about this for some encouragement…
Hey John, I've never reached out before but I wanted to let you know that you have truly blessed me through your ministry.
The Lord is using you mightily and you deserve so many more views than you have. I'm in North Carolina over here in the
United States, and somebody shared your video with me about the King James Bible a few months ago. It was by far the
greatest teaching on the subject I've ever listened to. Simply because you used nothing but the word of God to prove itself
IS the word of God. You expounded on scriptures that I've never seen or considered before. Your faith has boldened mine.
Iron sharpening iron. Thank you for all you do and I hope this is an encouragement to you to continue fighting in the faith.
I just uploaded a video to YouTube that features you, Peter Ruckman, James Knox, David W Daniels, and several others on
the KJB vs modern bibles. I wanted to share it with you and let you know that God has truly worked through you in my life.
I'm not making any money off the video, nor will I take any donations. It is all for the glory of our Saviour, the LORD JESUS
CHRIST. Here is the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avG0piVeYiQ - God bless and I hope this message finds you
well! Brandon.
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‘Toilet Paper’ shortage due to COVID-19? Here’s the answer… especially in lockdown!
If you’re short of toilet paper, I would highly recommend this book, as it’s soft on the old
‘keister’, and circles ‘the pan’ beautifully, while making it’s exit out into the ETHER!

This little arrogant cretin, and I mean CRETIN, with nice bouncy hair, is just out of diapers, and says he’s written a
definitive book on God… I kid you not... what is it with kids these days? This is what you get when you isolate yourself
from everyone, and just follow your favourite cult leader on YouTube. Even the few cult followers he has, have said
that calling it ‘definitive’ while bearing a NEW AGE design, is not the brightest idea he’s had. I mean this small-time
loser is so arrogant, he makes Martin Richling and his boyfriend Fake-Pfenny look like Mother Teresa and Florence
Nightingale, I mean WAY OUT MAN… like… insanity of the highest order. Not only is this childish book not worth the
toilet paper it’s written on, it’s so full of heretical cult teaching, I think it will finally wake up his few followers into
thinking, ‘Maybe we are following a baby narcissist after all?’ This ‘pleb of all plebs’ is such a baby dodo, that no one
really takes him seriously, although he thinks a few people do (Ahh bless!). He’s a self-deluded fool with delusions of
grandeur... but aren’t they all? This punk kid is a two-bit loser wasting his life. Oh, and by the way, guess what the
book’s about…? You got it… Jesus is ‘The Father.’ Yes, he’s part of that minuscule CULT. The Godhead doctrine aka
the ‘Trinity’ has blown his very tiny mind. Like the letters ‘NB’ written on his jacket, he’s a very Naughty Boy. ‘The
‘definitive’ guide to who God is’ - is one piece of TRASH that is such an embarrassment to Christians, that I would
recommend anyone who has subscribed to this little boy, unsubscribe NOW, before you get accused of following
someone who hasn’t even been ‘weaned’ yet. Heb 5v12-14 For when for the time ye ought to be teachers, ye have
need that one teach you again which be the first principles of the oracles of God; and are become such as have need
of milk, and not of strong meat. For every one that useth milk is unskilful in the word of righteousness: for he is a
babe. But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age, even those who by reason of use have their senses
exercised to discern both good and evil. Not only is this guy very dim, but it takes him a while to catch up, which is
fine, because not every ‘chisel in the box’ is always sharp. After reading my brief articles in the last newsletter ‘Naughty
Boy’ was struck to the core of his soul and realised, ‘I should never have written that book! I’m so wrong, so twisted,
that if I dropped dead right now, they’d need a corkscrew to bury me. I regret calling it a ‘definitive’ work on WHO
GOD IS… because I am only a boy pretending to be a man, plus I still have spots!’ This punk kid got so angry, as his
little world had shattered around him, that he started using very naughty words that his mother would be ashamed
of. Time for Truth! News had shattered his dreams & rocked him to the core. No one takes this little brat seriously
except himself, and maybe a couple of other little brats around him. It’s not just that he’s dim, I can cope with that,
but being dim and stupid while professing to the world that you’ve written a ‘definitive book on GOD’ beggars belief
doesn’t it? For some reason he has a fixation about beards too, very weird, as all the members of his cult have one!?
Perhaps he grows one trying to look older… ahhh bless! Little boys like this one, who dream of being men one day, try
to ascertain whether they are being accepted… sadly, this little boy isn’t, as he’s doing nothing with his life except
following other isolated idiots who refuse to mix with other people. You will notice they have very few friends. They
never witness, they never pass out tracts or preach, none of them can ‘teach’ because they have no experience and
they don’t study the Bible in any depth, so all they can do is ‘run their mouths’ attacking everyone and anyone, trying
to justify their existence and prove they have some sort of worth in life. It’s tragic and very sad to see. I hope that
one day, this little boy will realise that his very arrogant attitude is not what becometh of a Christian. He’s in a very
sad and lonely place, and all he wants in life is recognition. I hope this article has given him just that, and maybe soon
this little brat will actually produce something worthwhile in life rather than just toilet paper… remember we are
encouraged to bear FRUIT, MORE FRUIT and MUCH FRUIT (John 15v1-5). It’s not that his fruit is ‘rotten’… it’s just that
he’s bearing NO fruit at all, only toilet paper with a cover on.
But I must finish with this, there IS one thing I am jealous of him about… his hair!!! Doesn’t he have nice bouncy hair
for a boy?! I wonder what shampoo this little boy uses? (By the way, at $30 you’re being ripped off for this trash!)
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Baby-Jake’s Boyfriend Responds…
Now I’ve never mentioned Bryan Denlinger in a negative context in any of
my 89 newsletters for a number of reasons… 1) All the Hyper’s WANTED me
to, and I love upsetting the Hypers; 2) Everyone who is against Bryan
Denlinger (and there is a vast crowd, e.g. Pfenny, Maxy, Hunter etc.) WANTED
me to, and many of them are NUTS themselves; 3) Out of ‘respect’ for Bryan
and the work he initially did, I have left him alone. I always said to many of
The REAL Catholic Trinity
you who asked me to expose him, I’ll leave him alone as long as he leaves
ME alone… But… BUT… he’s now made the FIRST move with the following
statement in support of his little boyfriend Bouncy-Hair-Baby-Jake… Sooooooo… all you Bryan Denlinger ‘haters’ out
there, welcome, here goes… the door has opened… enjoy the ride. If he responds, I SHALL RESPOND EACH TIME TO
HIS COMMENTS, and on and on it will go… It’s all up to him… as they say ‘The ball is in HIS court!’
This is what ‘DUNGslinger’ (someone coined that term for him, it ‘sticks’ doesn’t it… get it!?) wrote about me…
(MY comments in bold)
‘Good video, my BEARDED brother! :) John Davis has a huge number of other major issues (None mentioned), which is
why I stopped endorsing him (Ditto). He is so predictable (We’ll see if Bryan is shall we!?). I can tell you exactly what
he will do as his response to you. John will look through Ruckman's materials and find quotes where Ruckman is using
trinitarian language (Would you believe it! So Ruckman was a Trinitarian, was he? Do you think I’ll do that BabyDenny? I never thought of that, what a great idea!), and other quotes where Ruckman blasts "oneness Pentecostals"
because they believe in "Jesus being God the Father". (He sure did blast them! Remember when you called yourself
a ‘Ruckmanite’ and went to film him and meet him after the service while he was getting into his car? Have you
still got those videos ‘up’ Denny?) Then he will say something like; "Baby Jacob didn't spend enough time studying
Ruckman (Baby-Jake doesn’t know HOW to study!), for if he had, he would have seen that Ruckman DESTROYED his
heretical system – You said it boy… YOU SAID IT!!! Well done Denny!". In other words, Ruckman is the authority, and
NOT the King James Bible.’ One verse, just ONE little verse blows Denny and his boyfriend Baby-Jake clear out of
the water… 2 John 1v3. There isn’t ONE SINGLE verse in the entire Bible that says Jesus IS THE FATHER… not one!
So, Baby-Jake has written his New Age covered book, wrapped around a load of old bog-roll, and one simple little
verse has destroyed him and sunk his dreams. The poor kid is so disillusioned I doubt he’ll recover from this.
Bryan DUMB-DINGER has ‘evolved’ over the
years. Now that is ONLY the start of his problems
as there’s much that could be said about his
mouth-on-a-stick wife too, but I’ll
leave that little beauty for another
day, just in case Denny wants to take this further. You see, I’ve had so much more grace for him, and
stayed away from exposing this NUT for years, but he’s opened the door, and you know me, I never like to
miss an opportunity. Now I’m not going to go hard on Denny here, and expose all his heresies, as that
would take books NOT newsletters, but I will say this, when Bryan Denlinger was ‘normal’ (pre-marriage!) he had a
small but effective little ministry which was bearing some fruit, and that was because he stuck to two things… the King
James Bible being perfect, and the PRE-Trib Rapture being imminent. From then, until now in 2020, he hasn’t just
lost the plot, he’s lost his mind, he’s an absolute, without a shadow of a doubt, NUT. All you have to do for proof is
type Bryan Denlinger exposed into YouTube and you can see for yourself all the people who have already exposed him
over his ‘doctrines of devils’. Don’t forget, I HAVEN’T… YET! Everyone wanted me to, but I stayed away from it. If he
starts on me, then we will all have a lot of fun with this dodo, and you will all see just what a bonehead this nutbar
really is. To give you just a taster… watch this and see him blatantly lie (which he has done on many occasions since)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsUl9GRIpXE&ab_channel=JoelOsteen
The above video maybe the funniest on YouTube!!! It’s a MUST watch!!!
Now like I said, this is JUST a little ‘taster’. Unlike Dummy-Denlinger and Baby-Jake (who’s only just got out of diapers
and stopped wetting himself) who think I’m not saved, I actually believe these two ridiculous morons ARE saved. They
are just so self-deluded that they aren’t even on the sound doctrine radar anymore. Baby-Bryan has led Baby-Jake
into all kinds of errors (Mat 15v14, Luke 6v39). So, what’s the history with poor ol Bryan? He started out ‘good’ and
helped a few people, but today he is helping no one, he’s not even living as a Christian should; he has isolated himself
from everyone (he’s a hermit), as he can’t communicate or fellowship with anyone unless they too are NUTS! He
doesn’t have a local church which he attends, he thinks meeting in ‘a building’ is of the Devil (I kid you not… Hunter
followed him down that rabbit hole!) He thinks Jesus is the Father and Jesus is the Holy Spirit (don’t laugh as he’s
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serious), he doesn’t work and sponges off other imbecilic Christians who are
sucked into his small cult. He produces NOTHING, no tracts, no books, NO FRUIT,
NOTHING… absolutely NOTHING. Only people with mental illness who can’t read
follow him and Baby-Jake, NOT men, NOT Bible Believers, only namby-pamby
illiterate Christians who haven’t a clue. If you send this guy money, you’re
wasting every cent, dime and penny the Lord has given you, as he’s just a leech,
a parasite, a total sponger, that is doing NOTHING only living OFF YOU! He will
not work and provide for his own family (1 Tim 5v8). Now these are just a few of
the things I could talk about and expose this idiot on, but I won’t UNLESS he wants
to ‘play games’. Bryan has hit enough ‘mines’ out there in the sea of YouTube
which have sunk his dinghy a thousand times. No one takes him seriously
anymore, that’s why his YouTube channel hasn’t grown for years, and never will.
The Catholic Trinity
…and note this… YouTube is his ONLY outlet, platform, and source of INCOME…
remember that. He is doing NOTHING else. Now I think Pfenny is NUTS too, but there
is one thing we both agree on, and that is… Bryan Denlinger is a heretical NUT who has lost the plot and hasn’t got
the faintest notion about anything. Denlinger thinks he is a Bible teacher - he is NOT, he’s a hermit; he thinks he is a
pastor - he is NOT, he’s a hermit; he thinks he has a ministry – he does NOT, he’s a hermit … Bryan Denlinger is a very
sad and lonely hermit who has destroyed himself and what ministry he did have initially, through one thing, PRIDE.
Even though Baby-Jake is more arrogant than Dummy-Denlinger, he hasn’t destroyed his ministry …because he NEVER
HAD ONE TO START WITH! It’s ‘Tweedledum and Tweedledee’. Let us see what the future holds for these two little
heretics shall we…? You can always tell a cult as they never, or hardly ever, recommend other ministries, note that
down. Sure, they’ll talk about their close associates and other cult members, but you listen to Baby-Denny and BabyJake and how many times they recommend others! Bryan started off fairly well and the Lord used him, but now the
Lord’s blessing has definitely left him (he just can’t see it) due to his pride and arrogancy. Baby-Jake never got started
and never will sadly. These two dodo’s will never achieve anything in life until they are broken and repent. At the
Judgment Seat of Christ, they will suddenly realise just how little they have done or achieved for the Lord… and how
WRONG they were. I don’t know of any Christians who are more arrogant than these two. It turns my guts thinking
how a punk kid who’s just got out of nappies (he was a late developer!) has the audacity to title his little superficial
book as ‘definitive’ on who God is… he hasn’t got a clue has he? Christians are laughing all around the world at him,
and it’s sad, but he brought it on himself, he just can’t see it. His book will be a total flop and failure you watch, hardly
anyone will buy it, and he’ll ‘big it up’ as much as he can making out he’s selling more than 20 copies a year (if that!)…
you’ll never find out the real figures. $30 for covered ‘bog-roll’, what a waste of time, energy & money. Remember,
serious Bible students, pastors, elders, leaders and those who can read, don’t take these two muppets seriously,
they’re a joke, an amusement, something to watch on a rainy day when you need a laugh. They livestream
‘together’… I rest my case. Ahhh bless. They are the most judgmental human beings you’ll ever come across, thinking
they know who is saved and who isn’t. They always complain about other Christians using words that are not found
in the Holy Scriptures don’t they? Try finding ‘Jesus is the Father’ in the Bible…! No my fellow Christians, ol’
DUNGslinger and Baby-Jake are a ‘double act’ that no one goes to see, just two wasted lives where self-delusion reigns
paramount. The Godhead aka ‘The Trinity’ is a Biblical doctrine. It was NOT created or man-made by Catholics or any
other organisation. The fact that these two dodos can’t understand it means nothing, only they are boys in a world
full of men.
Semantics - the branch of linguistics and logic concerned with meaning. The two main areas are logical semantics,
concerned with matters such as sense and reference and presupposition and implication, and lexical semantics,
concerned with the analysis of word meanings and relations between them; the meaning of a word, phrase, or text.

Beware - Baby-Bryan and Baby-Jake play the game of semantics continually, they long for the day when
they will both grow up to be men instead of little boys playing games. 1 Cor 13v11 When I was a child, I
spake as a child, I understood as a child, I thought as a child: but when I became a man, I put away childish
things.
I repeat, so many others have exposed both these nutcases numerous times, just take a look on YouTube
and see what idiotic unbiblical teachings they spew out! They are hypocrites and they are blatant LIARS!
To be continued…? All depending!?
(See next page for some heart-warming home photos)
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Home photos of hermits DUMB-Dinger & his Little boyfriend Baby-Jake

My red
shirt is in
the wash!

Here are a few personal photos of Bryan and Baby-Jake which they sent to me
recently. Note Baby Jake has got so cold he’s had to burn his own book to keep
warm…! Best place for it… I’m sure many will do the same.
Top left is Denny in a new homemade hat that his beautiful
wife has made for him, Ahhh bless! The top two photos are
Denny and Baby-Jakes new homes… man-made and ecofriendly of course. To the left is DUMB-Dinger cooking up
some hash for dinner!
As you can see, these two hermits really know how to have a
good time and live it up don’t they. I hear Jake-the-snake has
a girlfriend now… quite amazing don’t you think. But I guess with all that nicebouncy-hair they have a lot in common and I’m sure conversations gravitate
around brands of shampoos, lipsticks… and ‘race’…Oops I spoke out of turn!
Now come on, this is very funny! All you Denlinger and Baby-Jake haters out
there are loving this aren’t you?! It’s good to laugh at the expense of idiots who
are so fouled up on their doctrine that no one takes them seriously anymore.
Both Denny and his beautiful wife, along with Jakey-Babes (the boy with nice
bouncy hair) are just simpletons seeking recognition… they certainly got it here!
Perhaps DUMB-DINGER is a Jesuit ‘plant’ installed by the Roman Catholic Church to sow discord among the brethren.
Maybe his wife is a secret plant from the Carmelite convent? Who knows? But one thing we do know, is that this Roman
Catholic Trinity (Mr & Mrs DUMB-DINGER and their false prophet Baby-Jake) are certainly doing the Devil’s work and Satan
is VERY pleased with their
performance. Their appeal is to people
who are simple and weak minded,
people like Baby-Jake, who can’t think
for themselves and need a pope
to guide them. Their rewards await
them! This unteachable useless
trio of pinheads go through life
oblivious to what is really
happening in the REAL world. They live
in a fantasy, a virtual reality game
where they are the dominant figures
and have the portal to truth, and
if you don’t follow them, you are
doomed and shall reap the
DUMB-DINGER curse, which will
eventually turn you into a hermit
where you will grow wiry scruffy facial
hair and marry ex-military
personnel who are involved in mindcontrol and brainwashing. The
Curse of the DUMB-DINGERS can only
be broken if you forsake all and
follow their pernicious ways (2 Pet 2v2).
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A Classic Quote from Bryan DUMB-DINGER…
Here’s a corker from DUMB-DINGER, you just gotta listen to this guy regarding church ‘buildings’… “Saved
people DON’T go to church, they got OUT of them, if you do go to them then YOU’RE LOST!” That’s
verbatim!!! You couldn’t make it up could you? I mean, this is one of the biggest IDIOTS you will ever
come across on YouTube. Imagine coming out with a statement like that? I bet his mummy and daddy are
really proud of what he is achieving in life aren’t they. So according to Mr & Mrs DUMB-DINGER… if you
go to church you’re lost. Poor little Bryan is going to be so lonely in Heaven isn’t he, as there are only
going to be about 13 people that make it according to him. According to this bearded fool every single
person from the first person IN the Body of Christ up until 2020, if they went to a church building to worship
God, then they were lost. If that church building had a steeple (‘Baal’s shaft’), then they will be cooking in the hottest Hell.
Like I say, you just couldn’t make this stuff up. He’s so ridiculous that there just isn’t a word to describe what an out & out
CRETIN he really is. I think you would do better listening to Joel Osteen or Joyce Meyer than this absolute whack-head. No
one in the world is saved unless you have subscribed to his teachings. If you disagree with this JACK-ASS and Mrs JACK-ASS,
and Baby-Jake-JACK-ASS… then guess what… NOT SAVED!

NOT SAVED!!

NOT SAVED!!!
This racist bigot, who teaches more heresies than all denominations put together believes he alone is judge and jury on
everyone. He is not just an arrogant fool, he is an antibiblical, Bible denying heretic who is a total failure as a Christian at
present, and is so unteachable that nothing touches him. Bryan DUMB-DINGER is so far away from the will of the Lord
Jesus Christ it’s frightening, and he just can’t see it. This is the biggest wake-up call he’ll ever have. What he should do
from here is REPENT (will he?), APOLOGISE (does he know how?), then run back to the Lord and sort out his life once and
for all. He needs to humble himself before the Lord and repent of his egomania, his total all-consuming arrogance and
pride, and for once in his entire life LISTEN to counsel!!!!!!! He’s headed for disaster if not. He’s a nobody trying to be
somebody in life, and it’s just not working (Gal 6v3). He has run away and hid in the woods along with his so-called wife
(are they even married??? Does he even KNOW what marriage IS??? Rom 13) and now he is
bringing up a son… the poor kid, what a future, what a role model…!!! Bryan DUMB-DINGER is the
biggest hypocrite you will ever come across, so beware of this fraud, I mean it, and don’t whatever
you do, finance any of his nonsense. He needs to be broken, let God do it His way… because it will
surely come soon. Bryan needs to repent, and apologise on YouTube to everyone, and get back to
where he SHOULD be for the Lord. At the moment, he’s like Jonah… he’s running away, and that’s
why he is NOT producing any fruit whatsoever. His inept little shadow-disciple Baby-Jake is totally
brainwashed by his pope DUMB-DINGER, and is also headed in the same direction with the same end result… a wasted life!
(Anyone get the photo???)
Now have a look at the list below and compare the names and the fruit that these people on the left have produced
compared with those on the right. You will note those who DON’T believe in the Trinity and those who DO… quite startling
to say the least isn’t it?
Trinitarians (Fruit bearing preachers, hymn writers etc.)
William Carey
John Wesley
Robert M McCheyne
Martin Luther
Noah Webster
Peter Cartwright
Adoniram Judson
David Livingstone
George Whitfield
Charles Finney
Joseph Scriven
John W Burgon
Dwight L. Moody
Harry Ironside
Harry Rimmer
Arthur W. Pink
J. Frank Norris
Lewis S. Chafer
A.W. Tozer
Fanny Crosby
John R. Rice
Mordecai Ham
D. Martyn Lloyd-Jones
Norman P. Grubb
Lester Roloff
Bob Jones Sr.
Corrie Ten Boom
Billy Sunday
David O. Fuller
Peter Ruckman
Walter R. Martin
William Booth
Charles Spurgeon
Gail Riplinger

Jesus Only cult – producing no fruit or rotten fruit
Jehovah’s Witness cult
Christadelphian cult
Mormon cult
United Pentecostal ‘Oneness’ cult
Brooke Foss Westcott – denier of the Trinity
Bryan Denlinger
Baby-Jake-Thompson
Now all I am doing here is showing you all what DODO’s
Bryan and his cronies really are. Think of all the revivals and
millions saved through the list on the left compared to
these idiots who want you to follow their man-made
doctrine of Devils… and I’ve only named a few on the left, I
could have reeled off page after page of famous Trinitarian
Christians who God used to win millions… and these two
very immature baby ‘Christians’… baby-Jake and his pope
baby-Bryan say that everyone on this list is NOT saved
because they believed in the Godhead aka the Trinity…!
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Remember what DUMB-DINGER wrote…
John will look through Ruckman's materials and find quotes where Ruckman is using
trinitarian language, and other quotes where Ruckman blasts "oneness Pentecostals"
because they believe in "Jesus being God the Father". Then he will say something like;
"Baby Jacob didn't spend enough time studying Ruckman, for if he had, he would have seen
that Ruckman DESTROYED his heretical system". In other words, Ruckman is the authority,
and NOT the King James Bible. Isn’t that an interesting quote from Dummy-Denlinger? He
KNOWS Ruckman did NOT teach the heresy that DUMB-DINGER and his little snowflake baby-Jake do. He KNOWS that IF I
did go through Ruckman’s material, I would find him contrary to what these two bearded fools believe. He KNOWS, you
KNOW, I KNOW and God KNOWs… Bryan Denlinger is one of the biggest jerks on
YouTube who cannot get a ministry going because he, his gobby wife, and their adopted
son baby-Jake, just can’t understand the King James Bible. They distort, isolate texts,
and dislocate Scriptures to try to get them to bend and fit their man-made doctrines.
Jesus Christ is NOT the Father, never has been the Father and never will be the Father.
It’s such an idiotic doctrine that you need to be a Bible illiterate to believe in something
so utterly ridiculous. 2 John 1v3 Grace be with you, mercy, and peace, from God the Father, and from the Lord Jesus
Christ, the Son of the Father, in truth and love. I used to feel sorry for Bryan I really did. I always knew he was an idiot who
hadn’t a clue, but I did think that if he actually read Ruckman’s books, seeing as he bought them all, that he’d understand
what Ruckman actually taught, just like all those on the list above. Sadly, Ruckman is too deep for Bryan and he wasted his
money. Now like I said, DUMB-DINGER is only fairly sound on just TWO doctrines, 1) The Pre-Trib Rapture (although he’s
wavering on that of late!) and the King James Bible (although he doesn’t use the language of the KJV Bible e.g. ‘Jesus IS the
Father’ is found NOWHERE in Scripture). There isn’t a sound Bible Believer on planet earth that really takes Bryan DUMBDINGER seriously, not one single Bible BELIEVING Christian. If anyone follows DUMB-DINGER they are either ‘thick’, selfdeluded, or have mental illness. He’s a heretic through and through because his pride has caused him to think that he has
the ability to teach… and he doesn’t. His pride has led him off track and now he is lost and lives in the woods aka ‘the
wilderness’. If he continues to spew such garbage, if he continues to write comments about me, I shall have a lot of fun
with this imbecilic nutbar and his gobby wife! Think long and hard my obtuse bearded friend, before you bite off more than
you can chew!

Jesus is NOT the Father and the Father is NOT Jesus!
John 15v10 If ye keep my commandments, ye shall abide in my love; even as I have kept my Father's commandments,
and abide in his love. Jesus has commandments and so does His Father… Jesus is NOT the Father, they are separate, yet
both are GOD. Oh dear DUMB-DINGER & Baby-Jake… did you just mess your nappies? Too deep for you? Now if you want
to see poor illiterate DUMB-DINGER and his ‘lovely’ wife and their adopted idiot-disciple-Thompson (the little boy who tried
to write a book called ‘The definitive guide to who God is’ can you believe?) get their heretical doctrine DESTROYED… just
read pages 53-80 in Theological Studies by Peter Ruckman… as he blows them out of the water with verse after verse after
verse of Scripture. This Catholic Trinity (aka DUMB-DINGER, Baby-Jake and the ‘lovely’ gob-on-a-stick!) suddenly have found
themselves exposed beyond belief. They can’t believe just how far off base they have roamed. They have got lost in the
woods and can’t find the path back. Baby-Jake is crying for his mummy, and DUMB-DINGER and his ‘lovely’ wife have
developed an acute dose of paranoia (Paranoia - a mental condition characterized by delusions of persecution,
unwarranted jealousy, or exaggerated self-importance, typically worked into an organized system. It may be an aspect
of chronic personality disorder, of drug abuse, or of a serious condition such as schizophrenia in which the person loses
touch with reality.) Doesn’t that describe this ‘Catholic Trinity’ to a tee? DUMB-DINGER, Baby-Jake and that ‘gob-on-astick’ wife of his have finally lost their tiny minds. Jesus Christ is NOT the Father, never has been and never will be. It is
NOT mentioned one single time in a King James Bible… Jesus is God, the Holy Spirit is God, and the Father is
God… 1 X 1 X 1 = 1… NOT 3. They can’t even count to THREE. These are the idiots that you’re dealing with.
When it comes to DEEP Bible STUDY, these three little heretics make Joel Osteen look like ‘Louis Berkhof’. The
Trinity is NOT a Roman Catholic invention, note that down, and when someone says it is, know this… they are
trying to con you into some heresy they want to promote. DUMB-DINGER’S final authority is Baby-Jake’s
children’s book ‘the definitive guide to who God is!’ What a pair of imbeciles! They deserve each other!
Jesus is NOT the Father and the Father is NOT Jesus!
But every man in his own order: Christ the firstfruits; (NOT the Father) afterward they that are Christ's at his coming (NOT
the Father). Then cometh the end, when he shall have delivered up the kingdom to God, even the Father (NOT the Son);
when he shall have put down all rule and all authority and power. 1 Cor 15v23+24. What’s hard about that? Isn’t that
plain English that a child can understand? So why can’t baby-Jake and his idol Dumb-Dinger get that? Jesus is God, the
Father is God and the Holy Spirit is God… THREE in ONE, ONE in THREE! And baby-Jake has written a ‘definitive’ book on
God… ahh bless! Even though he can’t read or understand basic English at least he knows what a lion is… with a picture!!!
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Here are a few photos of Bryan ‘Jesus is the Father’ DUMB-DINGER, taken from Google images…

The Godhead aka ‘The Trinity’
There is only ONE God and He is the Creator (Gen 1v1, Deut 6v4), yet unlike the cults (as above), if you actually read the
Scriptures in their context, you will find that this ONE God exists as the Godhead in THREE ‘PERSONS’, the cults just play
semantic games (as above). The word ‘Godhead’ appears in Scripture THREE times… ain’t that a co-inky-dinky… Acts 17v29
Forasmuch then as we are the offspring of God, we ought not to think that the Godhead is like unto gold, or silver, or
stone, graven by art and man's device. Rom 1v20 For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly
seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without
excuse: Col 2v9 For in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily. It’s also interesting that the words ‘Almighty
God’ appear THREE times in Scripture… just another co-inky-dinky… Gen 17v1 And when Abram was ninety years old and
nine, the LORD appeared to Abram, and said unto him, I am the Almighty God; walk before me, and be thou perfect. Eze
10v5 And the sound of the cherubims' wings was heard even to the outer court, as the voice of the Almighty God when
he speaketh. Rev 19v15 And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations: and he shall
rule them with a rod of iron: and he treadeth the winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God. So, how can
God be three Persons and one God at the same time? Would this make ‘three God’s’? Pagan ‘religions’ have three ‘god’s’
and that’s where old Baby-Jake & DUMB-Dinger get all confused. The Bible doesn’t teach three ‘God’s’ but three SEPARATE
PERSONS in the Godhead. Ruckman uses the analogy (analogy - a comparison between one thing and another, typically for
the purpose of explanation or clarification) of body, soul and spirit… an ANALOGY, get that, poor baby-Jake couldn’t, neither
could DUMB-Dinger, that’s why they LIE, they are both blatant LIARS and cannot be trusted. Every person is made up of a
body, soul and spirit (1 Thes 5v23+24). He goes on to talk about the sun giving off alpha, beta and gamma rays yet one sun…
it’s only an analogy. Ruckman gives another analogy regarding water (H2O) as being ice, liquid and steam, yet all being
water (H2O).
THREE in ONE, ONE in THREE, and the ONE in the middle died for me – the Godhead aka the Trinity
People who believe in the ‘oneness cult doctrine’ (the boys above) can’t understand simple English from the King James
Bible. Water is water yet can appear in THREE forms, and sunlight (sun) can appear in THREE forms, these are analogies.
Now I am made up of a body, soul and a spirit. In TYPE, get that, in TYPE my body represents the Lord Jesus, in spirit I
represent the Holy Spirit, and in soul, the Father… THAT’S IN TYPE! Every person is a ‘TRINITY’. We can understand the
Trinity through water and sunlight, it’s just that it confuses the boys above for some reason!? Read Mat 3v13-17 - we see
God the Father (separate PERSON… but not ‘human’ get that) speaking from Heaven to His Son who is also God in the flesh
(1 Tim 3v16) (note a SEPARATE ‘PERSON’) as He was being baptised. Suddenly God the Holy Spirit (SEPARATE ‘PERSON’ yet
NOT a ‘human being’) descends like a dove… THREE SEPARATE ‘PERSONS’ NOT HUMANS and ALL THREE ARE ONE GOD!
God is NOT split into three separate ‘gods’ or three separate ‘modes’. DUMB-Dinger and baby-Jake play semantic games
when we say GOD the Father, GOD the Son and GOD the Holy Spirit… we have never taught THREE GODS… it’s NOT
1+1+1=3… it’s 1x1x1=1… they just can’t do the maths. Mat 28v19 Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them
in the name (singular) of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: ONE God… THREE SEPARATE ‘PERSONS’ NOT
‘humans, modes, gods or entities’… PERSONS!!! There is ONLY ONE NAME that will match the Father, Son and Holy Spirit
and that is ‘Lord’, so baptising in the name of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, OR baptising in the name of ‘The Lord’ is the
SAME operation! I would recommend doing it in the name of Father, Son and Holy Ghost just as a testimony to the Godhead
aka Trinity. Never baptise in the name of Jesus only (Acts 2v38) as this verse deals with Israel BEFORE the Gospel of the
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revelation of the grace of God was given to Paul. Just like I told a Church of Christ CULT
member today… ‘There are NO Christians present in Acts 2, look at verses
5+10+22+33+36+37+43+46 – they were JEWS or JEWISH proselytes’. In Acts 2 you are
dealing with pork-abstaining, temple-worshipping, Sabbath-keeping, circumcised JEWS
whose salvation has an element of ‘faith and works’ mixed in… note water baptism (Eph
2v8+9, 1 Cor 12v13, 1 Cor 1v17). Acts 2v38 is NOT the plan of salvation, it’s Peter’s message
to the House of Israel. Yet this is too much for the bearded twins, they just lose their tiny
minds over this. Imagine writing a book ‘The Definitive Guide to Who God is’ and you don’t even understand
the Godhead aka the Trinity… what a blast that is. Even baby-Jake’s few minions are cringing at him and some have left him
I’m told, they are beginning to wake up & realise what a snowflake he and DUMB-Dinger actually are, mixing a little truth
with lots of poison. You are best unsubscribing from them and whatever you do DON’T SEND THEM MONEY as they are
just parasites. They need to go and get a job and earn a living rather than live like beggars, sponging of others.
Anyway, back to our study…
Jesus is the Lord; the Holy Spirit is the Lord, and the Father is the Lord. Jesus Christ is God, the Holy Spirit is God, and the
Father is God. The name ‘Jesus’ is NEVER applied to the Father because Jesus Christ is certainly NOT the Father. Neither is
the Holy Spirit called Jesus. Not once in Scripture is Jesus EVER referred to as ‘The Father’… NOT once. Now DUMB-Dinger
and his sidekick have to ADD to the Scriptures to teach their heretic nonsense, they are NOT King James Bible Believers, they
are King James REJECTORS and DISTORTORS!!! (Read page 59 in Ruckman’s Theological Studies to actually see what
Ruckman taught, not what these LIARS ‘said’ he taught. Pfenny does the same, they like to isolate ‘sayings’ and ‘Scriptures’
that sympathise with their own doctrines of devils - 1 Tim 4v1 and private interpretations – 2 Pet 1v20). The Bible does NOT
teach ‘Jesus ONLY’ neither does it teach THREE ‘gods’ when referring to the Godhead aka the Trinity. The grace of the Lord
Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the communion of the Holy Ghost, be with you all. Amen. 2 Cor 13v14.
In Gen 1v26 we read… And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness… remember ‘type and analogy?’
God is speaking as a plural God NOT a plurality of ‘gods’. Remember we are body, soul and spirit. God has a body (Jesus
Christ), a spirit (God the Holy Spirit) and a soul (God the Father)… we are made up as a body, soul and spirit. Now that
certainly does NOT mean that Jesus is the Father, that’s CULT teaching. Remember THREE SEPARATE ‘PERSONS’. Note also
‘image’ and ‘likeness’… body, soul and spirit representing God in human form… analogy and type… remember? Jesus is NOT
the Father neither the Holy Ghost, and the Father is NOT Jesus.
Another illustration Ruckman uses is the formation of a business called ‘Smith & Company’, composed of THREE brothers,
Bill, Henry, and John Smith. They have ONE name ‘Smith’ and it’s ONE business and each brother is a director all working
together without friction as a single unit with the same power. That’s a simplistic ‘type’ of the Trinity.
Now don’t get me wrong, trying to understand and fathom the Trinity will blow your tiny mind, I mean, you’re dealing with
the Godhead, our Creator, and even though teenager baby-Jake has written a ‘definitive’ book on God at the age of 13, this
will NOT help you…! The JW’s love to cherry pick verses that seem to further their cult teachings (as does Dumb-Dinger).
For instance, the JW’s love that verse… John 14v28 Ye have heard how I said unto you, I go away, and come again unto
you. If ye loved me, ye would rejoice, because I said, I go unto the Father: for my Father is greater than I. Yet as Bible
Believing Christians we KNOW that the Father is NOT greater than His Son as they are the same ‘essence’. When Jesus said
that, He was on earth in HUMAN form, restricting Himself in many ways e.g. omnipresent. No one, not one single person
(human being) ever, has understood the Trinity aka Godhead in it’s entirety, how can we, we are mortal and He is immortal,
we are limited in our knowledge and he is ALL knowing (omniscient)… yet baby-Jake has written a ‘definitive’ book on ‘WHO
GOD IS’…! I bet he’s wetting his pants now isn’t he!?
When Dumb-Dinger says that the Trinity is a Roman Catholic doctrine, know this, he is blatantly LYING. It’s absurd to think
that just because the RC Church has ‘adopted’ this Biblical doctrine, that they created it, is absolute NUTS. The RC Church
take many things FROM the Bible, things that we as Bible Believing Christians would also believe, yet they major on EXTRA
Biblical doctrines also e.g. the Apocrypha as well as RCC man-made ‘traditions’ (Mark 7)… the Trinity doctrine is NOT one of
them. Any Bible Believing Christian firmly believes in the doctrine of the Trinity aka Godhead – that there is ONE God
eternally existing and manifesting Himself to us in THREE separate ‘PERSONS’ (NOT ‘humans’) – the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit. Now the Godhead aka ‘The Trinity’, can act as a unit e.g. in creation, in the incarnation, in redemption, in salvation,
in communion, in prayer, in glory, and in regeneration.
The Trinity in Creation
God the Father spoke in Gen 1v3 and said… Let there be light: and there was light. But now look at John 1v1-3 In the
beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The same was in the beginning with God.
All things were made by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made. So, the Son was active WITH the
Father (He was NOT ‘The Father’) cf. Col 1v14-16 also. We also see the Holy Spirit there in creation too… Gen 1v2 And the
earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the
face of the waters. The Trinity was working together yet each ‘person’ is separate. ONE God, THREE ‘Persons’ (NOT
‘humans’).
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The Trinity in the Incarnation
God manifesting Himself IN FLESH. John 3v16 For God (Father) so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son
(Jesus), that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life. Mat 17v5 While he yet spake,
behold, a bright cloud overshadowed them: and behold a voice out of the cloud, which said (the Father), This is my
beloved Son (Jesus), in whom I am well pleased; hear ye him. Jesus is NOT the Father. They work together as they are
God, but they are separate. The Holy Spirit was there at the incarnation also… Luke 1v35 And the angel answered and said
unto her, The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee: therefore also that
holy thing which shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of God. THREE SEPARATE ‘PERSONS’, YET ONE GOD.
The Trinity in Redemption
God the Father accepted the sacrifice of His only begotten Son Jesus Christ… Heb 10v8-12 Above when he said, Sacrifice
and offering and burnt offerings and offering for sin thou wouldest not, neither hadst pleasure therein; which are offered
by the law; Then said he, Lo, I come to do thy will, O God. He taketh away the first, that he may establish the second. By
the which will we are sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all. And every priest standeth
daily ministering and offering oftentimes the same sacrifices, which can never take away sins: But this man, after he had
offered one sacrifice for sins for ever, sat down on the right hand of God; Now read 1 Pet 3v18. 2 Cor 5v21 For he (Father)
hath made him (Son) to be sin for us, who knew no sin; that we might be made the righteousness of God in him. Read Isa
53v5+10. The Father and Son are active in redemption. Now look at Heb 9v14 and see the Holy Spirit is also active in
redemption. As Ruckman, along with millions of other Bible Believing Christians since Acts 2, have believed, ONE God,
THREE SEPARATE PERSONS. The ‘Jesus ONLY’ CULT (Dumb-Dinger et al.) have perverted the Scriptures for private
interpretation to gain a following…! Reject their doctrines of devils (1 Tim 4v1). Jesus is NOT the Father and the Father is
NOT Jesus. ALL the FULNESS of the Godhead dwelt bodily IN Jesus Christ – Col 2v9.
The Trinity in Salvation
You can’t get to the Father without coming through the Son – John 14v6 (John 1v4+17, 8v19+32, 10v9, 11v25, Heb 9v8).
We are accepted IN the beloved (Eph 1v5+6, Rom 8v29). When you receive Jesus Christ you are accepted by the Father and
placed in His family. Read also Luke 15v4, John 1v11+12. So we can see that the Father and the Son are active in salvation.
But so is the Holy Spirit – Eph 1v13, Eph 4v30, 1 Cor 6.
The Trinity in Communion
God the Father invites us to come to Him for fellowship in Eph 2v18, but this is on the grounds of God the Son (NOT ‘two’
Gods – it’s terminology…!) being our reconciliation (2 Cor 5v19). It is God the Holy Spirit (NOT ‘three’ Gods – it’s
terminology…!) that effects this union and communion – Eph 2v18. Note that in Rom 8v26+27 we see the Spirit making
intercession for us, which shows that the Father, Son & Holy Spirit act conjunctively in prayer. God the Father is the one
who receives the request. Requests are made to the Father, but they are made in the name of the Son (John 16v23), & it is
God the Holy Spirit who directs us in our requests, & leads and guides us in our praying.
So, the doctrine of the Trinity is NOT a Roman Catholic (RCC) doctrine, it is a Biblical doctrine. If someone is telling you that
the Trinity doctrine is from the RCC then know this, they are a CULT and they are trying to recruit you, so BEWARE! Another
sign as to whether they are a CULT or not is to look at the comments
they receive by the kind of people that make them. Read Hunters
comments and see what kind of people they are; read Pfenny’s and see
that it’s mostly unbiblical WOMEN that follow him, NOT Bible Believing
men. You can tell a lot about someone by the company they keep birds of a feather flock together!
Followers of
Dumb-Dinger,
Baby-Jake,
Funny-Pfenny
and their ilk, are
all very warped
in their
doctrines.
They bend and twist the Scriptures to teach their heresies, that’s why
you should always look at what kind of people follow these heretics,
read their comments, look at what others are saying about them and how they are being exposed and over what. Do NOT
take what they say for granted. Anyone can take the Scriptures and teach lies – look at the Mormons, Christadelphians &
Freemasons all who use a KJV Bible.
So again, I repeat, the doctrine of the Godhead aka ‘the Trinity’ is a Biblical doctrine taught by Peter, Paul and Jesus. It was
not created by the RCC. The Trinity is NOT three ‘gods’ neither is it ‘Jesus is the Father and the Holy Spirit’, both of these
heretical teachings are anti-biblical and man-made, which our friends above have been sucked into. Read the last four lines
on page 68, and the first 17 lines on page 69 in Ruckman’s Theological Studies Volume One for a summation of Dumb24

Dinger’s cult doctrine. Jesus Christ is the name of God the Son… the Son of God… don’t play semantic games with these
charlatans. You can smell a cult and their heretical teachings a mile off if you are reading and studying the Scriptures. The
Bible was NOT written just to prove two or three verses that you and your small group of friends have perverted to ATTRACT
ATTENTION. For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap
to themselves teachers, having itching ears; And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto
fables. 2 Tim 4v3+4.
Attributes of The Trinity
God’s (NOT Gods) incommunicable attributes – His eternity, His
omnipotence, His omnipresence & His Omnipresence. God’s (NOT Gods)
communicable attributes – His truth, His benevolence, His communion and
His holiness. God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit (NOT
three GODS – ONE God three ‘Persons’) all have the same attributes, yet
they are distinct ‘Persons’ NOT ‘human beings’. (See the charts coming up.)
Someone once said “He who will try to understand the Trinity (Godhead)
fully will lose his mind. But he who will deny the Trinity (Godhead) will
lose his soul!” That’s really good…!
Without doubt, the Trinity is a mystery and will always be until we meet the
Lord in Glory. None of us may understand it fully, but we can believe it.
That’s why it’s so funny to see a punk-kid like baby-Jacob ‘trying to write’ a
‘definitive’ book on WHO God is… it’s beyond words isn’t it! He knows less about the Trinity than the JW’s. The Godhead
aka the Trinity, is a Biblical doctrine that is mind blowing. These dummies that believe Jesus was praying to ‘Himself’ in the
garden are just NUTS. Imagine believing Jesus is the Father with this verse… Mat 26v39 And he went a little further, and
fell on his face, and prayed, saying, O my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from me: nevertheless not as I will, but
as thou wilt. God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit (NOT three Gods, remember 1x1x1=1… we’re not playing
semantic games with these dodos) are members of the TRIUNE Godhead, just like we have a body, soul and spirit in type.
Our body is a picture / type of God the Son; our soul is a picture / type of God the Father, which can neither be seen nor
felt; our spirit, like air, is a picture / type of the Holy Spirit, for man was made in the image of God. The Godhead is equal
with separate distinctions.
Thoughts on this chart?

Remember, there is NOT one single verse of Scripture that says Jesus Christ IS the Father, NOT ONE!

Mat 7v15-23 Beware of false prophets (Dumb-Dinger and baby-Jake), which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly
they are ravening wolves. Ye shall know them by their fruits (It’s hard to know them by their fruits because they don’t
produce any GOOD fruit… but I guess you can know them by their ROTTEN fruit of ‘Jesus is The Father CULT doctrine’). Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree
bringeth forth evil fruit (Just look at the way they both speak… evil, judgmental… they tell you WHO is saved and who is
NOT… they’re little pharisaical hypocrites). A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth
good fruit (Look at what they actually produce… NO tracts, NO DVDs, NO books, NO proper Bible studies (they can’t teach),
NO sermons… NOTHING. They ONLY produce YouTube videos for their cult members as no one with any aptitude or sense,
watches them). Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire. Wherefore by their
fruits ye shall know them (We DO know them I guess by their ROTTEN fruit that’s all. I don’t know of a GROWN MAN who
could sit through any of these little boys baby videos do you? That’s why they ONLY watch each other). Not every one that
saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of my Father which is in
heaven. Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name? and in thy name have cast out
devils? and in thy name done many wonderful works? And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you: depart from
me, ye that work iniquity. I think they are both saved, it’s hard to tell, I think so, but their fruit is putrid isn’t it?
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Greg Miller absolutely DESTROYED Dumb-Dingers ‘Nuts and Bolts Jesus is the Father’ heretical video.
Greg Miller did a brilliant job here in
man. I would highly recommend
plainly and shows you how the
doctrine is Biblical NOT a Roman
Dingers ‘nuts and bolts’ video is just
wholeheartedly agree with Greg
teacher who should be avoided at
unsubscribe to his cult asap, before
doctrine of devils. He wrests the
Pet 3v16 …which they that are
they do also the other scriptures,

destroying Dung-Slingers strawyou watching it. Greg lays it out very
Godhead doctrine aka the Trinity
Catholic false doctrine. Dumba ‘box of metal scraps’.
I
that Bryan Dumb-Dinger is a FALSE
all costs. I would recommend you
he deceives you with another ‘new’
Scriptures to his own destruction. 2
unlearned and unstable wrest, as
unto their own destruction.

Watch it here…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-bo1jtvxY8&ab_channel=GregMiller
Qualifications you NEED to join the DUMB-Dinger CULT… (18 points 6+6+6)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

You MUST grow a very untidy scruffy beard – this is non-negotiable
You MUST get yourself a lumberjack plaid shirt and it MUST be red as the CULT leader only wears red
You MUST talk with an effeminate voice – just listen to baby-Jake (his voice hasn’t broken yet)
You MUST believe the unscriptural doctrine that ‘Jesus is the Father’
You MUST believe that interracial marriage is unbiblical - although I hear one of the
members faltered on this point…?
You MUST NOT go to church – if you DO… you are LOST!
You MUST renounce church buildings and confess that they are evil and of the Devil
You MUST isolate yourself from anyone and everyone – you MUST NOT mix with other
Christians… only on YouTube, otherwise you’ll be excommunicated
You MUST NOT recommend any other ministry other than DUMB-Dinger’s
You MUST believe that David Daniels and Keith Green are NOT saved
You MUST teach that the Trinity is just ‘nuts and bolts’
You MUST deliver all your children at home – you are NOT allowed to go to hospital
for childbirth or for ANYTHING. If you break a bone or need an operation TOUGH
You MUST buy all of DUMB-Dingers videos on hard-drive
You MUST believe in women preachers as Mrs DUMB-Dinger ‘preaches’
You MUST judge everyone – whoever DUMB-Dinger says is NOT saved… IS NOT SAVED! Dumb-Dinger KNOWS!
You MUST live in a house surrounded with no less than ten thousand trees so you can hide from the human race
You MUST NOT get a marriage licence – just shack up with someone, ‘consummate’ and baby YOU IS MARRIED!
You MUST NOT tract or evangelise whatsoever – you MUST NOT reach lost souls with the Gospel… NEVER!

This is the entire CULT… can you tell the difference between them?
Don’t they look lovely in their red plaid uniforms… & beards notice!!!
I wonder if they borrow each other’s shirts when theirs are in the wash? Interesting don’t you think?

Here’s a challenge…
Check every single revival that this world has ever seen from 1611…
…and see if the leaders were Trinitarians…! Interesting don’t you think!?
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Jesus Christ IS God, but Jesus Christ is NOT the Father

This information was taken from my booklet Jesus Christ is God.
I’m here!
If you want me for anything you know where I am – john@timefortruth.co.uk
If you want to make reconciliation you know where I am – john@timefortruth.co.uk
I haven’t moved, I’m here if you want or need me. I’m not forcing myself on anyone, and I’m not chasing anyone, if you
need or want me for anything, talk to me. If you’re struggling and want to make contact, don’t let pride stop you. I’ll help
you in any way I can. May the Lord Jesus Christ help us all through this life, it’s tough for so many, and getting tougher.
Some of you have made it even tougher by the poor decisions you have made, think about that, and do something about it.
Do NOT let PRIDE stop you. Time is running out for all of us. NOW is the time!!! You know who you are!
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This information was taken from my booklet Jesus Christ is God…
Remember the one baby-Jake threw across the room!

Dumb-Dinger is losing followers, fast…
Dumb-Dinger is losing a lot of his cult members because they are waking up to him and his heretical teachings. Here is one
of his ex-cronies, who is still a NUT, but has recently left him and is now exposing him… it just goes on and on doesn’t it?

Dumb-Dinger is bringing everything on himself, he’s destroying all that he ever did, why, because of his arrogance and pride.
It’s a tragic case of narcissism, he really just can’t see it. I doubt if he’ll ever recover from this, he’s too far gone. Very sad!
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What in the WORLD is going on? By Jacob Phillips (TfT! USA)
2020 has been a strange year for anyone who has been paying attention. As an American, my vantage point has been limited
to the United States, but it seems to be as bad or even much worse in many places around the world. It definitely seems
that it really has nothing to do with the virus, it’s just that they’re using it as a convenient crisis to get people more dependent
upon the government and to embrace “the man of sin” as their saviour whenever he shows up.
For decades, people have become more and more dependent upon the media for their information. If the television says it,
it MUST be absolutely true!
There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways of death. Prov 14v12.
The media has announced all kinds of things lately: there’s a “worldwide pandemic” raging (never mind the death or
recovery rate, or that no one seems to have died from anything else in the last 9 months!), masks are an impenetrable
fortress of security against the virus (no matter that you can still smell someone’s flatulence from nearby!) and that you
need to cower in fear in your homes until the government gives you further instructions (and a handout!), until the nice
man gives you a vaccine to make you safe (don’t even worry that one of its biggest advocates is a computer PROGRAMMER).
Now honestly I’ve been pleasantly surprised at how many I’ve seen waking up to all this, even among the unsaved, and
refusing to believe or go along with the official “narrative”, but of course there are SO many who say we all just need to
mask up, distance ourselves from each other, stop living life normally, take the vaccine when it comes out, and just generally
take all directions from the television set and above all, remain terrified. Also, you may riot in the streets, set buildings afire,
loot, attack innocent bystanders, burn American flags while chanting “Death to America” and all is well...but if you try to
open the business that you use to provide for your family, you’re a desperate criminal that needs to be dealt with severely!
The media has also raised up a generation of CoronaKarens and CoronaKens who, having never held any real authority in
their life, and have become the self-appointed police force to keep everyone “safe” by screeching at people who are not
quite as afraid as the TV says they should be and are not wearing their mask “properly” or at all. As they see it, they are
superheroes defending the galaxy against the unseen enemy and should be commended (and obeyed!).
Here’s the problem- the media/press/news, etc are a bunch of liars. The death tolls are wildly inflated (there have been
cases of people who died in auto accidents being counted as “covid deaths”), and now that the deaths have plummeted, all
they’ll talk about is “cases”.
Here in the U.S. there was a CIA program called Operation Mockingbird back during the Cold War that basically authorized
them to use news and entertainment outlets as propaganda machines to create an illusion of reality rather than simply
report the news or entertain. Hitler, Stalin, Chairman Mao, Hugo Chavez, and those like them did the same thing, by the
way.
If you search it on the internet you'll find some references to Mockingbird, but the “official” word is that they shut the
program down decades ago. I don’t believe that at all, although I suppose they might have changed the name because of
what you see today. I’m sure that other countries have similar relationships between their news outlets and “the official
narrative”.
100 percent of the major news networks here in the U.S. are one world globalist advocates who are pro-abortion, anti-gun,
anti-Israel, pro Communism, anti-family, etc, etc, and most Hollywood and sports “stars” are the same. Liars! Whether they
know it or not, they’re working hard for the Devil to distract people from the truth in any form, and especially from “the
way, the truth, and the life”.
And he sought to see Jesus who he was; and could not for the press… Luke 19v3.
Although one may not know the truth about a situation, they can be sure that it’s not as it appears on the television!
Now all of this is not to say that there’s not a real virus going around, I believe there is, but it’s the wild over reaction to it
that makes anyone with any sense scratch their head and wonder what more is going on.
For instance, the absolutely arbitrary rules they’ve made up to “combat” the virus make no sense at all.
If you go to a restaurant, they want you to walk in wearing a mask (I never do!), and then remove it when you sit down. I
suppose that when you’re seated the virus floats over your heads? Never mind the fact that as a tall guy my “seated height”
is still taller than some masked short people walking by! AM I SAFE OR AREN’T I?!
My favorite example of the insanity is sporting events. Coaches, trainers, and referees must wear masks, but the players
don’t have to, regardless whether they are on the field playing or not. What you end up having is a giant group of people
milling around on the sidelines, some wearing masks and some not, but all in “compliance”! It’s madness!
Another way to see that it’s not about a real viral threat is to look at any kind of financial report.
When everyone is locked in their home and buying stuff on the internet, companies like Amazon make a killing. The owner
of Amazon (who’s a one world globalist) is LOVING this lockdown and would like to see it continue on indefinitely. Shutdowns
cause more government intervention into people’s lives which is exactly what tyrants love.
At some point in the future I suspect most business will be done by huge corporations, which will make it easier to control
people, especially once they introduce a way to bar you from buying or selling anything by way of a “vaccine certificate” via
a smart phone app, then a “mark” etc.
So, what’s going on? I don’t know! But I don’t believe things are as they are “reported” to us and I believe that things in
Revelation are coming into focus as governments gain more control than ever over people and we hurtle towards “the end”.
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Even to a lost person, many of the things in “the book” are taking place, or becoming “plausible” right before their eyes!
What a time to be alive and what a time to tell people about the Lord Jesus Christ! So many are scared, disillusioned, worried,
etc, and how wonderful it would be to be able to present the truth to them at such a time as this.
We have “the peace of God” and “the blessed hope” and we have the equipment we need to be “stedfast, unmovable,
always abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye know that your labour is not in vain in the Lord.”
Let’s get the gospel out while we still have time!
(And don’t forget to wash your hands and cough into your elbow like you do every other flu season!)
You can contact Jacob on jacob@timefortruth.co.uk
Boy has this world been blinded…
In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of
Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto them. 2 Cor 4v4. You wouldn’t have thought the whole world could be
sucked in so easily as to what is happening regarding COVID-19 would you? But look at how the whole world swallowed the
pill of evolution, even getting it taught as fact in our schools. Nothing has changed, only intensified. What we’re seeing is
Bible prophecy being fulfilled before our very eyes and still most Christians haven’t a clue as to what is happening sadly to
say. The ‘god’ of this world is Satan himself who is doing such a snow-job (snow job - a deception or concealment of one's
real motive in an attempt to flatter or persuade) on all of us, getting us ready for that vaccine, that pin-prick, that will leave
a ‘mark’… where have I heard that before? This precursor is the start to the end, and all we can do as Christians is fight the
best we can, doing what we can, for the Lord. Stand like you have never done before! These words have never been truer…
Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might. Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may
be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities,
against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. Wherefore
take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.
Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to
quench all the fiery darts of the wicked. And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word
of God: Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance and
supplication for all saints; And for me, that utterance may be given unto me, that I may open my mouth boldly, to make
known the mystery of the gospel, For which I am an ambassador in bonds: that therein I may speak boldly, as I ought to
speak. Eph 6v10-20. Where you are, fight for truth, stand up for the truth no matter what, do what you can… and pray like
never before. Make sure your relationship is the best it can be with the Lord Jesus Christ because very soon you’re going to
meet Him… VERY SOON INDEED! If you’ve never tried to reach the lost souls of this world before start NOW, buy some
tracts and start distributing them everywhere. Get the Rapture tract out
everywhere you can, warning people of what is to come. This is our time
to really make a difference. Send letters and emails to as many people as
possible, warning them of what is happening and what is to come,
especially target those in positions of authority, but be careful, wise, and be
as anonymous as you have to be. This is NOT the time to fight among the
ranks and judge each other (Denlinger et al.), it’s a time to stand together
in this final battle with our ‘King James Sword’ wielding it in every whichway. Many Christians haven’t done much with their lives, now is your
opportunity to ‘step up to the plate’ (take action in response to an
opportunity or crisis) and help. Some of us Christians have been fighting for
years and we could do with some help! No matter what is coming, we are to stand our ground waiting for the Captain (Heb
2v10) and Bishop (1 Pet 2v25) of our Salvation to ‘relieve us’ (1 Thes 4v11-18, 1 Cor 15v52-58) and take over Himself
preparing the world for its final battle (Rev 16v16), Armageddon. Thank God that Christians will not be going through any
part of Daniel’s 70th Week, the Tribulation period aka Jacob’s Trouble - Jer 30v7, Mat 24v21. (For studies on the Tribulation
see issue 64 page 39 and The Ministry Years volume two pages 386 & 374). We are not only in the ‘last chapter’ of the
Church Age, we are on the last page, we’re that close… so get ready for lift-off (1 Thes 4v17), you’re going to fly soon! In
these closing moments, live for the Lord Jesus Christ like you have never done before, get serious if you aren’t already, and
get as close to Him as you can, DON’T WASTE ANYMORE TIME in your life. If you can’t ‘go’, help others to, but get involved,
and support those who are on the front line. If you can’t get to the front line or you’re not called to the front line, help
those who are the best you can. Buy the bullets (tracts, Bibles, Gospel Carts etc.) and SEND THEM OUT to those who ARE
doing the fighting, get involved, and don’t waste your resources. WAKE UP CHURCH! WAKE UP CHRISTIAN! How are YOU
helping? What are YOU doing? Can YOU do more? There is a time coming like this world has never seen. What help are
YOU offering, what legacy are YOU leaving behind, as every second counts. He which testifieth these things saith, Surely I
come quickly. Amen. Even so, come, Lord Jesus. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen. Rev 22v20+21.
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The Sheriff is coming!
Oftentimes it feels as if you’re riding alone!
Living in a world where you can get instant results, as technology is at your
fingertips, ‘Google’ is many people’s first ‘port of call’ when requiring
information or doing some research. ‘Everyone’ knows ‘everything’… pride is
the order of the day, and heretics are a dime a dozen. YouTube is saturated
with people telling you what to do. Preachers and teachers on there, believe
that they are the fount of all truth, wisdom, and knowledge, and if you haven’t
subscribed to THEM, YOU are missing out. The majority of Christians don’t
really read and study their Bibles, so they are vulnerable to be sucked into
someone who is charismatic, quirky, ‘different’ and speaks with any kind of
authoritative voice, and this can be dangerous. Prove all things; hold fast that
which is good. 1 Thes 5v21. But he that is spiritual judgeth all things, yet he
himself is judged of no man. 1 Cor 2v15. Evil men understand not judgment:
but they that seek the LORD understand all things. Prov 28v5. Beloved,
believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God: because
many false prophets are gone out into the world. 1 John 4v1. Be careful who
you listen to, and make sure you DON’T just follow one man, listen to a good
number of Christian preachers and teachers so you get a balanced view. If you
follow just one person, you’re bound to be led ‘off track’… ‘off grid’… Capiche? Don’t isolate yourself as these weirdo’s
below have done, otherwise you’ll be growing a beard and teaching spurious things such as ‘doctrines of devils’ (1 Tim 4v1).
Look at them… what a bunch of losers. Don’t worry, the Sheriff has them covered.

Bryan-DUNG-SLINGER and The Bandits!
Instead of the ‘Magnificent Seven’ these are ‘The Despicable FIVE!’
Welcome to the ‘Jesus ONLY… Jesus is the Father CULT’…

If you worship in a building you are lost!
Follow us… we know how to show you a ‘good’ time!
TfT! NEWS – read in secret by so many of my enemies!
It amazes me WHO reads TfT NEWS! Enemies from years ago still ‘tune in’ as soon as it comes out. I’ve still got people
posting comments about me all over the internet because we crossed swords YEARS AGO and they got ‘cut up’. One guy
called Andy Woods (a real whack-head of the highest order and mentally deranged) STILL posts comments about me where
he can, even bringing up ‘Toy leaving’ can you believe, it’s amazing what is going on in that putrid heart of his. The Lord has
been watching over me and covering my back from day one, so dealing with punks like this just becomes routine. I can’t
imagine how many sleepless nights my enemies must have over little ol’ me…! Fight for me Lord, keep fighting!!! Read
these amazing verses… Ps 36v4, Isa 57v20+21, Mic 2v1, Prov 4v16-19… let these words sink deep into your ears Andy babes!
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I didn’t think we’d see 2021…!
Where did the time go? I cannot believe we’re talking calendars again. This time we produced
7,000 at 22p each. They look great, and as always, are a wonderful tool to use in witnessing and
evangelism. Everyone down your street should have one, your work colleagues, family members
and friends. Leave one in your doctor’s surgery, your dentist, schools, NHS places, everywhere
you can. How about giving one to the shops you visit on a regular basis? We have been producing
Gospel Calendars for years and 99% of people once offered one, take it, very few reject them.
Once people receive a Gospel Calendar, they often ask for it again next year, as they have become
accustomed to having it up on their wall, plus they use it & write on it, while all the time it’s
preaching at them. We tend to give ours out late December rather than too early, so they go
straight up on the wall without getting lost or replaced by another calendar. We try to give
everyone down our street at least one. Do you remember the woman who got saved reading one
of our Gospel calendars? Well this year she has ordered 100 to pass onto family and friends!

The face you make when you don’t understand what you’re talking about!
Don’t worry Bryan, we’re here to help you! It’s not about ‘nuts and bolts’ neither is it about
red checked shirts. It’s about God… ONE God, yet THREE separate ‘Persons’… The Father, The
Son and the Holy Spirit… THREE yet ONE. They are NOT all ONE Person although they are God.
They are THREE distinct ‘Persons’ yet ONE God. Explain it? Try? If you think explaining God
with a video of ‘nuts and bolts’ is the answer, then it’s YOU who is NUTS and have ‘bolts’ for
brains. If DUMB-Dinger serves a ‘god’ that can be explained by a ‘nuts and bolts’ video, he’s
serving a very little ‘god’ isn’t he… and certainly NOT the God of the Bible, the Trinity, the
Godhead. I think DUMB-Dinger’s ‘god’ is a figment of his imagination and one that he only
dreams about with his lovely wife and their two sons (one of which was adopted… baby-Jake).
John 10v28-33 And I give unto them eternal life; and they shall never perish, neither shall any
man pluck them out of my hand. My Father, which gave them me, is greater than all; and no man is able to pluck them
out of my Father's hand. I and my Father are one. (Note… Jesus did NOT say He was THE Father!) Then the Jews took up
stones again to stone him. Jesus answered them, Many good works have I shewed you from my Father; for which of those
works do ye stone me? The Jews answered him, saying, For a good work we stone thee not; but for blasphemy; and
because that thou, being a man, makest thyself God. Now verses like this scramble baby-Jake and DUMB-Dinger’s minds,
they’re too deep for them, so they start foaming at the mouth and making videos about ‘nuts and bolts’ or write a book
with a new age cover and an evil lion (1 Pet 5v8) on the front, containing the most mixed up doctrines of devils you ever did
see. If you bought it (and not many have) you’re not only a sucker, you’re very dim, thick, not wise, an idiot… get the picture?
(Now read 1 John chapter 5, all of it)

My Prediction about DUMB-Dinger… let’s see how gracious he’ll be as a ‘Christian’ shall we?
Just for fun, get your bets down on how quick it will take Dumb-Dinger to start yelling
‘NOT SAVED’ in regards to ME… what do you reckon? Do you think he’ll make a video
about me and say what a ‘wicked devil’ I am and how I’m not saved? We’ll see won’t
we… and I’ll respond accordingly with some little beauties depending!? Denlinger
lost his way years ago sadly and his gobby wife certainly hasn’t helped his situation.
I think she ought to study 1 Pet 3 don’t you? 1 Pet 3v1-4 Likewise, ye wives, be in
subjection to your own husbands; that, if any obey not the word, they also may
without the word be won by the conversation of the wives; While they behold your
chaste conversation coupled with fear. Whose adorning let it not be that outward
adorning of plaiting the hair, and of wearing of gold, or of putting on of apparel;
(She’s got this bit right!) But let it be the hidden man of the heart, in that which is not corruptible, even the ornament of
a meek and quiet spirit (Oh dear!!! This is where both Mr and Mrs DUMB-Dinger cease to become Bible BELIEVERS!!!),
which is in the sight of God of great price. I detest the pride, arrogance and narcissism I see in this ‘man’. He’s a two-bit
punk pretending to be somebody, with a few whack-heads and mentally deranged people following him. He needs a wakeup call, and this is it, but we’ll see won’t we, as to HOW he responds to this newsletter, and then I’ll see how I will respond
to this pipsqueak. Isn’t it sad that people like DUMB-Dinger just can’t see what they are really like? We all can, but this guy
lives in a fantasy world, with his twin and adopted son Baby-Jake, and they just can’t see how they really do look to the Body
of Christ and to the world… NUTS! Now we have ‘Pfenny & Denny’ (like ‘Benny and Kenny’), two ‘off the wall’ loonies BOTH
believing they are the source of all truth… and yet again, it’s Time for Truth! who has to expose them, what a job I have at
times!!! Here at Time for Truth! we love the Lord, sound doctrine, the King James Bible and reaching the lost with the
Gospel. We shall continue to expose all the charlatans that get in our way and who lead other Christians astray. We fear
no one but God, as the Lord guides and helps us deal with such idiots as those mentioned in TfT NEWS!
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A picture paints a thousand words…

We have JW Window Cleaners…
Well these guys do a very professional job at a great price. They are very ‘nice’ but like all JW’s, they have ulterior motives.
We started up in conversation and the son was well read. He’d spent three years in China and one in the Philippines. He
speaks both languages in a basic sense. He said he was interested in the Bible from an historical point of view, but when I
asked him what is stopping him from becoming a Christian, he said… “Well actually I am committed…” That was the point
that confirmed to me that he was a JW. I corned him with a few more questions until, out of duress, he confessed he was a
practicing JW. For some reason he did not want to get it out in the open. When I asked him “If you dropped dead right
now, where would you go?” He said “Into the mind of God.” I told him that he didn’t get that from the Bible! The discussion
lasted about 20 minutes and we covered quite a lot of ground. I left him with some homework… research your ‘bible’ and
see where it came from. Next time we’ll pick up from where we left off.

Gospel Cart now in operation at the bottom of our drive!

We are now putting out the Gospel Cart on a regular basis at the bottom of our drive as we get lots of people walking by on
their way into town. Also, because there is a set of traffic lights just up the road, it causes traffic to build up, & in return,
gets people to easily view the sign ‘What is the meaning of life?’ We pray it causes many to think about what life is really
about. We’ve already seen people stop, look, and take some literature.
Write, Read, and Produce…
I write a tract or booklet… Jacob reads and records it, then Lindey (Matt) produces it. We’ve done it a number of times now
and then uploaded it to our YouTube channel. They are Gospel messages that you can then use on your social media
platforms and ‘pin & tag’ to emails, Facebook etc. Use them everywhere you can as they are very eye catching with a punchy
powerful Gospel message. Have you checked out our YouTube channel recently? Have you subscribed?
My life… your life…
How are you coping? Where are you drawing strength from, the Lord? Have you felt lonely and isolated this year? Have
you tried to help others? What have you done about Christian fellowship? Have you ‘danced’ to the government’s tune, or
have you seen through what is really happening? I wonder what our answers are to these poignant questions?
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From Cheryl…
Regarding people who say that 'praying to Jesus to save you is a work therefore will send you to hell'. To refute them, just
to be facetious, you could say that thinking is a work (you have to think in order to make a decision). Processing information
is surely 'an action' in your brain cells, and therefore 'a work'? In reality the prayer of salvation a person prays, (as long as
they don't 'trust' in the prayer itself/or in the act of praying itself) is just an expression of their heart. For salvation a person
doesn't have to say a salvation prayer, but they can if they want to. As far as I know there's nowhere in the scripture that
condemns prayer as a 'work', and certainly nowhere in scripture that condemns 'the act'(??) trusting in Christ.
Well done Cheryl…!

Begging for money… ‘again’… always begging!
All isolated hermits beg for money because
they won’t work. They want YOU to pay
THEIR bills while THEY pretend to have
some sort of ‘ministry’. YouTube is NOT a
ministry for these guys, YouTube is nothing
but a platform for them to beg outwardly
and ‘subliminally’ to get money and a
following, that’s ALL they want. They have
NO interest in trying to save souls from
going to Hell or reaching lost sinners with
the Gospel, that’s why people like Baby-Jake and his boyfriend DUMB-Dinger are NOT soulwinners and never have been.
They are just trying to con weak suckers out of money by begging and pleading poverty. Dumb-Dinger on his last video said
he ‘lives in poverty’… why is that? Why won’t he work and get a job like Paul showed us in the Scriptures? Why won’t BabyJake get a job and earn a living rather than beg like a vagrant? Baby-Jake thinks it’s wrong to get a job and work for a living!
Now catch this little beauty on the left…! Look deep into his eyes and beard and notice
this… he is a follower of Dumb-Dinger... were they separated at birth? Are they
identical twins? How about that for a resemblance. He looks like him, speaks the same
tosh as him, and wants to emulate him in every way, isn’t that weird. Who on planet
earth WANTS to look like DUMB-Dinger??? They both preach the heresy of Jesus is
the Father and the Father is Jesus… and they have just the right amount of grey in their
beards to look ‘authentic’ as if they are old and wise. These two dodo’s are dimwits
and VERY jealous of Gene Kim and Podgy-Breaker because they have over 600,000
subscribers between them, and get more views per video than Baby-Jake and DumbDinger do IN A MONTH!!! Gene Kim has had over 43,000,000 (that’s 43 MILLION!!!) views of his videos and these bearded
fools above can only ever dream about those kind of figures… and that’s all they have, just YouTube, NOTHING else, and
they are failing miserably to have any kind of impact on anyone. Ask yourself WHY?
Because God is NOT blessing these ‘poverty pleading idiots’… with beards! It’s interesting
to note that Gene Kim is clean shaven and dresses very smart in a suit, a great ambassador
for the Lord. Hermits Dumb-Dinger, Baby-Jake and Blackbeard-Newton are the scruffiest
so-called ‘Christians’ on YouTube. They think by all sharing the same red plaid shirt, that
they’ll get more followers and more money. They are New Age tree-hugging hermits,
that’s what they are, living out in the sticks hoping that YOU will send them some money
for a bowl full of pottage…! Don’t…!!! Let em get a job and wake up to reality. The ‘jesus’
they serve is certainly NOT the one in the King James Bible is He? They’ve been watching
too many religious catholic movies! Boys, we can see through those scruffy beards!!!
For I have not shunned to declare unto you all the counsel of God. Take heed therefore
unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over the which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers, to feed the church of God,
which he hath purchased with his own blood. For I know this, that after my departing shall grievous wolves enter in
among you (Dumb-Dinger, Baby-Jake), not sparing the flock. Also of your own selves shall men arise, speaking perverse
things, to draw away disciples after them. Acts 20v26-30. These boys want YOU as one of their CULT-disciples… beware!
(PS – It’s nice to see Andy Woods back on the scene, remember that nutjob heretic with a fascination for Toy?)
PPS – Where does it say IN Scripture that the Father is the ‘Soul’??? That’s NOT Biblical!
According to these ‘Jack-asses’ above, ‘church buildings’ are NOT in the Bible… BUT YouTube IS???

This is another video you need to watch regarding Bryan Denlinger and his LIES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUpum8ku4Gs&ab_channel=GeraldTalbott
Don’t get me wrong, I don’t agree with everything in this video BUT… it’s an eye opener!
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The Godhead aka the Trinity NOT Modalism!
Dumb-Dinger and Baby-Jake are Modalists even though they say they are not, THEY ARE!
Dumb-Dinger can’t understand the differences between Mat 28v19 and Acts 8v16 baptisms, hence his errors!

I would suggest copying the following link and pasting it into your search engine.
This is what the Trinitarian Bible Society believe. Read it!!!

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.tbsbibles.org/resource/collection/ED450308-63E2-46138FBC-0C55E9A47C77/The-Scriptural-Doctrine-of-the-Holy-Trinity.pdf

Article taken from ‘Got Questions’… Thoughts?
Question: "What is modalism / Modalistic Monarchianism?" Check ALL verses in a King James Bible.
Answer: Modalism and Monarchianism are two false views of the nature of God and of Jesus Christ that appeared in the
second and third centuries AD. A Modalist views God as one Person instead of three Persons and believes that the Father,
Son, and Spirit are simply different modes or forms of the same divine Person. According to modalism, God can switch
among three different manifestations. A Monarchian believes in the unity of God (the Latin word monarchia meant “single
rule”) to the point that he denies God’s triune nature. Both modalism and Monarchianism inevitably hold to the doctrine
of Patripassianism, the teaching that God the Father suffered on the cross with (or as) the Son, and are closely related
to Sabellianism.
Monarchianism took two primary forms, Dynamic (or Adoptionist) Monarchianism and Modalistic Monarchianism. Dynamic
Monarchianism started with an errant view of the nature of Jesus, specifically, that He was not God but was, at His baptism,
empowered by God to do the wonders He did. Modalistic Monarchianism, on the other hand, took the modalistic view that
Jesus was God, but only by virtue of the fact that Jesus was one of God’s “manifestations.” According to Monarchianism,
the Logos of God has no separate, personal existence of its own. The biblical terms Father, Son, and Spirit are only different
names for the same Person, according to the Monarchian.
Modalistic Monarchianism teaches that the unity of God is incompatible with a distinction of Persons within the Godhead.
According to modalism, God has variously manifested Himself as the Father (primarily in the Old Testament), as the Son
(primarily from Jesus’ conception to His ascension), and as the Holy Spirit (primarily after Jesus’ ascension into heaven).
Modalistic Monarchianism has its roots in the false teaching of Noetus of Smyrna around AD 190. Noetus called himself
Moses and called his brother Aaron, and he taught that, if Jesus was God, then He must be the same as the
Father. Hippolytus of Rome opposed this falsehood in his “Contra Noetum.” An early form of Modalistic Monarchianism was
also taught by a priest from Asia Minor named Praxeas, who travelled to Rome and Carthage about AD
206. Tertullian countered the teaching of Praxeas in “Adversus Praxean” around 213. Modalistic Monarchianism and its
related heresies were also refuted by Origen, Dionysius of Alexandria, and the Council of Nicea in 325.
A form of Monarchianism still exists today in Oneness Pentecostalism. In oneness theology, which is anti-Trinitarian, there
are no distinctions among the Persons of the Godhead. Jesus is God, but He is also the Father and the Spirit. In a slight
deviation from ancient modalism, Oneness Pentecostals teach that God is able to manifest Himself in all three “modes”
simultaneously, such as at Jesus’ baptism in Luke 3:22.
The Bible presents God as one God (Deuteronomy 6:4), but then speaks of three Persons—the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit (Matthew 28:19). How these two truths harmonize is inconceivable to the human mind. When we attempt to
understand the inscrutable, we will always fail to varying degrees. But Scripture is plain: God exists in three co-eternal, coequal Persons. Jesus prayed to His Father (Luke 22:42) and now sits on the right hand of the Father in heaven (Hebrews 1:3).
The Father and the Son sent the Spirit into the world (John 14:26; 15:26). Modalism and the more specific Modalistic
Monarchianism are theologically dangerous because they attack the very nature of God. Any teaching that does not
acknowledge God as three distinct Persons is unbiblical. (John Davis is a Bible Believing Christian who believes in the
Godhead aka the ‘Trinity’. Denny and Jakey are closet Modalists OR ‘Oneness’ who distort, twist and bend the Scriptures
to fit their heresy of ‘Jesus is the Father’ and ‘the Father is Jesus’ – BOTH ARE DEAD WRONG!)
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Choices, decisions and consequences - By Matt
Deu 30:19 I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have set before you life and death, blessing and
cursing: therefore choose life, that both thou and thy seed may live:
The below article consists of a series of thoughts I’ve been having recently and I was discussing many of these aspects of life
not too long ago with Dee, my sister in Christ. I hope you find this piece to be both thought provoking and a personal
challenge. I urge you to assess your current trajectory in life, and what you have to reap in the days to come. I urge you to
take stock of your current position and to adjust your course as necessary. I urge you to ponder the things that you can
influence today by the decisions you’re presently making. I urge you to think about the things which may come to pass in
future, as a result of the choices you make here in the present. Now ultimately, as the saved and born again children of God,
we are all destined for one place - The Judgment seat of Christ. Of course, we are going to spend all of eternity with the
Lord, but prior to this, we are headed for judgment. This is where the summation of our lives down here on the Earth are
reviewed by the Lord Jesus Christ himself, and we shall be awarded accordingly.
2 Cor 5:10 For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ; that every one may receive the things done in his
body, according to that he hath done, whether it be good or bad.
The Lord is going to review the choices we have made in life. Did we put him first, or ourselves? It’s a daily struggle, that’s
for sure and oftentimes it is a lonely struggle. The lost world will never understand us and the choices we make. This is one
thing I have learned since getting saved back in 2017. Do not try and justify yourselves to the lost (including your family) in
terms of why you make the decisions you do, as they will never understand. You are wasting your time.
1 Cor 2:14 But the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness unto him: neither
can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned.
When you think about it, life is a series of causes and effects. We make decisions and cause things to happen, and others
are affected. We see this duality play out in physics. Things do not move and change out of their own accord. Objects
respond to an external influence or action. Newton’s third law of motion: For every action, there is an equal and opposite
reaction. Many things that affect us in life are out of our control. We didn’t choose to be born, the country we were born
into, our gender, our families, our natural physicality, our appearance and our natural health. Many events and factors
which affect us in life are set into motion prior to our birth. The state and structure of the economy. The rise and fall of
nations. The election of noble rulers and detestable dictators. The advent of new technologies - for the better and for the
worse. We find ourselves born into a world with many consequences playing out, and we need to navigate this life incredibly
carefully as the snares and pitfalls that we could stumble into are plenty.
Psa 119:105 Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path.
We need to watch our step. Our choices range from the mundane to the paramount, in terms of importance. What will we
eat? What will we drink? What will we choose to put into our bodies? What will we choose to consume? Fresh food or Junk
food? The Bible or the mainstream media? The spiritual or the carnal? Will we take things at face value or will we be
circumspect in what we choose to accept? And by what standard will we judge things in life? The opinions of men? Our own
opinions? The Bible? Which Bible? Or a whole myriad of other books? Ultimately, you must choose. Who will you blame
when the consequences of your decisions come to pass? Yourself? Others? Society? The government? The Lord even? We
live in a victim culture today. Nobody wants to repent of their actions and to take responsibility for the things which they
have done or neglected to do. Everyone is oppressed and the government must step in (at the expense of the working and
productive population through taxation) to right all of the wrongs in society. Seldom do people self-evaluate. We live in a
society of narcissism and entitlement and not a society of introspection and humility.
Gal 6:7 Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap.
1 Co 11:31 For if we would judge ourselves, we should not be judged.
Many people go through life incredibly bitter and conceited, due to the consequences of the choices they have made. I
myself am daily reminded of my past failures and regrets. I detest some of the decisions I have made in life and only the
Lord keeps me from entering into a spiral of shame and sorrow. One of the most bittersweet aspects of this life is hindsight.
Oh, how we’d do so many things different if we could have our days again. How we would avoid so much foolishness and
folly. How we’d save so much time, money and pain if only we’d listened to the counsel of others, if only we’d been more
careful and if only we’d have thought about how our actions would affect others.
2 Tim 2:22 Flee also youthful lusts: but follow righteousness, faith, charity, peace, with them that call on the Lord out of
a pure heart.
If only we did all flee those youthful lusts of yesteryear. If only we’d listened to God and put his word above our carnal
desires. So many people today have exchanged their wellbeing, fruitfulness and joy in the future for a temporary pleasure
today. We live in a world where delayed gratification is discouraged and instant pleasure is rampantly promoted. “Buy now,
pay tomorrow! You only live once! A little won’t kill you!” The majority have exchanged their birth right for a bowl of pottage
today, so to speak. Sadly, it’s all too common to take this approach with the Lord. I recently listened to Jonathan Edwards’
classic sermon, Sinners in the hands of an angry God, and I recommend that every person, saved or lost, reads or listens to
this sermon at least once in their life. It so accurately draws attention to the choices we make and how delusional we are in
our outlook on life. We are fatalistically optimistic about how life is going to turn out, for the most part. Here in the Western
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world, we are conditioned from a young age as men to go through the education system, to get a career, to work our ways
up the corporate ladder, to get married, to have on average 2.2 children, to have 2 cars, to own property, to have a grand
retirement and to have a well-attended funeral. Now there’s nothing wrong with the series of events and material
possessions I have just depicted, in and of themselves. The vast majority of people however do not factor in the Lord, the
Bible and Judgment after death into their plans for life. As a consequence of this, they stumble their way through life and
ultimately reach their journey’s end full of fear, regret and despair.
Pro 4:19 The way of the wicked is as darkness: they know not at what they stumble.
You don’t need to live your life this way. You can make sacrifices for the Lord. You can listen to him and take heed to his
word. You can repent and change your direction, with his help. I suppose this leads me onto my next aspect of life which I’d
like to discuss, and that is what choices you personally make and what consequences you, personally, are accountable for.
The first and biggest choice you must make in life is your choice to repent and believe the Gospel. None of us have an excuse,
according to the word of God itself, to ignore this good news.
Rom 1:20 For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the things
that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse:
Despite the devil’s best efforts in attacking the scriptures and promoting his false versions of the Bible, there’s arguably
never been a wider distribution of the word of God than there is today. People today, with their almost universal access to
the internet can hear the true Gospel in seconds. At the click of a button or at the swipe of a screen, you can have the King
James Bible in your hands and in front of your faces and you can read of the death, burial and resurrection of the Lord Jesus
Christ as payment for your sins, for yourself. It’s your choice as to what you choose to read and believe. We Christians have
chosen to believe the words of the Bible and are basing our salvation and our relationship with God himself on the promises
written down in this book. What we are indeed lacking today is Bible readership amongst the people. We are no longer a
Bible reading people for the most part and as such, we’ve degenerated as a civilisation into a state not truly seen since the
dark ages. Our culture has become increasingly paganised and degenerate as a consequence of our departure from the Lord
and his word. Tattoos, language that would repulse people even 50 years ago being used in common conversation, piercings,
broken homes, terrible sounds that are allegedly supposed to be music, obesity, alcoholism and sexual perversion 24/7
online, in the music and on the TV’s. Just take a walk down the street. We are so easily duped as a people, it is hardly a
surprise that so many are chomping at the bit to be vaccinated, tracked and traced in exchange for a hollow promise of
health and wellbeing. Now in practice, how can we be wise? How can we be circumspect in our daily lives and the choices
that we make? How can we manage the consequences that we directly set into motion?
Eph 5:15 See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
If you put 200 hours a year into video games, what will you reap from that investment of time? If you put 200 hours a year
into tracting, evangelism and ministry work, what will you accomplish? Could you invest more? If you eat too much every
day, where will that take you? If you changed your diet for the better, where would you be in a years’ time? What are you
putting off? What keeps dropping to the bottom of the list? If you spent an extra hour working each day, on your Bible
reading, on your job, on your studies, on a project for those you love, what could you achieve in a month? In six months? In
a year? Do you have bad and sinful habits? Are they costing you more than you understand at this moment in time? We of
course live in the imminent expectation of the Lord’s return, but how will your habit leave you in a years’ time? In 5 years’
time? In 10 years’ time? Can you quit today? If you do quit today, what are you saving yourself from in the years to come?
Poverty? Poor health (both physically and mentally)? A broken relationship with others? Make the change today. If you
stopped spending money on rubbish each week, how much could you save? Can you get more out of what the Lord has
blessed you with? Can you bless others? Each and every day, we’re waking up and we’re faced with a set of choices. We
can choose to face the day in our flesh and in our own strength or we can submit ourselves to the word of God and commit
the day to him in prayer. God has set us up in life to make choices. God has not created a set of robots. Those who spend
eternity with the Lord have chosen the Lord, he has not forced himself upon anyone. A lot of the time today, life can seem
to be so futile. The country is sinking further into the mire of sin and wickedness. Satan’s New World Order is increasingly
becoming more and more open in their influence in modern society, particularly with this “plandemic” which does not seem
to be going away at any time soon. It seems that these things are happening and so much is outside of our control. But let
us ask ourselves, what can we do? What can the Lord do? What does he want us to do? Can we distribute more materials
to these lost people regarding the truth of the Gospel? Can we challenge more people to wake up and to think more carefully
about current events? Can we pray more earnestly to the Lord and ask him to deliver us, his church, from the wickedness
that is overshadowing this land? Let us be careful, let us be wise and let us make the right choices in life. Let us learn from
our mistakes or better yet, learn from the mistakes of others and let us make the most of our time down here. It won’t be
long before we see the Lord.
Only one life 'twill soon be past.
Only what's done for Christ will last
Amen.
Contact Matt on matt@timefortruth.co.uk
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You never thought it would turn out this way did you?
Look at where you are in life right now, where you’ve been, what you’ve come through, what you’re doing now etc. As a
teenager you wouldn’t have thought you’d be where you are today would you? How has life turned out for you so far?
Personally, I had no idea that my life would end up the way it has, no idea at all. To become a Christian, run a ministry, a
church, and a company, I just had no idea. If it wasn’t for the Lord Jesus, I don’t know where I’d be right now. I’m certainly
not very talented and have no special gifts, I just try to do what I believe the Lord wants me to. Not with eyeservice, as
menpleasers; but as the servants of Christ, doing the will of God from the heart; Eph 6v6. In every thing give thanks: for
this is the will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you. 1 Thes 5v18. Forasmuch then as Christ hath suffered for us in the
flesh, arm yourselves likewise with the same mind: for he that hath suffered in the flesh hath ceased from sin; That he
no longer should live the rest of his time in the flesh to the lusts of men, but to the will of God. For the time past of our
life may suffice us to have wrought the will of the Gentiles, when we walked in lasciviousness, lusts, excess of wine,
revellings, banquetings, and abominable idolatries: Wherein they think it strange that ye run not with them to the same
excess of riot, speaking evil of you: 1 Pet 4v1-4. And the world passeth away, and the lust thereof: but he that doeth the
will of God abideth for ever. 1 John 2v17. I hope and pray that I can continue in the will of God, seeking to put Him first in
everything I do. Living for the Lord Jesus Christ is my life – Col 1v1-4, Acts 17v28, Ps 42v8, Deut 30v20. Who knows what
the next step in life will be or where the Lord will take us next… thy will be done Lord Jesus.
Oh Dear… another NUT just ‘popped up’…
Anyone know him? He’s another ‘Lordship salvationist’ like that of the ‘Denlinger Gang’… and would you
look at this little beauty… there’s that beard again… BUT… notice… NO red plaid shirt yet? Maybe he’s
only a ‘new recruit’ and he needs to earn his ‘colours?’ Those beards are lovely aren’t they! Don’t be
deceived by these bearded fools, read your Bibles and keep asking questions, do NOT just take their word
for things, apply 2 Tim 2v15 like never before and check these liars out, question everything. Just because
somebody sounds ‘the part’, doesn’t mean they are ‘doctrinally sound’ Don’t get hoodwinked…!
Peter Ruckman…
He was a man who dedicated his life to reading and studying the
Bible. Anyone who is ‘anybody’ in the King James Bible Believing
circle will have heard of Ruckman, whether they like him or not.
I have found that most Christians who think they are preachers
or teachers are jealous of him in some way. He knew his Bible
better than anyone else I have ever known. People have tried to
emulate him or succeed him, but no one has. I’ve had ignorant
Christians say that I try to emulate him, I don’t, as I don’t know
much about the Bible at all compared to Ruckman. He was in a
class of his own, although I think I would put Larkin in the same
class, but second. Personally, I don’t know of another Bible
teacher or preacher who can expound (present and explain the meaning of a literary or doctrinal work) the Scriptures in
such a clear concise way like he could. He took Bible study to a new depth, which I haven’t seen in anyone since. I never
knew him personally, nor spoke to him, but we corresponded a number of times (you can read his letters in ‘The Ministry
Years’). Ruckman saved me a lot of time! He led me away from many errors (Calvinism, Hyper-Dispensationalism, Tongues
for today, ‘Jesus is the Father cult’ etc.) He’s a great guy to have on your side as you walk through life dealing with all the
kinds of people you have to deal with. He is my favourite preacher and teacher, although I like many others. Even though
he is in Heaven now (I wonder what he is doing?) he is still preaching and teaching through his work and legacy …he being
dead yet speaketh. Heb 11v4. Many Christians attack Ruckman, but not one of them has produced any kind of the amount
of fruit that this man has, nowhere near. Jealousy and pride cause many a Christian to stumble as you will see in this issue
of TfT NEWS! I am very grateful to the Lord for Peter Ruckman, and I am looking forward to meeting him in Heaven very
soon. I respect anyone who has read the Bible over 200+ times in their lifetime. How many times have you read it? Until
the Rapture, we continue the fight, and stand upon the King James Bible as being perfect and our final authority. I thank
God for all the men and women he has used throughout history to help me through my life. When I hear people like Bryan
DUMB-DUNG-Slinger say things like ‘He was glad Keith Green got killed because he was wicked…!’ it shows me two things
about that person… 1) they are very immature, 2) they have a putrid heart and the Lord’s blessing is not on their life. They
are the sort of people who deserve to be exposed and you should stay away from them. Bryan is an arrogant moron, and
God is dealing with him. He’s a nobody trying to be somebody, which isn’t working at all. Peter Ruckman stood against
those who attacked the King James Bible, that was his fight, his calling. Time for Truth! will stand against anyone who
hinders the Christian walk of others by their maliciousness, uncaring, bigoted arrogant egotistical narcissistic attitude. If
you don’t want to help us in the ministry to reach lost souls with the Gospel, get out of our way!
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‘The Bearded Fools Catholic Trinity’ aka ‘The Three Stooges’… and ‘friend’.

JT’s not very happy here
is he? A little worried you
might say, I wonder why?
Well here are the ‘Three Stooges’ and ‘Friend’… Moe, Larry, Curly and BabyJakey… don’t they look lovely!? A bigger bunch of lying hypocrites you will NEVER see. They not only can’t read the King’s
English, they cannot rightly DIVIDE the Scriptures, they think Jesus is the Father and the Holy Spirit (they are part of the
Jesus ONLY Cult but they deny it). They have caused weak Christians to get all confused over the Trinity, a Biblical doctrine,
they don’t believe in interracial marriage, although one of these ‘dudes’ seemed to waver a little I’m told, (the naughty
boy!), and this Satanic TRIO and ‘Friend’ all know who is saved and who isn’t, aren’t they wonderful. What a bunch of losers!
In fact, as my mate said… instead of Dumb-Dinger screaming NOT SAVED, NOT SAVED…! Maybe he should scream NOT
SHAVED, NOT SHAVED… the bearded fool…!!! (Baby-Jake isn’t man enough to grow a beard yet, but it will come son).

New ‘Dumb & Dumber’ Film… starring…
I hear Baby-Jake and Dumb-Dinger have teamed up for a re-make of
Dumb-Dinger
Baby-Jake
‘DUMB AND DUMBER’. The film is based on the fairy story book ‘The
Lord of Glory - The Definitive Guide to Who God is’. It’s a film about a
little boy trying to understand God and telling the world that he alone
is the ONLY person who does, and you must join his cult if you want to
get saved. You MUST believe that his ‘jesus’ is the Father and Holy
Spirit. Each chapter takes you further and further away from the
Scriptural doctrine of the Godhead aka ‘The Trinity’. So far Baby-Jake
has sold a handful of his books; the science fiction film is due out for
Christmas. I’ve been told that the book and the film are total FLOPS,
which is a shame as the production company has made serious losses
on both of them and won’t be using these actors again or renewing
their contracts. Oh well, you can’t win them all. Rotten Tomatoes
gave it a -1 out of 100, which was a higher score than expected. I went to see the film and Dumb-Dinger did a marvellous
job at playing an idiot, it was so realistic. I didn’t like the part where he showed that God was just ‘nuts and bolts’…!!!
Baby-Jake moaned in his video that I didn’t mention Dumb-Dinger, I never named him in any of my previous newsletters. I
hope he is happy now. Have I given him enough space Baby-Jake? Are you happy now? Depending on how both these
idiots respond to TfT! NEWS will determine my next instalment. If they’re naughty boys, then we’re all going to have a lot
of fun with these cronies, if they’re good boys, I’ll be a good boy… see how it works? If you poke a lion expect to get bitten!
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Three Gospel Carts donated…
What a blessing it was to see a Christian couple and another Christian donate Three Gospel Carts
to the ministry. One will go to New York, one to France and another to Cumbria. They are due to
be shipped out the last week of November or the first week of December. I love it when Christians
all join together, committed to getting the Gospel out. May the Lord bless all those who are
involved in this project. For those of you who receive a FREE Gospel Cart please keep your ‘donor’
up-to-date with your outreach to encourage them. I’m sure they will want to pray for you. The
Gospel Cart has been an amazing project and journey and we are very blessed how the Lord has
brought it all together. Every week they are loaded with tracts and hit the streets… brilliant! The
JW’s know all about us now. Don’t forget we can print whatever you like on the signs if you want
to vary them each week.

How Baby-Jake & Dumb-Dinger see themselves each morning!
(Delusions of grandeur - a false impression of one's own importance)
It’s quite incredible when you really think about it, that Christians
can think so highly of themselves isn’t it? For if a man think himself
to be something, when he is nothing, he deceiveth himself. Gal
6v3. For I say, through the grace given unto me, to every man that
is among you, not to think of himself more highly than he ought
to think; but to think soberly, according as God hath dealt to every
man the measure of faith. Rom 12v3. Dumb-Dinger and Baby-Jake
REALLY believe they are important… I find that quite astounding.
They get up each day and look in the mirror, comb their bouncy hair
and scruffy beards, and then sit in their houses (they’re scared to go out in case they meet a human being!), switch on their
little cameras and start ‘spouting off’ who is saved and who isn’t as if anyone cares WHAT they say! Once lunchtime comes,
they snack on their natural baby-food, and then it’s back to the camera to deny the Godhead aka ‘The Trinity’, then tell the
world that you must not marry interracially, and if you ‘go to church’ you are lost and on your way to Hell. Then, after tea,
it’s ‘Lordship salvation’ time…!!! Boy what a life. When you become a recluse and stop mixing with people, your mind plays
tricks on you, and you start losing the plot. These two hermits along with the other dodo’s I’ve mentioned, are so far from
what a Christian should be, it does make you wonder doesn’t it. The ONLY fruit Dumb-Dinger ever produced was a DVD on
the Bible version issue, although nowadays he doesn’t use Biblical terms (e.g. ‘Jesus is the father’… is NOT found in Scripture)
and a few videos on the Pre-Trib Rapture, but yet again, he’s mixed up on a lot of aspects of that too. Baby-Jake hasn’t
produced anything sadly. His two books are just ‘fire-starters’, with no depth or soundness in any of them. They burn well
though because they have a gloss finish, just like his bouncy hair… what shampoo does he use, does anyone know?

New £1,000,000 (ONE Million) Gospel Tract Card – 10,000 NOW available
We’ve produced another tract
card regarding money with a
very punchy Gospel message on
the back. They are only 2p each
so they can be used for mass
distribution. Think for £10 you
get 500 tracts, how’s that for a
great deal. If you would like a
sample pack of all the tracts and
booklets we produce, just visit
the webshop.

Big Ben Gospel Tract now back in stock…
Well it’s back, another 10,000 in stock. It had
been out for a while, but we decided to bring it
back. Like the $1,000,000 tract it gets picked up
and read. People love money so it’s a ‘grabber’.
Keep some on you everywhere you go along with
some Gospel coins.
For the love of money is the root of all evil… 1 Tim 6v10
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USA Election… What a Fiasco!
Who or what can you trust?
People and systems all have
their flaws, their weaknesses
and all can be corrupted. Now
there is a scandal and it’s all
blown up over fraud. Jacob
(TfT! USA) reminded me of a
Joseph Stalin quote… ‘I don’t
care who people vote for, I only
care who counts the votes’. People in very high places are pulling strings and
puppets are dancing. And those pulling the strings are also controlled… In whom the god of this world hath blinded the
minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine
unto them. 2 Cor 4v4. What hope is there for this world? It’s only the Gospel. We can do all we can to fight against tyranny
and stand up for justice, but until the Lord Jesus Christ is reigning on earth, there is little hope for either, we need the Lord.

Proof that Dumb-Dinger runs a CULT and Baby-Jake is his little disciple…

The REAL Catholic Trinity

You don’t believe me? Here is the proof… If you asked me to name my top 10
preachers on YouTube I could do it. Out of all the thousands of Christians on
YouTube I could easily find just 10 that would be worth listening to, even though I
may disagree with them on certain things, I could still recommend them. CULTS
can’t and WON’T do that. So, to prove that the two heretics (Dumb-Dinger and Jakethe-snake) are part of a very small CULT, here is the challenge… If you make contact
with them, ASK THEM BOTH, to name their top 10 YouTube preachers who they
would recommend listening to. If they say they can’t… I rest my case!

Who would your top 10 YouTube preachers be?
Dumb-Dinger’s
Top TEN Recommend Preachers on YouTube

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Jake-the-Snake’s
Top TEN Recommend Preachers on YouTube

Himself
Himself
Himself
Himself
Himself
Himself
Himself
Himself
Himself
Jake-the-Snake

Himself
Himself
Himself
Himself
Himself
Himself
Himself
Himself
Himself
Dumb-Dinger

Now if they CAN’T or WON’T do this, you KNOW you are dealing with a CULT.
How’s that for a simple test!?
They’re scared of losing subscribers… and money… and their little followers finding out that they’ve been duped.
Hunter, Pfenny et al. are exactly the same… they can’t recommend other YouTube preachers.
They are all egomaniac narcissists.
What do you really care about?
What’s important to you, really important to you? What have you been challenged over this last year? Has your pride been
hurt because something is not working for you? Is it time you ‘started again’ and let go of the things that are causing you
problems? Rather than try things on your own that aren’t working, maybe join up with a team and support them instead?
Too many Christians ‘go it alone’ and it really doesn’t work, they are too full of ‘self-importance’; PRIDE KILLS!
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The weeks are passing by very fast…
Aren’t they? Even though we’ve been in lockdown for much of the time this year, time is still flying by. How’s life for you?
Are you adjusting? What changes have you made? What plans are you making? How will ‘Christmas’ go? What will 2021
be like? Will the Rapture happen this year, early next year? All these questions I guess we’re all thinking about. No matter
what, let’s just take one day at a time. If the Lord gives us tomorrow let’s just live it for Him. I thank God we have a roof
over our head, food in the cupboard and clothes to keep warm. I don’t seek much else to be honest. I think this year has
taught us all a lot, especially about ‘cutting back’ and not spending on stuff we don’t really need. Has it been a steep learning
curve for you? What are the top three things that we have learnt through 2020? I am very thankful to the Lord how He has
lead me to just live for today like never before. I don’t plan to be here tomorrow, so I need to make good for today. It’s a
year that has created opportunities that we never expected either, and doors have opened that we never even knew were
there hasn’t it? My prayer so often now is ‘Come Lord Jesus’.

So, who now is still looking for a worldwide revival? Are you joking!!!???!
I’ve had Christians come off my mailing list over the last few years because I said there
would be NO worldwide revival not even localised ones… especially here in England… NOT
a chance…! So, because I’m too negative, these
superficial fluffy Christians LEAVE! After seeing 2020,
do you still believe there’s going to be revival? If so,
they ought to drop a net on you. These Pentecostal
maniacs with all their fruitless futile pretend ‘signs,
wonders and healings’ are an absolute joke and
disgrace to the Body of Christ these days. If you think
‘Kenny and Benny’ could heal a sick cat… YOU’RE A NUT!
A Benny Hinn Healing Service in 2020
What a strange world we are all now living in…
Prophecy teachers are milking it although not one of them really knows what’s going on, lots of speculation and conjecture,
but no real substance. JD Farag is making a killing out of the situation regarding ‘hits, views and subs’, all because people
want to know what’s going on, they want to lean on someone other than the Lord Himself, are you like that too? I guess at
times we all are. Preaching news headlines is NOT Scripture, remember that! All I know is this… we are close, so close, even
closer than we all think… it could be today, I really believe that. Like you, I read my Bible and look at the prophecies etc. but
it’s hard to ‘nail down’ hard-line facts preceding the Rapture, it’s easier regarding the Second Coming, but we do know that
the closer to the Second Coming obviously the closer to the Rapture. There is confusion and deception everywhere today.
Those living on mainstream news, the internet and TV are all sucked in by the whole scam with most queuing up to take the
vaccine AND the Mark of the Beast as soon as BOTH are made available… it will be that easy to ‘get them’, a lot easier than
I thought it would to be honest. When I saw the mandatory masks and how people succumbed to that, it brought it home
to me, people really are like sheep. All those around me, my
dad, secular people I work with, are all holding out hope for this
‘miracle’ vaccine. The flu-jab is also a precursor which
‘everyone’ fell for. Get people used to submitting to what the
NHS and the Government implement. Very few stand against
these manipulative systems and ‘machines’ that just process
people. People have been so brainwashed by the TV that they
have forgotten how to think and don’t question anything these
days. We are living in a time like no other, and soon it will be all
over, the Lord is coming to rescue us, which I’m ecstatic about…
I just feel so sorry for those left behind… including those we love.
Is this describing YOU?
Phil 2v1 If there be therefore any consolation in Christ, if any comfort of love, if any fellowship of the Spirit, if any bowels
and mercies, Fulfil ye my joy, that ye be likeminded, having the same love, being of one accord, of one mind. Let nothing
be done through strife or vainglory; but in lowliness of mind let each esteem other better than themselves. Look not
every man on his own things, but every man also on the things of others. Now be honest, is this describing YOU? It goes
on to say… Phil 2v5-8+14+20+21 Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: Who, being in the form of God,
thought it not robbery to be equal with God: But made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form of a servant,
and was made in the likeness of men: And being found in fashion as a man, he humbled himself, and became obedient
unto death, even the death of the cross. Do all things without murmurings and disputings: For I have no man likeminded,
who will naturally care for your state. For all seek their own, not the things which are Jesus Christ's. Is this you?
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How about Dumb-Dinger, Jake-the-Snake and Mr ‘Happy-Heretic’ sending gifts to us?
Smile Jesus
Loves you

There’s that shirt again!

When was the last time any of the above sent YOU a gift? Have any of these guys financially supported YOU?
Hey boys, how about throwing us Bible Believers a few Quid / Dollars instead of ‘asking’ for money?
Do you think Mr ‘Happy-Heretic’ is the most miserable person on planet earth? Have you EVER seen him smile? Does
anyone know anyone who is as miserable as this Mr ‘Happy-Heretic?’
Okay, okay… I ought to stop enjoying myself so much! I just wanted to make everyone aware of these nutbars. This
newsletter reaches thousands of Christians all over the world, and part of TfT! NEWS is exposing idiots who are detrimental
to your Christian walk, like these above, they’re totally useless and should only be watched for a laugh, as every Bible
Believer knows, no one takes them seriously as Christians. The moodier these madmen get, the funnier we find them.
When they start shouting at the camera and getting all angry, we get a ‘kick’ out of it, it’s fun to watch. When they make
videos about us, we respond with more ‘showers of love’ and the fun just increases. We also get a kick out of their cult
uniform, the red plaid shirt. That red plaid shirt is worn by all five of their members, and they swap it between videos. Their
cult leader ‘Dumb-Dinger-Dung-Slinger’ heads up the miniscule cult and paves the way for anyone else who wants to join…
but sadly no one does… I wonder why? According to the NUTTER himself, ‘church buildings’ are satanic, but secular YouTube
is a gift from God… just beautiful isn’t it. Dung-Slinger is the epitome of hypocrisy and is blinded too and by his own heretical
teaching, he lives in a fantasy world pretending to be some sort of authority on ‘something’, whatever that is? He’s as
twisted as a pretzel. Imagine where he’d be without YouTube. He produces NOTHING, has NO ministry, creates NOTHING,
meets NOBODY, writes NOTHING, has NO local church he attends, has NO friends (which is very sad), and all because of his
narcissistic attitude, has landed up being the person he is. From a boy to a very sad and lonely ‘big boy’. He never matured,
he never listened, he had no one to guide him, as he cut everybody off, he believed only in himself, and look what that has
produced. Now, if he was a real man, a Christian who REALLY wanted to live and serve the Lord Jesus Christ… he would
STOP and THINK after reading this newsletter, and realise where he went wrong and do something about it. To start with,
if I were him, I’d stop making videos for a month and start going for walks WITH the Lord seeking His counsel and guidance.
That’s what I would do. If I was young ‘Dung-Slinger’ I’d sort out my life RIGHT NOW, as at present, it’s in disarray. NOW is
the time. But we shall see WHAT he does next won’t we. Attacking Christians all the time just shows what a very immature
Christian he really is, he never grew up. That is NOT a ministry, that is NOT what God calls ANYONE to do. Reaching lost
souls should be paramount in his life, but sadly it isn’t even on the list. Believe it or not, I’m the best friend he’s got, because
I’m telling him the TRUTH and how he needs to wake-up, stop and think. His minions of Newton, ‘Landau’ (??? Mr ‘HappyHeretic’) and Jake-the-Snake, hang on his every word, so he is responsible to them for leading these baby sheep, but sadly
they have all fallen into a very deep ditch. But alas, Johnny Davis has come along with his ladder and offers to help these
poor little critters… will they accept his help? We shall see won’t we, and of course, how they respond will determine my
next step also. Isn’t it wonderful to see beautiful Christian fellowship?
Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity! Ps 133v1.
If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men. Rom 12v18.

I have shewed you all things, how that so labouring ye ought to support the weak, and to remember the words of
the Lord Jesus, how he said, It is more blessed to give than to receive. Acts 20v35
Questions
Who do you trust? Who do you follow? Why do you follow them? Could they be wrong?
How do you know they are right? How can you check them out? Have you listened to what others say about them?
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Working in a team…
I work in a very tightly knit team. We all have our talents, strengths and weaknesses.
It’s as much to know your weaknesses as well as your talents, but this is not always
the case. When you work with people so closely you get to know each other and
how each member functions and operates, and you try to adapt to get the most out
of each individual. If you are not doing what you should, it causes friction and can
lead to contention, therefore it is imperative that you all stay as honest as you can,
and don’t let things fester if there is a problem. Communication is so important and
seeing things from each other’s point of view is also critical to maintain a good
working relationship. Here at TfT! and JDA we try hard to look after each other the best we can. Sure, we have our fall outs
and bust ups, but we’re still together after a few years of first joining together, so Lord willing, we are doing something right.
I love working in a team and I love it when we’re all pulling in the same direction because we can achieve so much more. If
everyone does their best for the Lord, then the end result is very productive. 1 Cor 10v31 Whether therefore ye eat, or
drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God. Col 3v17 And whatsoever ye do in word or deed, do all in the name
of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God and the Father by him. Col 3v23 And whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as to the
Lord, and not unto men; It’s the Lord that matters, everything else comes at least second. Have you surrounded yourself
with a good team of people? It’s so much harder trying to do things on your own.
Jesus is NOT the Father and the Father is NOT Jesus!
John 14v12-16 Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do also; and greater
works than these shall he do; because I go unto my Father. (He goes UNTO the Father, NOT He IS the Father!) And
whatsoever ye shall ask in my name, that will I do, that the Father may be glorified in the Son. (Note TWO SEPARATE
‘Persons’) If ye shall ask any thing in my name, I will do it. If ye love me, keep my commandments. And I will pray the
Father, (SEPARATE ‘Person’) and he shall give you another Comforter (SEPARATE ‘Person’), that he may abide with you for
ever; Jesus is NOT the Father… Jesus is NOT the Comforter (Holy Spirit). Only CULTS would teach otherwise.
Jesus is NOT the Father and the Father is NOT Jesus!
John 15v16 Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and ordained you, that ye should go and bring forth fruit, and
that your fruit should remain: that whatsoever ye shall ask of the Father in my name (Note TWO SEPARATE ‘Persons’), he
may give it you. John 16v23 And in that day ye shall ask me nothing. Verily, verily, I say unto you, Whatsoever ye shall
ask the Father in my name (Note TWO SEPARATE ‘Persons’), he will give it you. You have got to bend and twist Scripture
to teach otherwise. This is what the CULTS do! It is clearly seen throughout all of Scripture that the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit are God, yet THREE SEPARATE Beings, ‘Persons’.

This worked so well thank you Lord!

Bibles, Gospel Calendars, Gospel Coins, tracts, Gospel coasters were all taken… and so was the pad that people wrote
comments in! DON’T use a nice pad… Oh and all the pens were stolen too! BUT… it was out for hours and many people
stopped and took some literature, praise the Lord. May the Lord bless every piece of literature taken and save souls.
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I’ve finally found it… the ultimate Christmas present for my bearded friends…
‘Jesus is the Father Cult’… ‘Beard Baubles’…!
I call
Christians
wicked
devils!

The joy of the
LORD is your
strength.

Dumb-Dinger says “Do
you realise how
unhealthy it is
psychologically for
people not to see each
other smile? A smile is
contagious!” He
should have told Mr
Happy next door
shouldn’t he!?

“I did smile once, I
can’t remember when,
but I know I did. Yes,
perhaps I am the most
miserable Christian in
the world, but look at
my beard, isn’t it a
beauty?”

Boys, if you send me your full address, I’ll post you a set, in time for Christmas!
Don’t they look pretty!
Pride and arrogance hinder the Christian walk… is it hindering YOUR walk like it is with the boys above?
Look up that word ‘hinder’ as it is a very interesting word.
Now let’s read a few verses regarding humility and let them sink deep into our ears…
A man's pride shall bring him low: but honour shall uphold the humble in spirit. Prov 29v23.
Isa 57v15 For thus saith the high and lofty One that inhabiteth eternity, whose name is Holy; I dwell in the high and holy
place, with him also that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive the spirit of the humble, and to revive the heart of
the contrite ones.
Mat 18v4 Whosoever therefore shall humble himself as this little child, the same is greatest in the kingdom of heaven.
Mat 23v12 And whosoever shall exalt himself shall be abased; and he that shall humble himself shall be exalted.
James 4v6 But he giveth more grace. Wherefore he saith, God resisteth the proud, but giveth grace unto the humble.
James 4v10 Humble yourselves in the sight of the Lord, and he shall lift you up.
1 Pet 5v5 Likewise, ye younger, submit yourselves unto the elder. Yea, all of you be subject one to another, and be clothed
with humility: for God resisteth the proud, and giveth grace to the humble.
1 Pet 5v6 Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of God, that he may exalt you in due time:
Phil 2v1-9 If there be therefore any consolation in Christ, if any comfort of love, if any fellowship of the Spirit, if any
bowels and mercies, Fulfil ye my joy, that ye be likeminded, having the same love, being of one accord, of one mind. Let
nothing be done through strife or vainglory; but in lowliness of mind let each esteem other better than themselves. Look
not every man on his own things, but every man also on the things of others. Let this mind be in you, which was also in
Christ Jesus: Who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God: But made himself of no
reputation, and took upon him the form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of men: And being found in fashion
as a man, he humbled himself, and became obedient unto death, even the death of the cross. Wherefore God also hath
highly exalted him, and given him a name which is above every name:
John 13v3-10 Jesus knowing that the Father (Notice a separate ‘Person’ ‘Being’ they are NOT the same!) had given all things
into his hands, and that he was come from God, and went to God; He riseth from supper, and laid aside his garments;
and took a towel, and girded himself. After that he poureth water into a bason, and began to wash the disciples' feet,
and to wipe them with the towel wherewith he was girded. Then cometh he to Simon Peter: and Peter saith unto him,
Lord, dost thou wash my feet? Jesus answered and said unto him, What I do thou knowest not now; but thou shalt know
hereafter. Peter saith unto him, Thou shalt never wash my feet. Jesus answered him, If I wash thee not, thou hast no part
with me. Simon Peter saith unto him, Lord, not my feet only, but also my hands and my head. Jesus saith to him, He that
is washed needeth not save to wash his feet, but is clean every whit: and ye are clean, but not all.
Did you read them all or just skim them? If you skimmed them, GO BACK and read them AGAIN…!
Do you feel convicted in any way? Are you humble? Do you really think you are something (Gal 6v3)? How arrogant are
you with other Christians? Do you feel as if you know more Bible than other Christians? Do you feel superior to other
Christians because you DO know more than they do about Scriptural matters? That’s PRIDE!!! Do you wonder ‘WHY’ you’re
not being used of the Lord or seeing many ‘good’ things happen in your life? Could it be that you’re to ‘big’ for God to use?
And Samuel said, When thou wast little in thine own sight… 1 Sam 15v17. PRIDE!!! It kills and destroys, yet most Christians
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can’t see it. I won’t mention any names for fear of embarrassing them, but someone I like sent me an email recently making
such an arrogant statement it took my breath away… I couldn’t believe that they could say such a thing, it was quite
astounding to say the least. Why can’t Christians see the PRIDE that is destroying their lives, their walk with the Lord and
their relationship with others? It’s incredible! Do you know how you look and how you come across to others? Feel
convicted yet? Okay, let’s drive this home once and for all, look up the following Scriptures… Rom 12v3, 1 Cor 4v6, Gal 6v3,
Rom 11v20, Rom 12v10, 1 Cor 8v1+2, 1 Cor 1v27. Now I hate PRIDE, I hate it in my own life and in those I mix with, I detest
PRIDE because I know how it corrupts, destroys and KILLS ministries and Christians DEAD. All my life I’ve had dealings with
Christians full of pride yet they just couldn’t see it. I see it in my friends, my colleagues, in church members etc. One lady
who thought herself very spiritual left the church because of her pride… she couldn’t take ‘honesty’ regarding how proud
she was. I’ve seen lots of people leave church because of their PRIDE…! Some of the best friends I have are so full of pride
yet they just can’t see it, and when I touch upon it, they get all twitchy and upset. Listen, I know what I am, I fight pride all
the time, ‘me and God’ are working it out in my life and He is dealing with me (Phil 2v12) on a daily basis. If you can’t handle
criticism that’s PRIDE! That’s why people like JT and Denlinger will never amount to much in life, all because of PRIDE, yet
they can’t see it. The Lord Jesus Christ has led me these 49 years and helped me to deal with people, I have always had to
‘deal with people’. It’s been the nature of all my jobs; thousands upon thousands of people I have had dealings with, I’ve
got to know people a little and the Lord has helped me to discern many situations that if I hadn’t of leant on Him, I’d be in
all kinds of trouble today. I need the Lord in every decision I make every day!
I also see so much pride in Christians on YouTube. Some of these guys started out okay, with small ministries that were
helping people, but now they have grown to hundreds of thousands of subscribes yet the hand of the Lord is not on them
as it once was, yet they can’t see it, that’s PRIDE! They think that numbers = success… it doesn’t. Humility is the key to the
Lord using you, yet most Christians don’t get that sadly. PRIDE is killing ministries dead. Be careful, BEWARE!
The term… ‘Not suffer fools gladly’ (meaning… to have very little patience with people who you think are stupid or have
stupid ideas)… I’m like this at times. Over the last week or so I have had a number of people asking me for advice (???!!!),
they didn’t like my answers, so I doubt I’ll hear from them again. PRIDE KILLS! PRIDE also distorts and makes us make the
WRONG decisions. Beware of PRIDE!
Do you, will you, make some changes in your life? The way you deal with people, speak to people. Remember you don’t
need to speak all the time and give your opinion. Another thing I have noticed recently, is that PRIDE also leads to jealousy,
so beware of that trait too. Who are you jealous of and why? What good does it do?
I remember one preacher saying that the greatest freedom in this life is not having to prove yourself to others…! There’s a
lot of truth in that. You can change if you want to, there are no excuses. Many old people are so bitter and twisted because
PRIDE has filled their life and now, they will NOT change no matter what… PRIDE all the way to the end. PRIDE has led more
people to Hell than all the wars combined. Beware of PRIDE! Read Ps 113 + Luke 14.
So, are you humble? What’s your character like? How do people see you? How does the Lord see you? Do you need to
make some changes immediately? Some of the most arrogant people I know are Christians I’m ashamed to say.
You have NOTHING to be arrogant and proud about…! You’re ONLY boasting should be in that of the Lord. If anything good
happens in your life, if you see results and successes, you should give ALL the glory to the Lord Jesus Christ. Just ‘brag’ about
Jesus Christ, that’s all you need to do.
In my 49 years of life I have played a lot of sport. I know what it feels like to stand on a podium and lift a gold medal while
the crowd applauds… I also know what it’s like to lose at the very first stages… PRIDE and humility…! I learnt a long time
ago that it’s NOT me… it’s the Lord. If I see success, it’s Him… if things go well, it’s the Lord. I thank God for everything, for
the water I drink, the food I eat, the orders that come in, the house I live in, the car I drive, the clothes on my back, for every
step I take… every single thing I can think of. He is my all in all.
2 Cor 3v5 Not that we are sufficient of ourselves to think any thing as of ourselves; but our sufficiency is of God; Read
also… John 15v5, 1 Cor 15v10, Phil 2v13. Everything I need in life He has supplied. I shouldn’t worry, even though I do at
times, through lack of faith. (Mark 9v24).
DON’T let PRIDE destroy your life as it is destroying many of those who I have mentioned in this issue. Humble yourself,
and if you have a large following on YouTube, be VERY careful not to let it get to your head… Luke 6v26 Woe unto you,
when all men shall speak well of you! for so did their fathers to the false prophets. PRIDE can KILL your ministry DEAD
without you even realising it… it did with Dumb-Dinger’s, so be VERY AWARE of this.
Maybe all you preachers out there should produce a couple of sermons on humility in the very near future just to help keep
your own feet on the ground?!
I’ve seen many a preacher/teacher start well and falter due to PRIDE, and yet they still couldn’t see it within themselves.
Now they are nowhere with the Lord.
PRIDE is something that we all need to fight against daily (1 Cor 15v31 …I die daily. Read also… Rom 8v36, 1 Cor 4v9, 2 Cor
4v10+11, 11v23, 1 Thes 2v19). Never STOP fighting against PRIDE in your life. I believe that most ‘good’ KJV Bible preachers
and teachers are NOT seeing the results they should because PRIDE has taken hold in their life and they think it is THEY
THEMSELVES who are producing the ‘results’… they could see a lot more if they could get a handle on their PRIDE. Pride
must die in you, or nothing of heaven can live in you. (Andrew Murray). Look at the PRIDE in your own life right now…!
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Old Captain Mainwaring is at it again!
Well what can I say? Old ‘Stuff-it’ is continually seeking ‘glory’, and if he can’t get it
through ‘preaching and teaching’ the word, he will try to get it through writing a book.
He wanted to be the next Ruckman, but came up so short he hasn’t even crossed the
starting line yet, let alone got ‘into the race’. This arrogant fool has written a book on
‘Tribulation’ salvation, something he doesn’t understand. No doubt he’ll get a few
followers, as every nut does, but he’s going nowhere fast, and it frustrates him. Brian
Donovan and Alan O’Reilly have already put out a full rebuttal of his heresies, which I
doubt old ‘Stuff-it’ has read, otherwise he would retract his nonsense.
They don’t like it up em do they Captain Mainwaring?!
Doctrinally unsound in Cumbria, so beware!
If you are witnessing, doing outreach, and trying to get the Gospel out in Cumbria, beware of a guy called Mark Warbrick.
He’s very unsound in his doctrine even though he professes to be a KJV Bible Believer. I’ve had a number of ‘run-ins’ with
him, and he’s very judgemental and full of pride, so be careful if you meet him. He works with another guy called Jason,
who he classes as a so-called ‘pastor’… aren’t they all. I do NOT recommend these two at all.

Does anyone really care?
We’ve recently revamped one of our most popular tracts, ‘Does anyone really care?’, and given it a
fresh and more up-to-date look. Most of us can relate to what is said within its pages and already
many are ordering these for distribution in their local areas. It has also been very encouraging to
have Jacob (TfT! USA) and Matt produce this in video format, so you can email the link to anyone or
upload them to your social media sites etc. If you want the links to all the videos Jacob and Matt
have produced, go onto our YouTube channel, or if you can’t find them, just email me. Let’s do all
we can to get the word of God out there. If you’ve never read our tracts and want a sample pack
sending (FOC in the UK, carriage AT COST overseas) just let me know & we’ll post you one. We’ve
had more responses from our tracts this year than ever which is very encouraging to see. If you have
any ideas for a tract let me know as we are always looking to produce more subjects and titles.
What are you good at?
If I asked you to list down the top 10 things you are good at, what would you write? Out of those top 10, how many of them
are you using for the Lord? Are any of your talents benefiting others? Are you using them in any kind of ministry? If you
can write, do you write for the Lord? If you can sing, are you singing for the Lord? Living for the Lord is using what talents
you have for Him and asking Him to work through you to reach others. A Christian with little talent yet willing to use it for
the glory of God is valued much more than a Christian with loads of talent yet using none of it for the Lord. God wants
Christians who love Him above all else and are faithful to the call. Is this you?
Outreach from the drive – day two

Lot’s of material was taken which was very encouraging. A group of kids stole all the £1,000,000 notes!
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The Gap FACT! (Part Fourteen)
Continuing from the book ‘The Gap Fact’ by Perry Demopoulos…
Gen 1v2 And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was
upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the
face of the waters.
Adam and His Fall…
Now that we have established the fact that there was sin before Adam
fell, let’s now deal with Adam’s fall and see where the “contradiction”
lays between all the verses that we saw about Eve’s sin and Rom 5v12.
As we have already mentioned the modern creationist uses Rom 5v12 to overthrow the entire Bible to prove that there was
no gap in Gen 1v2. They argue that since sin did not enter the world. They can’t figure out that by the time Adam was
created his world was already the SECOND world distinct from the “heavens (plural) were of old” of 2 Pet 3v5 and Gen 1v1).
Why is it that God accounts that through Adam all have sinned? Of course all the weight was on his shoulders for he was
the “bread winner,” the head of the home, created first. But with all things put aside, why is it that Rom 5v12 is in the Book,
even though it was a woman’s movement that has led the body of Christ back under the Whore’s umbrella (Rev 12v9). Men
have fallen for the woman’s “equal rights” movement. The red dragon has deceived the whole world. It all started with Eve
as the first person to sin but it was the man that fell and “gave in” to the heresy. Adam didn’t stand his ground and literally,
spiritually “fell for her” and eventually physically died. Because of man’s lack of courage, inner fortitude, and power of the
words of God and Holy Ghost, the whore of Revelation 17 is increasing in numbers. God told Adam, “…Because thou hast
hearkened unto the voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of the tree, of which I commanded thee, saying, Thou shalt not eat
of it: cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life” (Gen 3v17).
Satan fell along with the sons of God and was judged by God. Satan tempted Eve, Eve sinned, but Adam sinned also by
“giving in.” Technically, if Adam did not take of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and of evil he could have gone
on with a marriage with an “unsaved” wife. He didn’t have any “grounds for divorce.” She didn’t desert him. She didn’t
commit fornication (Matt 19v9, 1 Cor 6v16-18) [well! 1 John 3v12] and she didn’t die physically (1 Cor 7v39). So, what was
left? Well, he “fell for her” and he also wanted to “die for her.” After all those two cases that often happen with a husband
and a wife; either he falls for a “doozy” or a man dies for his wife. After all that is what all the “hero” movies are about,
some man giving his life for his “sweetheart.” But our Fundamental friends missed out of some more revelation. They
couldn’t get Rom 5v12 straight. It was just a matter of “rightly dividing the word of truth.”
1) Eve, although she sinned before Adam, is divided from him in the sense that Adam is the Federal Head of the human race,
not Eve.
2) Although they were “husband and wife” it is Adam that carries the seed. It is the seed of the man wherein sin passed
upon all men, for all have sinned.
3) Technically if Adam had not sinned and God would have given him another wife, [Oh boy! Another operation, another rib
shot!] that would have made two wives, but then again that was not God’s original plan. Just ask Abraham what he went
through. Just ask Jacob what he went through with Leah. Here’s a good one, just ask Solomon. That’s a good one. He’ll give
you some advice about polygamy. Adam could have propagated with another wife that had not sinned and he would have
“replenished” the earth. But that is not how the story goes.
I know, you are saying, “Well, if I was in his shoes, I would have done this and this…I would have told my wife off and…”
We’re all faulty, fallen sinners in Adam. We would have done the same thing that Adam did, if not worse. Proof? Well, just
ask your kids whether you’ve “given in” to your wife at one time or another. They’ll tell it like it is!
4) The seed of Adam is corrupt, therefore we are corrupt. And anytime anybody else is born they are born corrupt because
of the seed of Adam after he had sinned, not after Eve had sinned. That’s the difference.
5) That is why it is necessary to be born-again, “Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by the word
of God, which liveth and abideth for ever” (1 Pet 1v23).
Jesus is NOT the Father and the Father is NOT Jesus!
For as the Father raiseth up the dead, and quickeneth them; even so the Son quickeneth whom he will. (Notice separate!)
For the Father judgeth no man, but hath committed all judgment unto the Son: (Notice separate!) That all men should
honour the Son, even as they honour the Father. (Notice separate!) He that honoureth not the Son honoureth not the
Father which hath sent him. (Notice separate!) John 5v21-23. Jesus Christ is NOT the Father and the Father is NOT Jesus
Christ but BOTH are God… ONE God yet THREE SEPARATE ‘PERSONS!’
We haven’t got the time to waste…
In these final weeks, days, hours… it’s important that we stay focused on the Lord Himself and the word of God. It’s so easy
to spend time on things that really are of little or no profit, so make sure every-day counts. Stop wasting time if you do, and
stop making excuses for your decisions. We make time for what we want to do.
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166 countries have now visited our website which I think
is quite amazing. How they find us is incredible. Our
literature is distributed worldwide, and we get letters
from the four ‘corners’ of the earth. We ship all of our
material anywhere on the planet, so if you want Bibles,
books, tracts etc. just visit the webshop.
shop.timefortruth.co.uk
At present we are shipping unusual amounts of Ruckman
books to Europe and tracts to Scotland. I’m guessing that
we are shipping out between 25-50 parcels a week at the
moment, sometimes 20 on a single day. We shipped out
3 Christian Soldier’s Battle Notes to someone in
Kidderminster last week, that was interesting. Cristian
and Liz are also selling quite a lot of tracts on eBay which
I still find very surprising… eBay!!!? You never know who
receives the Gospel do you?
The Oaks Church
We still haven’t opened up the Oaks ‘Church’ building
yet, and instead, have been meeting where we can in
houses, which has worked well. I don’t like Zoom or
Skype, although we do it, because it’s so impersonal. We
are having fellowship with those who want it, and we are
meeting up with those who desire to. We have people
near us who are happy staying on their own because
there has been a ‘contention’ and rather reconcile, they
prefer their own company…! They call themselves Bible
‘Believers’, but in reality, they are not of course. I try to
feed and encourage the sheep everywhere, but some
just don’t like the meat I offer and want to pasture in
another field, or they choose YouTube instead… that’s
when things become ‘dangerous’. We all need to meet
up with other Christians no matter how much they can
be annoying and irritable, we need each other. If you
shut yourself off from Christian fellowship you start
growing long beards and pointing at everyone saying
‘NOT saved, NOT saved!’ The word ‘hermit’ does not
appear in the Bible, so don’t turn into one. Let’s all keep
trying to impact those around us for the Lord.
‘Being You’ by Donna…
What’s wrong with being who God made you? The person who knows you best is the one who created you. He knows all
your quirky ways, your feelings, your stresses, when your content or feel like you’re missing out or unsure of the path you’ve
taken. Things that bring you pleasure and excitement, what makes you happy, all your concerns, your disappointments,
your motives, your inner most thoughts. He knows them all. Psalm 139. You don’t have to worry about those things you’re
glad no-one else knows about. The things you sometimes think and wonder if anyone else thinks the same, but you prefer
not to check! One thing I appreciate and feel most comfortable with, is those around me who are natural. Each time we
meet they’re the same. I feel easy in their presence; not treading on eggshells as the saying goes. There’s just a lovely
‘atmosphere.’ I know they understand (to a degree) and appreciate what’s going on in my life, so can empathise and enter
in, and vice versa. Give and take in the correct way. I’ve never been good at ‘fake’ in whatever shape or form. Those things
said, being the right words at the right time, the right place, but have no feeling. The times when insincerity shines through
because truth is not displayed, or things done with a wrong motive or attitude. May the Lord help us all to mature and
change to become more like Him in everything. We’re going to see Him very, very soon; I wonder how ready we feel and if
our relationship with Him has been natural and the best it could be, or forced and lacking in many areas.
Jesus is NOT the Father and the Father is NOT Jesus!
Then said Jesus unto them, When ye have lifted up the Son of man, then shall ye know that I am he, and that I do nothing
of myself; but as my Father hath taught me (Jesus was taught BY the Father!), I speak these things. And he that sent me is
with me: the Father hath not left me alone; for I do always those things that please him. John 8v28+29. Separate Persons.
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Christian Soldiers Battle Notes 4th Edition
Well it’s now in its fourth edition and has been updated with another 3,000 words. We
have printed this as cheap as possible to make it easily affordable if you wanted to buy
multiple copies to pass on. One lady ordered 12 copies straight away.
ONE copy 50% discount NOW only £5
10 copies 60% discount only £4
11+ copies 65% discount only £3.50
100 copies 70% discount ONLY £3
It’s a book every Christian should read as it will help them in a number of areas in their
life. It will also stop them following a lot of errors e.g. Calvinism, Hyper-Dispensationalism,
Pentecostalism, modern Bible versions, Jesus is NOT the Father etc. There is loads in this
350+ page book. Why not send it as a gift to someone this Christmas? I would also like to
thank everyone who has commented on the Christian Soldier’s Battle Notes and said what
a great help it was to them, I really appreciate those who take the time to do this.

‘Who Am I?’ By Dee
I've noticed that with social media, emails and skype how easy it has become to be in contact with anyone around the world
and with a touch of a button you can find out about a particular place anywhere that you can think of, and you can be a part
of it without having to move from your seat, let alone leaving your front door.
This really does make the world feel smaller than it actually is knowing you can contact anyone, anywhere at any time; and
also being able to ‘voice’ your opinion and have a large number of people listen, watch or read your thoughts can give that
person a ‘sense of worth’ or maybe even an arrogance thinking that they have so many people who are listening to every
word they say and wanting more. Hence why there are so many arrogant people out there thinking their opinion is worth
listening to.
Just since these recent situations we are having in the world at the moment has made me realise how small we really are,
and the ONLY way we can fight against all the wickedness in the world is through the Lord Jesus, His word and prayer. HE is
the only strength we have.
I know that I am a nobody and in the world’s eyes, I am worthless. I know if I die, I will just become a number added to a
daily record. But in God’s eyes I am His child, and he went through so much agony for me. What have I got to be arrogant
about, and what can I boast about in myself? I have nothing to give, nothing worthwhile, no amazing talents or skills; but if
I boast in Christ, I can become precious in the Lords eyes, I can have a purpose. In this life all I want to do is make the Lord
happy and to please Him for all He has done and given to me.
Sometimes I do get too consumed in this world and it can take over my thoughts and get me mentally swept away in the
wrong direction. However when I get away from it all, and get into the scriptures and pray and get close to God again, my
thought life changes and I feel completely different and am reminded how I can’t wait to be with Him for eternity.
I just thank God how He is always there for us no matter who we are and what we are in life. The Lord Jesus is the only one
in this whole earth who is worth boasting about.

My Favourite Three ‘Christmas’ Carol Albums

If you like Christmas Carols, try these three, they’re excellent in my opinion.
May this ‘Christmas time’, if the Rapture hasn’t happened, be the best one ever for bringing the Lord Jesus Christ into
all that you do. Sing to Him, worship Him and thank Him for all that He has done. For unto you is born this day in the
city of David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord. Luke 2v11.
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Something for everyone…
Well as usual, TfT NEWS! has something in it for everyone. I’m sure you have been challenged, rebuked, encouraged and
entertained by ‘something’ in this issue, if not, I’ve not done my job properly. I’ve experienced all those things while putting
it all together I can tell you. So, what’s it all about? TfT! NEWS! has certainly become something that people look forward
to, unless you’ve upset me, then you dread it! I have Christians calling and emailing me asking when it is coming out? That
makes me smile. As you can imagine, those of you who produce newsletters, it takes time, a lot of time to bring it all
together, which I find difficult while trying to run a business, ministry, church etc. Thank God for people that help! TfT
NEWS! always gets a reaction, just like most of our materials, it’s written to get a response from those who seldom do react.
It’s a wake-up-call for all of us in certain areas of our life. As you can imagine, I have my fair share of enemies, especially
when I have to deal with their ‘idols’ on a regular basis, and they don’t like that. With what is happening in the world around
us, we need something like TfT NEWS! to get us to stop and think once in a while before we follow other sheep over the
cliff. You will notice that with all this stuff going on, we NEED ‘truth’ and to be told exactly how it is, people need to make
clear cut and concise decisions as there is so much deception out there in the world, in the church, on YouTube etc. That
we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of
men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive; Eph 4v14. We have too many adults who live like children
when it comes to Biblical knowledge and the strong meat of the word of God (Heb 5v12-14). I would love to solely focus on
the word and ministry, but so much of my life is taken up with ‘other things’ which I have very little interest in. But we will
give ourselves continually to prayer, and to the ministry of the word. Acts 6v4. I’d love to do that, but I have so much
pressure on me and many people relying on me to ‘provide’ so I don’t get to do what I’d love to sadly.
And Barnabas and Saul returned from Jerusalem, when they had fulfilled their ministry, and took with them John, whose
surname was Mark. Acts 12v25. ‘Fulfilled their ministry’ – are you fulfilling yours? Do you even know what it is? Again, too
many Christians DON’T have a ministry, just a pretend one (Pfenny, Hunter, Dumb-Dinger, Jake the Snake, Colic-Caldwell
etc.) therefore they are bearing no fruit, and all they are becoming is ‘busybodies’ - For we hear that there are some which
walk among you disorderly, working not at all, (Jake-the-Snake, Dumb-Dinger etc.) but are busybodies. 2 Thes 3v11. And
withal they learn to be idle, wandering about from house to house; and not only idle, but tattlers also and busybodies,
speaking things which they ought not. 1 Tim 5v13. These two verse describe 99% of Christians on YouTube do they not!?
YOU need a ministry, something you can get your teeth into and throw all your time and energy into. When you are working
FOR THE LORD your life takes shape, you find your purpose and a meaning to it… things happen for the good… but you’ve
got to start WORKING! Here at Time for Truth! we don’t really stop, and every week, oftentimes daily, something happens,
someone contacts us, something ALWAYS happens…! It blows my mind to be honest. We have a ministry, we work for the
Lord, we produce FRUIT for the Lord… and all these critics (Hunter, Pfenny, Dumb-Dinger, Jake-the Snake etc.) call us fruit
‘inspectors’ because THEY THEMSELVES are NOT producing ANY fruit!!! That’s their choice, they have decided to live like
they do, criticising everyone who IS working for the Lord and their lives are a shambles, nothing is happening. Their life is
spent on a secular platform, YouTube, owned by Google. These charlatans complain about ‘church buildings’ but spend
their life ON a SECULAR platform… YouTube! How ironic…! You couldn’t make this stuff up could you? Listen, YOU NEED A
MINISTRY, a work for the Lord, and you need to get involved with other Christians and work as a team. When you get
bearded fools telling you that there is no such thing as the ‘local church’ and you shouldn’t be meeting in a ‘church building’
because they are not in the Bible, know this, you are dealing with a CULT member who wants you to follow THEM because
they want your money! (1 Tim 6). But none of these things move me, neither count I my life dear unto myself, so that I
might finish my course with joy, and the ministry, which I have received of the Lord Jesus, to testify the gospel of the
grace of God. Acts 20v24. What ministry have YOU received of the Lord Jesus? I beseech you, brethren, (ye know the
house of Stephanas, that it is the firstfruits of Achaia, and that they have addicted themselves to the ministry of the
saints,) 1 Cor 16v15. Addicted to what? The ministry of the saints. Interestingly enough, the word ‘addicted’ only occurs
once in Scripture. NOT addicted to YouTube, TV, the Internet, games, alcohol, pornography, money, business, holidays,
leisure, sport etc. Addicted to the ministry of the saints! And say to Archippus, Take heed to the ministry which thou hast
received in the Lord, that thou fulfil it. Col 4v17. What ministry have YOU received of the Lord? Are you fulfilling it? And
I thank Christ Jesus our Lord, who hath enabled me, for that he counted me faithful, putting me into the ministry; 1 Tim
1v12. Are you a faithful Christian God can use? Are you trustworthy? Can you be counted on to turn up and fulfil your role
in the ministry? If not, you’re a waste of time - 2 Tim 4v10, 1 John 2v15. If you are not committed to the ministry you will
only cause contention and therefore you’re better OUT…! We’ve lost people all along the way because they were lazy and
NOT committed to the ministry. I can’t work with lazy opinionated people who only ‘talk the walk’…! Only Luke is with me.
Take Mark, and bring him with thee: for he is profitable to me for the ministry. 2 Tim 4v11. Paul knew who he could count
on, so do I… and it’s only a handful of people I can tell you. Can you help us? What can you do? Do you want to get
involved? I want to be used for the Lord. I’m happy to be that colt (Mark 11) that just carried Jesus from one place to
another, just like getting the Gospel out. As one preacher put it… ‘Just an errand boy for the Lord’ a ‘gopher’… For a day in
thy courts is better than a thousand. I had rather be a doorkeeper in the house of my God, than to dwell in the tents of
wickedness. Ps 84v10. But made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form of a servant, and was made in the
likeness of men: Phil 2v7.
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Are you stirring up strife? Are you causing problems?
Prov 10v12 Hatred stirreth up strifes: but love covereth all sins. Are you
applying this verse to your life?
Prov 15v18 A wrathful man stirreth up strife: but he that is slow to anger
appeaseth strife. Do you get angry easily?
Prov 28v25 He that is of a proud heart stirreth up strife: but he that putteth
his trust in the LORD shall be made fat. Put on any weight lately? Are you
proud in heart? I didn’t ask you about anyone else, I asked about YOU…!
Prov 29v22 An angry man stirreth up strife, and a furious man aboundeth
in transgression. Are you an angry man? Take these two simpletons… They
are very angry and contentious ‘men’ (boys). Look at their little faces, ahh
bless! I cropped their scruffy beards this time. This is what we Bible
Believers would call ‘baby Christians’. Christians who are angry, jealous of
others, and who spend their lives on YouTube attacking everyone, they’re
babies, that’s ALL THEY DO… nothing else. They stir up strife everywhere.
YouTube is full of these little novice snowflakes (1 Tim 3v6). Now take
Charles Lawson, he’s sound on the majority of things, he’s a gentleman,
he’s a good preacher and teacher, and he’s humble, something that is
seldom found among Christians today. I like Charles Lawson. I like his style
and his demeanour. Now if I were you, I’d turn these two sourpusses OFF,
unsubscribe (although Mr ‘Happy-Heretic’ on the right has only a handful
of deadheads who have actually ‘subscribed’ – who knows what utter
NUTBARS they must be!?)… and subscribe to Charles Lawson instead, as he’ll teach you and feed
you, while permeating humility. The best thing that can happen to Dumb-Dinger is to go the way of Stephen Andersnake
and get BANNED OFF YouTube…!
At least people wouldn’t be put off their breakfast by their Muslim beards!

All stocked up again!

All of our tracts are now back in stock
again, as we have taken delivery over
the last few weeks of tons of tracts.
As those of you who are on our
mailing list know, the main thrust of
the Time for Truth! ministry is getting
the Gospel out. If you would like to
view our whole range of tracts,
books, Bibles etc. please visit the
webshop.

shop.timefortruth.co.uk
This year has been our record year for sending out Christian literature all over the world. It has been so encouraging seeing
Scotland ordering so much of late, because they really could do with the Gospel up there. Nicola Sturgeon is as Anti-Christian
as you can get, and the worst so-called ‘leader’ you could be ruled by (Isa 3v12). Just keep sowing the seed of the word of
God everywhere you can and pray… there’s not that much else we can do. The Gospel is the people’s ONLY hope.
And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment: Heb 9v27
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CONGRATULATIONS Joseph Phillips on your engagement…

This good-looking couple recently got engaged, praise the Lord. It’s lovely to hear about Christians falling in love isn’t it.
This guy is a KJV man through and through and a very humble fella. May the Lord bless, protect and guide them in every
decision they make. Pray for them…! I’m a ‘romantic’ at heart… ask Donna… I said ASK DONNA!!!
Incidentally, here is another guy who was
Denlinger on Greg Miller’s video, need I say
strange as I am? He receives his red plaid shirt
These Muslim beards are popping up in the
What is it about Christians that makes them
I mean, who wants to look like me in this photo?

sticking up for Dung-Slingermore? Is anyone finding this as
after the initiation ceremony I’m told.
most bizarre of places aren’t they?
want to look like each other?

Thank you…!
Thank you to everyone who prays and supports us here at Time for Truth! we really
appreciate it. Over the last month or so I’ve had a few Christians ask if we have a
‘donate button’ they can use. Would it be easier to ‘have’ a donate button so people
can just send a gift directly? I don’t know, and I don’t like all this kind of stuff. I’ve
always struggled with this and talked it over with the team and they think that we
‘shouldn’t’. I’d like to know your thoughts. I never want to beg or ask for money.
The Lord has taken care of us from day one, so why change things now? Those of
you who send us money know how to do it already. We receive money through the
post, via PayPal, cheque etc. Every penny we receive goes into buying tracts and Bibles and helping to distribute them. I
thank God that we are NOT dependant upon Christians to keep the ministry going, but instead, the Lord has allowed us to
set up a business, and soon another one Lord willing, to pay all our expenses and outgoings, which are huge! Anything and
everything else that comes in as a gift / donation just alleviates the pressure a little, that’s how I see it in a nutshell, if that
makes sense. I don’t go looking for anything or ‘tout’, ask or beg etc. We earn a living to pay our bills. We rent a house and
we pay all our bills thank you Lord. When we had it hard this year, and I just didn’t know what was going to happen with
our business and ministry, some of you were extremely kind and really helped carry us through, I cannot thank you enough
for that, and to be honest, I found it very overwhelming. Some of you have very little yet you sent us a gift… this blew my
mind, thank you so much.
So, on behalf of the whole Time for Truth! Team… we would like to thank you so much for all the love, help, support and
prayers you show to us. Thank you for every letter, card and email you send to us. Thank you for standing with us especially
with all that is going on inside and outside of the church these days. I would also like to thank those ‘brave ones’ among
you who actually promote, advertise and ‘market’ our ministry via social media, passing on our details to friends etc. Many
of you will only go so far as being associated with Time for Truth! (and I get that, I really do), you only want to associate with
us directly, but would NOT go as far as to name us or recommend us etc. I’ve noticed this with many Christians, pastors etc.
even those who have bought the Gospel Carts… they love our products but just can’t take that step to recommend Time for
Truth! we’re a little too-much for them and their friends and supporters etc. TfT! is a little to brash, caustic, ‘vitriolic’, a little
‘too much’ and unsavoury…! I get that! But I do want to say thank you to those of you who are ‘full on’ with us and know
where we are heading etc. You know our goals and what we are trying to achieve, to you… THANK YOU for standing with
us all the way! Some of you have been with us from 2001 when our first TfT NEWS! came out… THANK YOU! I would also
like to thank the Lord Jesus Christ for everything He has done and is doing with the ministry, church and business. It has
been the most remarkable of journeys so far, and the most exciting adventure you could ever have imagined. Thank you
Lord Jesus! We just pray that He continues to help, guide, protect and fight for us in all that we do as we stand for TRUTH!
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I’ve had a lot of fun this issue…
I know a lot of you will have enjoyed this issue because you enjoy me exposing arrogant Christians who think they have got
it so right, when they have got it so wrong e.g. Dumb-Dinger and his small cult, a classic example. In some ways I wish I
didn’t have to expose these idiots, but because of what they say they deserve everything they get, and more. When DumbDinger wrote about me, and then said what he did regarding Keith Green, I guess that was the straw that broke the camels
back. I’ve had Christians who have listened to this guy for years say that he has gone AWOL with his ‘new revelations’ and
‘doctrines of devils’, but the worst thing about him is his arrogance, as this is on par with Pfenny, and both are two-bit losers
when it comes to being profitable to the Body of Christ. I must confess that
Jake-the-Snake didn’t deserve the coverage I gave him in this issue because he
is a nobody, and no normal Christian really listens to him or takes him
seriously, he’s just a punk kid trying to prove his worth, and he’s not cutting
the mustard. He needs to get a job, start working for a living, read his Bible
for a ‘few years’ and keep his mouth shut. Finishing up regarding ‘DungSlinger’, he’s become a real flake of late with nothing to offer. He too, needs
to get a job although I do feel because of his arrogance he wouldn’t last a day
with real men, as someone would take his ‘head off’ and ‘punch his lights out’
by the way he comes across, so I think because of his pride, he’s going to struggle. As for the ‘bearded-fool with the cat’
who does so-called landscaping (more like grass cutting), he’s just a miserable judgmental punk with a dirty beard covering
a dirty mouth. That two-bit punk isn’t worth the time of day, like Jake-the-Snake, he’s got some sort of ‘mental delusion’…
he spends to much time in the mirror stroking and combing his Muslim beard, he’s fell in love with himself. I wonder if any
of the ‘Jesus is the Father’ cult are applying for Santa Claus this year? Just a thought!? Now there’s an opening for a job!

This was sent to me recently, it’s somewhere in England.
The whole country should be plastered with these signs!
Yet look at how many Christians have even been sucked into
this hoax. I’ve just seen a book called… Covid-19: The
Greatest Hoax in History: The startling truth behind the
planned world takeover Paperback – September 29, 2020.

https://www.amazon.com/Covid-19-Greatest-Historystartling-takeover/dp/B08KH3R8NG
I haven’t read it but I’m sure it’s interesting. I’ve seen a
couple of his videos and he does talk a lot of sense. I don’t
know if he is a Christian?
I’m amazed how long this scam has gone on for and how the
majority of people have succumbed to such nonsense. May
the Lord help us in these final days.
So how are YOU coping in all of what’s going on?
Are you having a tough time, and struggling in any way? Are you talking to anyone about it? Don’t try to go it on your own.
Talk or email someone. It’s been hard for so many people, so don’t be so full of pride not to open up, let’s help each other.
I hate what is happening and there are days when I think ‘Lord, what else can I do, what’s going on, what’s my next step?’ I
don’t know how all of this nonsense is going to end, I’m hoping that the Lord will take us out before it gets even worse.
Sure, I love life, but I’m ready to go home now. I want to do all I can while I still have time, to get the Gospel out and leave
a legacy for those left behind. I just can’t imagine how bad it’s going to be for them, including some of our own family
members sadly. If you can come up with any other ideas or suggestions on ‘anything’, I’m willing to have a look at them. I
want to help as many Christians as I can in these troubled times. Today in our Bible study we looked at what the Bible and
the Lord say about the world. Look up the following Scriptures – Gal 1v4, Phil 2v5, Acts 2v40, Mark 8v38, Luke 9v41, 1 John
5v19, John 17v14-17, 1 John 2v15+16, Jer 5v23, Deut 32v5. Then we looked at verses about pleasing men or God – Gal 1v10,
Mat 23v2-7, Acts 5v29, Rom 3v4, Acts 4v18-20, 1 Thes 2v4, Jam 4v4. It is so important for us to stand together and fight
against all this tyranny that we are seeing, stand up for what is right in any way you can. Keep talking to the Lord about
everything, and ask Him to help you make the right decisions. Time is running out for all of us, especially the Christian, as
soon our work on earth will finish, and we’ll be called home at the Rapture, then a time like this world has never seen will
take place, and billions of people will die, it is incomprehensible to be honest, so now is the time to do all we can for the
Lord Jesus Christ.
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Boy has this guy got some problems… Your Bible isn’t perfect he says…!
According to this guy we have NEVER had the perfect word since the originals… but
he’s written a book, don’t they all, that will help us all out. His motive… you guessed
it… 1 Tim 6v10… MONEY aka… dough, bread, loot, shekels, moolah, the necessary,
wad, boodle, dosh, brass, lolly, spondulicks, wonga, ackers, the ready, readies,
dinero, greenbacks, bucks etc. MONEY… it’s all about money with these guys and
they want it! Look at this load of tosh!
Comparing John 3v16…
King James Version:
John 3v16 - For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not
perish, but have everlasting life.
The Pure Word:
John 3v16 - Because, God has Loved in such a manner the satan's world, so that He Gave His Son, the Only Begotten Risen
Christ, in order that whoever is Continuously by his choice Committing for the Result and Purpose of Him, should not perish,
but definitely should, by his choice, be Continuously Having Eternal Life.
WOW… like WOW! Clear as mud ain’t it. This guy is saying ONLY the originals were perfect, but now his book and this
‘venture’ will give you what God has been withholding from you since those original manuscripts. Beware of this LIAR and
his money-making racket. When people try to pull you away from the King James Bible to a ‘PURE’ word or ‘PURE’ anything,
know this, there’s a buck in it somewhere and it’s a snow-job once again. Imagine God has just decided that He will give us
His ‘pure’ word just before the Rapture… That’s what this numpty would have you believe.
That King James Bible has been under attack from day one, and the world, including Biblical ‘scholars’, are still at war with
it. They haven’t won a battle yet… and never will. The ‘One-path-publishing’ cult headed up by Brent Miller Sr. is an enemy
of the King James Bible, don’t be fooled by them. It’s a Satanic counterfeit as usual. Don’t you give up your King James
Bible for anything!
Here’s a question for you…?
Was Onesimus, Philemon’s biological brother? Read Philemon 16. Let me know your thoughts. Also, what proof do you
have that he was a runaway servant / slave… I said ‘proof’. One lady has challenged this thought lately and it’s very
interesting. If she’s right, every preacher you have listened to judged Onesimus wrongly.
You DON’T have to be the person you are… You CAN change… IF you want to… but the question is… Do you WANT to?
Read Romans 12 - Are there times when you just don’t like yourself? You’re too sarcastic, too opinionated, to rash with
your mouth, too judgemental, too negative, too arrogant… and on and on it goes? How can you change? Do you even want
to change? Most are happy drifting along in life without even trying to be a better Christian. They put up their barriers and
guards when they need to, so they don’t have to be challenged too much, therefore taking the easy road. Think of your
favourite preacher or teacher, what do you like about them? What DON’T you like about them? Do you try to live as holy
and sanctified as you can, or do you compromise all the time? By the choices you make how are your actions affected?
What’s the time…? To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the heaven: A time to be born,
and a time to die; a time to plant, and a time to pluck up that which is planted; A time to kill, and a time to heal; a time
to break down, and a time to build up; A time to weep, and a time to laugh; a time
to mourn, and a time to dance; A time to cast away stones, and a time to gather
stones together; a time to embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing; A time
to get, and a time to lose; a time to keep, and a time to cast away; A time to rend,
and a time to sew; a time to keep silence, and a time to speak; A time to love, and
a time to hate; a time of war, and a time of peace. Ecc 3v1-8. What time is it in
your own life? Time to change?
December 2020
As ‘Christmas’ approaches let’s make this month a very special month in our lives for the Lord. Let’s enjoy fellowship with
Him like we’ve never done before, drawing closer to Him through His word and through prayer. Let’s make this a month of
loving Him so much and thanking Him for all that He has done for us, starting with our salvation. How about pondering on
all the good things you’ve seen and experienced in your life so far. A whole month, every day, praising and thanking our
Lord Jesus Christ for giving us life and all that goes with it. Rooted and built up in him, and stablished in the faith, as ye
have been taught, abounding therein with thanksgiving. Col 2v7. Continue in prayer, and watch in the same with
thanksgiving; Col 4v2. Rejoice evermore. 1 Thes 5v16. Like Paul… As sorrowful, yet alway rejoicing; as poor, yet making
many rich; as having nothing, and yet possessing all things. 2 Cor 6v10. Rejoice in the Lord alway: and again I say, Rejoice.
Phil 4v4. But rejoice, inasmuch as ye are partakers of Christ's sufferings; that, when his glory shall be revealed, ye may
be glad also with exceeding joy. 1 Pet 4v13. Rejoicing in hope; patient in tribulation; continuing instant in prayer; Rom
12v12.
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For most people the enjoyment of life has gone…!
Driving around you can feel that the buzz and enjoyment of life has gone from most people, it’s all very sombre, subdued
and surreal. People are wary of each other and avoiding one another as much as they can They’ve been brainwashed,
conditioned, and are being controlled without really realising it. There is an atmosphere of anxiousness, we’re being
inhibited and restrained it feels. Every time I go out there is that feeling. Nothing feels normal, the ‘good ol days’ have
gone. It’s certainly a spiritual battle isn’t it. What are your thoughts on it all? …the joy of the LORD is your strength. Neh
8v10. Let’s be like David and encourage ourselves IN THE LORD - And David was greatly distressed; for the people spake
of stoning him, because the soul of all the people was grieved, every man for his sons and for his daughters: but David
encouraged himself in the LORD his God. 1 Sam 30v6. From a worldly point of view there isn’t much good happening, or
even a light at the end of the tunnel, but from a Christian point of view… we’re closer than ever to the Rapture of the Church.

Where’s all the Pentecostal ‘signs, wonders and healings’ boys when you need them?

Seems like they’ve all vanished doesn’t it!? Don’t they know there’s a ‘Plandemic’ going on. If ever we needed their special
‘signs and wonders’ it’s now isn’t it? Have they run to the hills? Where are they? Can’t their ‘god’ perform special miracles
during a ‘Plandemic’? Is COVID 19 to big for their ‘god’? Why the silence? And it came to pass at noon, that Elijah mocked
them, and said, Cry aloud: for he is a god; either he is talking, or he is pursuing, or he is in a journey, or peradventure he
sleepeth, and must be awaked. 1 Kings 18v27. Such LIARS and FRAUDS have run away… all these fake Pentecostals and
‘Charismaniac’ healers are nowhere to be seen, I wonder why? Will anyone ever believe them again? They’re all a bunch
of FAKERS and YOU KNOW IT!!! They’ve been deceiving people for decades fleecing them out of money, they deserve what
they get… and more!
What have you got to offer, what can you do to help, would you like to get involved more?
If you’re happy as you are fine, but if you want to get involved more, how about it? What can you do, how can you do more
for the Lord and in what capacity? Can you write, research, correspond, preach, teach, help, support, pray, tract, ‘I.T.’
‘create’, illustrate, ‘photography’ etc. what talents do you have that we could all benefit from? Have you any ideas on
anything? I’m always putting ‘feelers’ out there but not much comes back. I wanted to create a directory of all the KJV
Churches in the UK but not many responded to it so I didn’t bother. People keep asking me where they can find a KJV Bible
Believing Church and I couldn’t point them to many because only a few came back to me. If you want to help with projects
get involved. Most Christians are too lazy to step up to the plate. There’s loads more we could be doing together, especially
regarding social media and reaching out to people, but not many Christians seem that keen, so it doesn’t happen on a larger
scale. There is only so much we can do with a team of six here at TfT! It’s good that Kevin (TfT! Australia) and Jacob (TfT!
USA) at least are trying to get a work off the ground in their own countries. We could all do more here in the UK couldn’t
we? There are some Christians who are really having a go up there in Scotland and we’re sending tons of tracts, books,
Bibles, Gospel coins to them. I asked for photos for the Gospel Calendar this year as I know some of you like to get your
own photos in it, but alas, only a few people responded and so the calendar was filled with their photos. We produced three
Gospel video tracts through Jacob and Matt for everyone to use by linking them on your social media sites etc. but did you
use them? We are producing booklets on COVID, the KJV etc. as cheap as we can, which you buy AT COST, trying to get the
truth out everywhere we can. Every day we are ‘picking and packing’ orders sending them all over the UK and overseas.
We are very encouraged here at Time for Truth! by what is happening, but can we all do more? Time is running out, soon
we’ll be with the Lord, so time is precious, let’s make the most of it. If you have any ideas, suggestions… anything, where
you think we could also focus our attention, let me know.
Lastly… Which Bible is THE word of God?
For those of you who post a lot of tracts out using address books and the internet, how about looking up
churches all over your area and beyond, and posting our booklet ‘Which Bible is THE word of God?’ and start
challenging pastors and leaders everywhere regarding the Bible they use. You never know what good this may
do to all these modern-day churches. Our last assault on the churches before the Rapture, wouldn’t that be
something. If you’re not using the King James Bible, you DON’T have the words of God.
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